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Cra.ig Lewis and Frank Jones

(re: proposals from Dist. Clerk, Ray Hardy)

Proposed Rule:
Parties Responsible
for AccountinQ of Own Costs

Each party to a suit shall be responsible for
accurately recording all costs and fees incurred during the
course of a lawsuit, and such record shall be presented
to the Court at the time the Judgment'is submitted to the
Court for entry, if the Judgment is to provide for the
taxing of such costs. If the Judgment provides that costs
are to be borne by the party by whom such costs were incurred,
it shall not be necessary for any of the parties to present
a record of court costs to the Court in connection with.
the entry of a Judgment.

A judge,of any court. may include in any order or

(1)

Fees of the clerk and service fees
due the county;

(2)

Fees of the court reporter for the
original of stenographic transcripts
necessarily obtained for use in the
suit;

(3)

Compensation forexperts, masters,
interpreters, and guardians ad litem
appointed pursuant to these rules
and state statutes;

(4)

Such other costs and fees as may be
permitted by these rules and state
statutes.

Proposed Rule:

Documents Not To Be Filed

Depositions, interrogatories, answers to interrogatories, requests for production or inspection, responses
to those requests, and other pre-trial discovery materials
propounded and answered in accordance with these rules shall
not be filed with the Clerk. When any such documents are
needed.in connection with a pre-trial procedure, those portions which are relevant shall be submitted to the Court as
an exhibit to a motion or answer thereto. Any of such
material needed at a trial or hearing shall be introduced in
Open Cour` as provided by the*se rules and the Rules of
Evidence.

Prooosed Rule 8: Attorney in Charae

Each party shall, on the occasion of its first
C.appearance through counsel, designate.in writing the "attorney
in charge" for such party. Thereafter, until such d.e-signation, is changed by written notice to the Court and written
notice to all other parties in accordance with Rules 21a and
21b, said attorney in charge shall be responsible for the suit
as to such party and shall attend or send a fully authorized
representative to all hearings, conferences, and the trial.
All com*nunications from the court or other counsel
with resoect to a.suit will be sent to the attorney in charge.

Withdrawal of counsel in charge may be Effected
(a) uDon motion showing good cause and under such conditions
inzposed by the Presiding Judge; or (b) upon presentation by
such attorney in charge of a notice of substitution designating
the name, address and telephone number of the substitute
attorney, with the signature of.the attorney to be substituted,
the approval of the.client, and an averment that such substitution will not delay any setting currently in effect.
Proposed Rule 14(b):
Return_or Other
Disnosition of Exhibits
I
1

Exhibits offered or admitted into evidence
(1)
which are of unmanageable size (such as charts, diaQrams
and posters) will be withdrawn immediately upon completion
of the trial and reduced reproductions substituted therefor.
Model exhibits (such as machine parts) will be withdrawn upon
completion of trial,.unless otherwise ordered by the Judge.
Exhibits offered or admitted into evidence
(2)
will be removed by the offering party within thirty (3) days
after final disposition of the cause by the court without notice
if no appeal is taken. When an appeal is taken,•exhibits
returned by the Court of Appeals will be removed by the offering party within ten (10) days after telephonic notice by
Exhibits not so removed will be disposed of by
the clerk.
the clerk in any convenient manner and any expense incurred
taxed against the offering party without notice.

^

Exhibits which are determined by the Judge
(3)
to be of a sensitive nature, so as to make it improper for
the_^:^ to be withdrawn, shall be retained in the custody of
the clerk pending disposition.on order of the Judge.
,

COURTREPORTER

I

COURT COORDINATOR

Luther H. Soules, III
800 Milam Building, East Travis at Soledad
0
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Re:

Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Dear Luke:
Thanks for your list of the members of the above committee.
I was in the State Bar Center at the same time as your meeting
and ran into Frank Branson. He invited me to come in and
talk to the Committee about my problem, but we were so busy
with Pattern Jury Charges I, I never got in.
From looking at the Committee it's obvious that very few
of the Committee members practice in a multi-county district
court.
Because of that, I want to make one more short comment
about the two matters I have brought to the Committee's attention
in the past. One has to do with recusal practice and the
other with time 'table for filing the record in appellate
courts.
Both are problems in rural districts. Apparently,
they are not such a problem in an urban district. I believe
I know why.
RECUSAL PRACTICE
My original proposal was that the lawyer,be required to swear
to a Motion for Recusal setting forth with particularity
the reasons he seeks to recuse a judge.- That the rule be
changed (and probably the statute) to permit the judge that
the recusal is directed against to summarily deny it if it
does not state a proper cause for removal.
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In an urban area, there are many judges in the courthouse
and a judge can simply get one of them to come hear the
recusal motion.
It creates no problem. In a rural area,
we have to get a judge from somewhere else assigned. The
recusal has to wait until that judge can be there and until

the judge against whom the recusal'is directed can be available
in the county that the recusal is filed in. He may have
to recess a jury trial in another county in order to meet
.the visiting judge's schedule, or make some other kind of
docket change.
Usually, the recusals that I see are actually
made for the purposes of delay and that is obvious. If the
lawyers had to swear to these, they wouldn't file them except
when they were true. They would not then be summarily denied
by the judge against whom they are directed.
A couple of years ago when my daughter was showing heifers,
we had a show in Tucumcari, New Mexico followed by one in
Cheyenne, jtiTyoming.
Because a recusal that did not state
proper grounds had been filed in a criminal case, set for
jury trial the week following the calf shows, I had to make
a trip from Tucumcari back to Henrietta when a visiting judge
could be here so I could have the hearing on the recusai.

I then went on to Cheyenne to be with my daughter showing
heifers.
If I had not done that, the case would not have
gone to trial the week in question.
I am probably the only judge that ever had to make that kind
of a trip because of a recusal practice, but it's ridiculous
to have rules that permit lawyers to use recusals for
continuances.
APPELLATE TIME TABLE

Luke, I am not going to go into any further detail about
the rules themselves and the time table. From the transcript
furnished me of the meeting, the Committee understands that.
What they don't understand, is that the rules permit a lawyer
to perfect an appeal and request the statement of facts as

May 21, 1986

little as 10 days prior to the time it's due in the Appellate
Court.
I don't know of any court reporter except those with
a CAT who can get out a record in 10 days if he's got any
business in his courthouse. It's a bigger problem in the
country because if you have 30 minutes or an hour of dead
time in the court, and you are in the city, the court reporter
is always at his office and can simply go in and type during
that time period.
In the country, my court reporter is with me in the other
two counties and the office is in Clay County.
If we are
sitting idle for an hour in Montague, he cannot be working
on that record.
There is no problem with the 60 days permitted if the lawyer
has to notify the court reporter timely and there is no
problem with the additional time period in the event of a
motion for new trial'.
However, it just makes sense that
a court reporter ought to have at least 30 days to get a
statement of facts ready.
If the rule is not going to be changed, I think the appellate
judges should quit going to the conferences and complaining
about court reporter delay when the Supreme Court's own rules
create some of the problem.
Luke, my feeling about these two matters is really not much
different than a lot of other things. The Legislature very
seldom thinks about those of us out here that have got miles
and miles between courthouses. I guess those drafting the
rules seldom do either. I don't know all the details of
how your committee operates.
However, I obviously have not
been able to articulate the problem well by letter and
probably haven't improved on it much with this letter. If
the Committee ever takes testimony from individuals about
these matters, I would certainly like to appear. Based upon
the transcripts you have furnished me with respect to both
of these matters, I do not think the problem that exists
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for rural judges is being addressed. I know the rules should
not be tailored just to fit the rural judges. However, they
should not be drafted ignoring us either.
Luke, I appreciate your consideration of this matter and
if I can do anything further to at least get the real issues
discussed, I would appreciate hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Frank J. Douthitt
FJD: lb

I

^

STEPHANIE A BELBER
ROBERT E. ETLItiCER
PETER F.GAZDA
ROBERT D REED
SUSAN D. REED
RAI.D I. RIKLI\

August 19, 1986
4

Mr. Sam Sparks
Grambling, Mounce, Sims,
Galatzan & Harris
P.O. Drawer 1977
El Paso, Texas 79950
RE:

Report on Rule 165a

Dear Sam:
Enclosed are some documents showing the success of the
Dismissal for . Want of Prosecution procedures that have been
pursued by Bexar County. In FYE August 31, 1985, the total cases
in Bexar County increased by only 1,000 in the face of 26,338 new
filings on top of a back log of 44,052 pending cases, for a
virtual "zero growth." In the first 10 months of FYE August 31,
1986, i.e. through June 30, 1986, the total number of pending
cases had been reduced from 45,038 to 37,291, i.e. by a factor of
just over 17%. Seventy-one percent of the cases disposed of in
June were 18 months or less in age, while 39% were over 18
months.
While disposing of a heavy percentage of old cases, the
newly filed cases are still getting attention as well. In recent
years before the implementation of the Dismissal for Want of
Prosecution procedures, our courts were reasonably holding their
own through effective utilization of a well organized central
I do not advocate the central docket for all districts,
docket.
but do bring this to your attention as to how the central docket
can work to dispose not only of recently pending cases but also
older cases that are the subjects of an absence of prosecution by
the parties.

Mr. Sam Sparks
August 19, 1986
Page 2
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Very truly yours,
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Enclosures

cc:

Judge Raul Rivera
Judge Joe Kelly
Judge Solomon Casseb, Jr.
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July 14, 1986

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE:

Enclosed for your information is a copy of:
(1)
Order of the District Courts of Bexar County, Texas For
Dismissal for Want of Prosecution of Ad Valorem Tax Cases Filed
Prior to January 1, 1980, signed by Judge Raul Rivera on April 9,
1985;
(2)
Joint Order of the District Courts of Bexar County,
Texas,
Dismissal
Concerning
for
Want
of
Prosecution
or
Alternative Pretrial Procedure for Civil Cases Filed Prior to
January 1, 1983, signed by each of the Civil District Court
Judges.

I have included same for discussion on our September agenda under
Rule
and
request
165a
that
Sam
Sparks
(El
Paso)
make
a
Subcommittee report critiquing this asa method to dispose of
pending case backlog.
Judge Solomon Casseb, Jr., should be
consulted for input.

LHSIII/tat
enclosures

11

Political subdivisions having ad valorem taxing
authority
over property situated in Bexar County, Texas, filed certain
suits to collect delinquent taxes prior to January 1, 1980, of
which approximately 5,000 remain pending as inactive cases and
should be dismissed for Want of Prosecution for the following
reasons:

11d4

'^•
s'"
[^;"'

^^N
n^,^
^''`=`

1.
Most of the casPs were filed r:y either the City of San
Antonio or the County of Bexar and all of the cases so filed
pertaining to ad valorem taxes remaining delinquent and unpaid as
of January 1, 1980, have been refiled and su p e rse d e d in la suits
--- --^^^^
r
zllings on or atter January 1, 1980, and
no rights to collection of the subject taxes are diminished by
dismissing these cases.
2.
All other pending ad valorem tax cases filed prior to
January 1, 1980, and not since refiled, have been inactive for
over five (5) years with no indication from the pertinent taxin g
authorities of intent to pursue same .
In an y event, no rights to
collection of the subject

taxes are

diminished by dis:^issing

-••, ........
.u-- ^ , a^.^y uCrlu ana aeservir.g
pursuit can be refiled without payment of filing fees and without
substantial risk of expiration of lengthy limitations periods
generally applicable to such suits.
3.
These numerous pending cases are unnecessarily burdensome to the District Courts and District Clerks and costly to the
County to retain in that: (a) the papers must be kept retrievable
as active files, (b) the pending dockets of the Courts appear
statistically distorted, (c) the disposition of pending cases by
the Courts appears statistically distorted, (d) the cost of
maintaining
these
inactive
pending
cases
has
no
offsetting
benefit and should be avoided, and (e) microfilming these files
upon dismissal and subsequent destruction of the paper files will
free physical space critically needed by the District Clerk for
storage of active litigation files.
It is accordingly ORDERED that:
The District Clerk shall give notice by publication on
four
separate
occasions
of
dismissal
for
want
of
prosecution of all ad valorem tax suits filed prior to
January 1, 1980, and shall further give written notice
directly
to
all
political
subdivisions
having
ad
valorem taxing authority over property of any kind
situated in Bexar County, Texas, delivered or mailed to
the highest official of each such political subdivision
with instructions that:such notice be forwarded to
current attorneys for such subdivision.
Thirty (30) days after the last notice is given as
above provided, all cases not individually set for
immediate trial with notice of such setting given to
the District Clerk by certified mail, return receipt
requested, will be dismissed for want of prosecution by
blanket order dismissing all pending ad valorem tax
cases filed prior to January 1, 1980, excepting only
those so set for trial with such notice to the District
Clerk given by individual cause number.

At any time

following

days

the

after

the expiration

dismissal,

and

of t-hirty (30)

compliance

by

the

District Clerk with all necessary legal prerequisites,
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cases.

District Clerk Garcia further reported that all District

Courts are current on civil cases filed during and since 1983
since civil cases have been posted into computers and accordingly
subject

to

management.

more

readily

available information for judicial

The Courts have determined jointly that the pre-1983

cases are proper cases for review as to dismissal for want of
prosecution pursuant to Tex. R. Civ. P. 165a, and that any cases
not dismissed for want of prosecution are prcper cases either (a)
where service is complete for immediate pretrial pursuant to Tex.
R. Civ. P. 166 and disposition by trial or, (b) where service is
incomplete, for immediate service pursuant to Tex. R. Civ. P. 106

It is, accordingly, ORDERED jointly by the 37th, 45th, 57th,
73rd, 131st, 150th; 166th, 224th, 225th, 226th, 265t'.-i, and 288th
JudicialDistrict Courts of Bexar County, Texas, as follows:

1•

APPO?`7i: ENT OF J'iTDGES PRESTDT^IG•

Honorable Solomon J.

Casseb, Jr., 57th Judicial District Judge, Retired, and
Honorable Eugene C. Williams, 131st Judic;al District
Judge, Retired, (the "Assigned Judges Presiding"), are
assigned

to

sit

in

designated

Judicial

District

Courtroom of Bexar County, Texas, (the "Courtroom",1for
the purposes of conducting hearings for dismissals\for
want of prosecution, ordering service or substitute
service

of

process,

entering

pretrial

orders,

and

conducting trials on the merits to conclusion, of all
pre-1983 civil cases pending in all Judicial District
Courts of Bexar County, Texas, with a goal towards
disposition

of

same

prior

to

May

31,

1986.

The

Assigned Judges Presiding shall for all purposes of
this Order sit simultaneously and preside in all of
these Judicial District Courts of aexar County, Texas.

-2-
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2.

SCHEDULE TO CALL CASES:

Beginning with the oldest

cases first, and proceeding from those to the most
recent cases, during the

forthcoming

ten month period

ending July 31, 1986, all pending cases in all

Judicial

District Courts of Bexar County, Texas, filed prior to
January 1, 1983, will be set in the Courtroom by any
one or more of the Assigned Judges Presiding for
hearing

on

prosecution

the

issue

of

dismissal

for

want

of

( "Dismissal Hearing") to be called fifteen

(15) cases or more per hour every hour on the hour at
9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 3:00
p.m., and 4:00 p.m., on every business day exclusive of
legal holidays, and shall thereupon be dismissed for
want of prosecution unless it is determined in the
discretion of one of the Assigned Judges Presiding that
there

is

good

cause

for

cases,

as

individually

ccnsidered, to be maintained on the docket of the Court
pursuant to prompt pretrial

and trial. All

for

of

dismissals

for

want

proceedings

prosecution

shall

be

conducted in accordance with Tex. R. Civ. P. 165a.

3.

ABSENCE OF SERVICE OF CITATION: In event that one of
the

Assigned Judges Presiding should determine on

showing by a party that a case should be maintained on
the docket because it is reasonably possible for the
plaintiff to perfect service of process, that Assigned
Judge Presiding shall forthwith order that service of
process be accomplished within a period not to exceed
sixty (60) days and, where appropriate, shall enter an
order permitting substitute service by any available
means;

if

service

is

not

perfected

within

the

prescribed period, any Assigned Judge Presiding may,
upon motion and for extreme good cause shown, extend
the period for service, otj.erwise
dismissed

for

want

of

-3-

the case shall be

prosecution;

if

service

is

perfected, immediately upon service of process the case,
sha11 become subject to the default judgment procedure

set forth in paragraph 4 if no answer is filed or
the

pretrial

procedure

set

forth

in

paragraph

to
5

hereinbelow if answer is filed. When any citation is
sought by publication the proceeding shall be governed
by the provisions of Tex. R. Civ. P. 109 and an
affidavit pursuant to that rule shall be filed at or
prior to the Dismissal Hearing, by the party seeking to
retain the case on the docket, his agent, or att^r.^.ey,
setting

forth

in

detail

the

facts

of

diligence

exercised in attemoting to ascerta.n the residence or
whereabouts of all necessary defendants or to obtain
seriice of non-resident notice, sufficient to authorize
the Court to approve the issuance by the Clerk of
citation for service by publication, and sufficient
further to negative the reasonableness of any other
for:n of substitute se raice of citation pursuant to Tex.'
R.

C'_v.

P.

106,

108, 108a.

Absent suff;cient showing

at the Dismissal Hearing to reasonably assure that Rule
106

service

substitute
otherwise,

can
service

be

promptly
or

service

made
by

or

to

support

publication

or

cases in which defendants are not served

shall be dismissed for want of prosecution. Parties
pursuing substitute service are directed to timely
comply with the provisions of 4.B. set forth below.

4.

A.
Tex.

Wherever shown by a party to be prooer pursuant to
R.

Civ.

P.

239

and

241

the

Assigned

Judge

Presiding shall render and sign proper forms of default
judgments presented at the Dismissal Hearing; where
✓

Tex.

R.

Civ. P. 243 is applicable, proof of damages

shall be made at the Dismissal Hearing whereupon the
•

"

•

y "

Assigned Judge Presiding shall render and sign proper
forms of judg:nents presented at the Dismissal Hearing;
absent the presentment of a proper form of judgment and
absent such proof where necessary the case shall be
dismissed for want of prosecution at the Dismissal
Hearing.

z

✓

B.
4•A.,

In addition to the provisions set forth above in
wherever

any

defendant

has

been

cited

by

publication the plaintiff must secure, by order of an
Assigned

Judge

Presiding,

attorney ad litem pursuant to the provisions of Tex. R.

^

^

Civ. P. 244 prior to the Dismissal Hearing and have the
attorney ad litem present at the Dismissal Hearing to
comply fully with Tex. R. Civ. P. 244, ot.':erwise the
case shall be dismissed for want of prosecution at the
Dismissal Hearing; in this connection, all costs of
court for reasonable attorneys fees allowed by the
court to the attorney ad litem shall be taxed against
and promptly paid by plaintiff and an attorney ad litem
shall be issued a writ of execution therefor against
any plaintiff who does not promptly make such payment.

S.

PRETRIAL

ORDER:

When

completed in a case

service of process has been

and answers

are filed, and it is

determined in the discretion of any of the Assigned
Judges Presiding that said case should be maintained on
the

docket,

the

Presiding

District

Judge

shall

thereupon enter an order pursuant to Tex. R. Civ. P.
166 scheduling all pretrial matters and further setting
the case for trial upon the merits within four months
whether by trial to the Court or trial by jury. All
proceedings in connection" with the pretrial procedure
shall be conducted pursuant to Tex. R. Civ. P. 166 and
the Court shall, immediately following the Disrnissal

00000031

r ^ ^ 1

r-,^
I ^)
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,

Hearing,

if the Court

there ccncludes that the case

should be maintained for 'trial, render and sign an
order as follows:

(a)
All timo periods hereinafter set forth commence on
the

date e

i e, the date of

the

Diamissal

Hearing or the date of service of citation and
answer by defendants as certified by the District
Clerk whichever is later.

(b.)
All dilatory pleas and all motions and exceptions
relating to the case will be filed on or prior to
the expiration of, seven (7) days and immediately
set by the party for hearing on or orior to the
expiration of fourteen (14) days, otherwise the
same shall be
deemed waived.

(c)

Plaintiff'e
Amended Origlnal Pettion, if an
y,
be f +
y'
_led on or prior to the e:cn:at;on
of 21
;
days,
Defendant's Amended Origanal Answer, if any,
shall be filed on or prior to the exniration of 28
days.
No amendment of Pleadings Will. thereafter
be permitted.

(d)
If a jury trial is desired, a jury fee if not
already paid will be paid on or prior to the
expiration of 28 days otherwiee, jury trial ehall
be deemed waived, and all requested special isaues
will be submitted by all partiea, on or prior to
the expiration of 28 days otherwise, the right to
request special issues shall be deemed waived; in
event the parties do not desire a jury trial, all
issues

that

the

parties

will

try

will

be

succinctly stated and filed with the Court on or
prior to the expiration of 28 days and any issues

not

submitted

will

be

deemed

waived.

Any

supplemental pleadings of the parties, together
with a statement by every party identifying the
name,

location,

person

and telephone number of every

having

including
address,

knowledge

experts,

and

of

relevant

identifying

by

facts,
name,

telephone number, subject matter, and

substance of opinion every witness who will or may
be called at trial in whole or in part to exoress
an opinion on any matter shall also be filed on or
prior to the expiration of 28 days. Pleadings may
not

thereafter be supplemented and persons and

expert witnesses not so identifieci may not testify
at any trial.

(e)

If

a

jury fee is paid, and special issues are

requested,

all

requests

for

instructions

and

definitions shall be submitted on or prior to the
expiration of 35 days, othex^,rise such requests
shall be deemed waived.

(f)

All discovery will be completed on or prior to the
expiration

of

70

days:

In

this

connection,

pursuant to the provisions of Tex. R. Civ. P.
215(3), the Assigned Judge Presiding shall order
in all cases the harshest permissible 'sanctions
against parties and attorneys in circumstances
where discovery abuses occur which. tend to delay
trials or interfere with timely preparation for
trials;

default judgments against defendants and

dismissals against plaintiffs are to be considered
in all such cases and granted wherever sunported
by the circumstances.
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August 22, 1986

Galatzan & Harris
P.O. Drawer 1977

El Paso, Texas 79950
Dear Sam:

LHSIII:gc
Enclosure

I

526

16, 1979.

June 27, 1986

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules, Cliffe & Reed

800 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205

`Houston, TX 77010

Re:

Rules 74 and 131
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure

Dear Luke and Mike:
The Court reauests that your committees consider amending
Rules 74 and 131 of the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure as
follows:
Rule 74.

Requisites of Briefs

Briefs shall be brief. In civil cases the brief shall
consist of not more than 30 pages exclusive of the Table of
Contents and Index of Authorities. The court may, upon
motion, permit a longer brief. Briefs shall be filed ...

Rule 131.

Requisites of Applications

The application for writ of error shall be addressed to
"The Supreme Court of Texas," and shall state the name of the
party or parties applying for the writ. The parties shall be

June 27, 1986
Page 2

designated as "Petitioner" and "Respondent." Application for
writ of error shall be as brief as possible shall consist of
not more than 30 pages exclusive of the Table of Contents and
the Index of Authorities. The court may upon motion permit a
loncer brief.
The respondent should file ...

Sincerely yours;
(^^

^

I

Justice James P. Wallace
Sucreme Court of Texas

P. O. Box 12248 Ca^itol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Rules of Civil Procedure

h

1233 Yilam Bldg.
San Antonio, Texas 78205

Ac^inistration of Justice Committee
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin & Lewis
2600 Two Houston Center

- y
,

o n

January 12, 19841

I

8th he.^,inistrative District
Dear Jucce:

I have some cases in which Marshall Gilmore is attorney of
record.
I understand he has moved to "Orec.'on" anQ civen uD
the practice of lati•:.
ApDarently, he made no prlor arrancer,ents
for anvone to succeea him or to take over his practice. Davi(f
Z•;halev is attemotinc to facilitate his withcraval in sc:-.e cases

th Larry

us to discuss it and get some local bar participation.
Very -ruly yours,

♦

1

January 9, 193'

_

_..

Plaintiff files suit in Travis County acainst
D-1 tr -;le s a mot^on to
D-1, D-2, and D-3.
tra.,.STar to a CCll.^.tv

✓

✓

Of :'lcTiCat.Cry

'an uA, ,-i1,-2

:e5ruary 10, 1984

1000 Mercantile Dallas Bida.
_.-:-xas 75201

in this res.ect I forward to you and your cohorts letter
dated January 9 from Judge James P. Wallace raising prodle:r.s
ce-,cerni ng the new venue rules.
_

FRANK M RYBURN,JR.
SAM P. E'.UFIORp

DALLAS,TEXAS

75201
OF

COUNSEL

214l720-3911

September 19, 1985

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
Soules, Cliffe & Reed
800 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205
Re:

Rule 87 - June 1984 Meeting of
Administration of Justice Committee

Dear Luke:

After our recent committee meeting on Saturday in Austin, we
discussed the status of the amendment to Rule 87 which was
passed by the Administration of Justice Committee at its June
1984 meeting. What I left with you was my copy of the minutes
from that meeting which set forth the recommended changes of the
committee and which I understood was forwarded on to your
committee for review.

I trust that you can determine
changes. If they have been lost
will be happy to write a letter
consideration be again given to
problems in the Hendrick case.

the status of the recommended
somewhere in the "shuffle", I
to Mike Gallagher asking that
changes of Rule 87 to meet the

Many thanks for your consideration, and I look forward to
working with you in the future. Kindest personal regards.
Very truly yours,
BURFORD & RYBURN
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Re:

Rule 87

touches uccn the issue but doesn't do so very clearly.

I acree with Judge Wallace that this issue should be addressed
JV

a

Crcvision

in the

rules

because

the

current

state

Of

the

law

.

his r`si;Ence, and the clea is sustained, if the c=us= of
actior. is a ioint act_cn c_rowinc out of joint liability of
all

O^

the

defendants,

.

the

sultrlRllst

be

transferred

in

its

is

S.71-:.2d 870 (TeY. Civ. App. - Waco 1931, no writ) : Since a
literal aoplication of the test ordinarily would reauire a
division of the case (i.e., there are very few instances where
defendants are only jointly liable rather than jointly and
severally liable), the courts have on occasion mouthed the test
but have actually applied a more practical princicle. See e.g.
Geoohvslcal Data ProcessinQ Center, Inc. V. Cruz, 576 S.W.2C
666 (Tax. Civ. hop. - Beau:ont 1978, no writ) - apciyinc test
that when relief souQht is "so lnterrJoven" that case s:,ould nct

by

.,

o

,

same transaction or occurrence or series of trar.sactions or
occ-_ _ences .
_

Best regards,

William V. Dorsaneo, i77

cc:

Hon. James P. Wallace
Mr. Doak R. Bishcc

be retained in the custody of the clerk pe.nding disposition on order
of the court.

This proposal by Mr. Jones was deferred until the next meet;^g of
ti 2 ccr:'^allttee.

d.

Prccosed Rule.

e.

,
Ru^e 20-

Docur.ents not to be Filed

any t=^stir:ony agreed by the parties and such other evid`nce as -,^."iay
be aoprcpriate be presented at trial by videotape. The e_:^nses
of such videotape recordings shall be taxed as costs. If any
party withdraws agreement to a videotape trial, the videotape costs
that have accrued will be taxed against the party witr:drawing from
the agree.mznt.

Rule 87.

Determiniation of %btion to Transfer

2.

,
as crovided in paragraph 3 of this rule, that the cause of action,
IL a

defendant seeks transfer to a county where the cause of action or
a part thereof accrued, it shall be sufficient for the defendant

to plead that if a cause of action exists, then the cause of action
or part thereof accrued in the specific county to which transfer is
sought, and such allegation shall not constitute an admission that
a cause of action in fact exists. A defendant who seeks to transfer a case to a county where the cause of action, or a part thereof,
accrued shall be recuired to support his mction by prima facie
proof as provided in paragraph 3 of this rule.
5. rde-?^bew^°^^ ;. Additional ^".^otions.
If a motion to transfer
is overrrnled and the suit retained in the county of suit or if a
motion to transfer is sustained and the suit is transferred to another
county, no additional mtion to transfer may be made by aQartv whose
motion was overruled or sustaLned except on grounds that an imnartial
trial can.not be had urider Rules 257-23-9.

.

(Present Section 5 deleted in entirety.)
g.

Rule 680

Judge Thuz.^nond stated that the subccnmtittee felt this was a problem
in the family law area and that the Family Law Section should handle this
matter through legislation. Mr. Green suggested that the matter be carried
over to the new Bar year.
h.

Rule 272

Hr. Kreager said the subccmmittee felt this Rule needed study. A
M0TI0N was made, seconded and ADOPTED to carry the item over to the new
Bar year.

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned.

2.

existence of a cause of action, w1mlen pleaded urc-Lerly, shall
be taLen as establi_=hec as alleged by the pleadinCs Lti- When
the clair^ant's venue allecations relating to the olace where the
cause oF action arose or accrued are specifically denied, the

3
a

,

5.

^

transfer, or if an action has been trar.sferred to a pro-per county

in re=_-ponse to a motion to transfer, then a motion to transfer by

,

party has timely filed a motion to transfer.

✓

ea:_=tence of a cause of action, when pleaded properly, shall
be taken as esta:,lishec as allecec by the pleacings_ btt When
the clainnant's venue allegations relatinc to the place where the
cause of action arose or accrued are specifically denied, the
pleacer is recuired to su_port his pleadinc tpat-t°e-ee^aa-a=
^

_

•

by

o

the cause of action or a part thereo` accrued, it shall be
sufficient

for

th e

defendant to pleaG that if a cause

oi
f

aCtlon

exists, then the cause of action or part thereof accrued in the
county

exists.

A de,enc_nt who seefs to t_ansfer a case to a countv
s...

to

trans fer

specific

which

is sOllC:,t, and such alleCatlon

G_

.
.

.

.

.

,

'

v

on
_

a

_

•

claim

was D_'eylOusly

_

._ . a

no

t available to the movant or tc the other

acainst a motion to transfer, or if

,

an action has been transferred

to a Drocer countv in resconse to a motion to transfer, then a
:^etion to trans=er by a Dartv adced subsecuent to the rulinc on
another Dartv's motlon.to tr an•Sfer. may be .filea as a Lrerec^ulsTte
,

not ::^ade by the other movant or movants.
Parties who are added subsecuently to an action

and are

^

:reclucec by this rule from having a motion to transfer consicerec
may ra;5e t:^e oro:Drletv of ver:u= on a:.^.eal, D!"Ov16ed

-I

that

the

^

I

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules & Cliffe

1235 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205
Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Chairman
Administration of Justice Committee
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin & Lewis
70th Fl . , Allied Bank Plaza
Houston, TX 77002

Re:

Rule 101

Dear Luke and Mike:

I

an enclosing a letter in regard to the above

rule.
May I suggest that this matter be placed on
our next Agenda.
Sincerely,
i
5

"

P.

stice
JPW:fw
Enclosure

Wallace

s

RALPH LOGAN

(1913-1983)

TELE!HOI:E ( 975) C55.7221

September 12, 1985

Honorable John Hill, Chief Justice
Texas Supreme Court
Supreme Court Building
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Proposal of Amendment to the Texas Rules of Court

Dear Chief Justice Hill:

I would like to propose a change in the requisites for citation as set out in Rule 101 of the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure.
Presently our citation has required the defendant "to appear by filing a written answer to plaintiff's
petition at or before ten o'clock A.M. of the Monday next
after the expiration of 20 days after the date of service
thereof."
My objection to this anachronism is two-fold. First, the
computation of the answer day can sometimes be confusing,
particularly if the twentieth day falls on Monday or the
Monday is a holiday. Secondly, often intelligent clients
assume that they must appear in court at ten o'clock on
the answer day and are confused by this terminology. Why
not provide that an answer must be filed within a definite
time, such as 20 days as required in federal court?
In this age of fair notice and consumer protection I would
also suggest that citation might contain some simple statement
to
the recipient, such as: You have been sued. You
have a right to retain an attorney. If you do not file a
written answer with the appropriate court within the appropriate time, a default judgment may be taken against you.
Your consideration to the above will be greatly appreciated.
With warmest regards, I'remain
Very truly yours,

00000059
GG:lt

TO:

The Administrative Justice Committee
AND
The Supreme Court Advisory CoT^mittAe

Petition for A.r:.endin, Rules 103 and 106
of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure Pursuant
to the Supreme Court's Rule-Alaking Authority
Under §22.004 of the Texas Government Code

PY: rDi'lAR.D S. HUI3IiARD
TI'A#10131700
1G00 Four Allen Center
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 951-0730
Attorneys for The Texas
Association of Civil
-I'rocess Servers

00000060

PETITICN FOR At1ENDING RULES 103
AND 10E OF THE TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PFOCEDURE

NOW COMES THE TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF CIVIL PROCESS SERVERS,
whose members are engaged in the businesrs of private process
service within the State of Texas, and petition this Court to
ar^end Rules. 103 and 106 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, so
as to allow for the alternative of private service of process in
civil cases without first rnquiring such service to be attempted

c

through S7:eriffs, Constables or court clerks.

In suanort of such

petition, THE TEXAS ASSCCIATION OF CIVIL PROCESS SEP.VERS, provide
the following arauments:
I.

JUDICIAL AND SOCIAL
POLICY: THE NEED FOR CHANGE

"''here

comes a time in the evolution and development of the

laws of every jurisdiction when changes should be made in even the
most enduring and traditional laws or policies.
and

There are rules

customs logically and rationally founded that eventually

become outdated or outweighed by practical considerations.

Our

State's judicial system has arrived at such a time for change in
P.ul.es

103 and 106 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

raaulzte service of process in civil cases.

000a00^Y

1

which

Limited budgets
inherent

in urban,

and increased needs for law enforcement are

and rapidly growing

counties.

The population

of Texas continues to grow at a rapid pace, and the state now conrr.ore

tains

than sixteen million inhabitants. [U.S. Dept. of

It is the mandatory duty of Sheriffs and Constab].es of Texas
to serve all writs and processes directed or delivered to them by
legal authority.
(Vernon 1960).

TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. AD'P7. art. 6883 and 6885
Sheriffs and Constables are required to attempt

service of process before others may be allowed to attempt such
service.

TEX. REV. CIV. PROC. Pule 103, Rule 106.

The limited

county budgets and increased public safety responsibilites cause
understaffed Sheriffs' and Constables' Departments.

It has been

proven that Sheriffs' and Constables' Departments can become so
understaffed that they cannot meet all the needs of the public for
which they have responsibility.
is not effected.

As a result, service of process

See Garcia v. Gutierrez, 697 S.54.2d 758 (Tex.

app. - Corpus Christi 1985, no writ); Iawyers Civil Process v.
State E;x. Rel. Vines, 690 S.W.2d 939 (Tex. App. - Dallas 19S5, no
writ).

The courts in those cases givP strong indications that

private process

servers should

be allowed to serve all

process;

however, the courts hands were tied since the rule-making authority on that matter rests with the Texas Supreme Court. Garcia v.
Gutierrez, 697 S.W.2d at 759.
Texas has placed a heavy burden on its taxpayers to try and
provide sufficient staff and equipment to accommodate the mountinv
documents which must be served.

Yet the majority of taxpayers

never need or use the judicial system, while there are others who
need and desire access to the Courts to prosecute claims and
requests.

Some of that heavy burden can be and should be shifted

from the large taxpayer pool to the relatively small number of
persons and entities which seek access to the system. Free enterprise service of process shifts some of- that burden.

Although it

can be said that many or most Sheriffs' and. Constables' Departments operate with zeal and determination, they will not be able
to equal the efficiencies inherent in a free enterprise endeavor
due to the burdensome budgeting processes and taxpayer limits.
See Garcia v. Gutierrez, 697 S.W.2d at 759.
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure have for sometime
allowed private persons to serve process. (Fed. R. Civ. Proc. Rule
4)

There are no substantive complaints regarding the Federal

system which allows such process.
the

Due process is met, access to

Courts is more efficient, and judicial economy has been

served.

in the Garcia and Lawyers Civil Process cases the Courts

stated that the arguments of judicial economy and efficiency are

persuasive, and virtually declared that it would be in the best
intcrest of. our judicial system to allow private process service
similar to that allowed under the Federal rules.
t'oreover,

I
I

an adoption of the practical efficiencies of the

private process service alternative need not jeopardize-the fairness and legitimacy sought to be maintained through the present
system.

First, the' alternative of public process service through

Sheriffs, Constables and court clerks (by certified mail)- should
remain available for those liticants who could not afford the services of private process servers, but who need acce§s to the
system.

See BoOdie v. Conneticut, 401 U.S. 371, 97 S.Ct. 780

(1971).

Second, in recent hearings before the Texas legislature,
of•

renresentatives

Texas

the

Private

Investigators

Aoard

acknowledged that the ioard could use its present facilities to
provide for licensing and regulation of the private process
service

industry.

(Hearing

held

on

HLr613

Committee on Lac•, Enforcement, t'ay 1, 1985).

efficient

private

alternative

the

House

By maintaininv public

alternatives and state supervision, the state
the

before

without

will benefit from
abandoning

its

responsibility to protect the public welfare.
We petition the Court for relief, because the common law is
not an avenue available for change in the rules of civil process
in this particular instance.

The rules are statutory in nature.

It is felt by many that on some issues change in the co:^mon law is
the most ef£ective or appropriate means in reeting the changing

c

needs of the judicial system and desires of the people.
method of change is left to our judicial branch.

That

IIecause it is

statutory, the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure would seem to need
legislative enactment for the chZnc;e.
not true.

In Texas, however, this is

The Texas legislature has seen fit to allow the well

respected Texas Suprerne Court to establish the Pu2es' of Civil
Procedure and make chanqes where needed.

TEX. GOV. CODE §22,004.

Thus, the Rules of Civil Procedure are developed and overseen

I
I
I
I

jointly by the levislative and judicial branches.
The leaislature in several recent sessions reviewed the need
for a chanae in the rules of process serving. In 1983, the 6ath
Session of the Texas Lenislature passed chances allowing private

C

process servers to -serve civil process issued by the Courts of
this state in the manner, provided by law for service by Sheriffs
and Constables with few exceptions.

That passage exhibited the

desire of the people of Texas through their elected representatives to change the rules regarding service of process in this
state.

The chanqe cetitioned for herein would have been effective

that year, but for a Governor's veto.

Now two of the three

branches of the Texas government have had a hand in the movement
of the state to change the rule. The legislature has approved it.
A Governor has not.

Years acTo the legislature understood and

continues to understand that the highest Court in the Texas jucii-

I
41
I
I
I
I
I
I

cial nyatem should havc the bc±st knowledge and understanding of
the Texas Pules of Civil Procedure, and it is the Texas fiuprene

1
I

Court that should r,.ake the chanae whose time has come.
II.
Legal Arguments and Authorities In
Sunrort of Amendinc Rules

The inadeouacies arising from the strict construction of
Rules 103 and 106 have become acute, and are affecting litigants'
ability to obtain effective access to this state's judicial system
for redress of grievances.

Without a change in the method of

service of process the state may soon be faced with a system of
service of process which viol.ates its own constitution, as well as
the auarantee of due process under the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution.

Under Article 1, Section 13 of the Texas Constitution "[a]11
courts shall be open, and every person for an injury done him, in
his lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due
course of law." In interpreting the requirements of Section 13,
the Texas Suoreme Court has stated that "a statute or ordinance
that unreasonably abridges a justifiable right to obtain redress
for injuriAs caused by the wrongful acts of another amounts to a
denial of due process under Article 1, Section 13 and is there=
fore, void."

Sax v. Votteler, 648 S.W.2d 661, 665 (Tex. 1983).

In applying this

standard

the Court stated that the litig3nts'

right to redress would he balanced against the levislative basis
for the regulation, considering both the general purpose of, the

6

rule and the extent to which the litigants' right
affected.

to redress is

Sax v. ^^otteler, 648 S.11.2d at 665-666.

t•'oreover,

since 1£385, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that the Due
Process provisions of the Fifth and Fourteenth 1^mendments to the
United

States

Constitution

guarantee

litiaants to the judicial process.
700 (D. Kansas, 1978).

a

riaht

of

access

for

Doe v. Schneider, 443 F.Supp.

The right of access is triggered when "the

judicial proceeding becomes the only effective means of resolving

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

the dispute at hand..." Soddie v. Conneticut, 401 U.S. 371, 377,
91 S. Ct. 7^30, 785 (1971).

The right of access require9 that

persons who are forced to settle their claims throuqh the judicial

(

system shall be given a meaningful opportunity to be heard.
Poddie v. Conneticut, 91 S. Ct. at 725; See Dorsev v. City of New
York, 321 N.Y.S.2d 129, 130 (1971).

The "right to access" is a right to effective access to judicial recourse, as opposed to a right to a certain remedy.

When

the availabilty or functioning of the judicial process is impaired
by acts of the State, so as to interfere with, or ir;pede a litigants' access to the judicial system for redress of his rights,
the State has deprived the Plaintiff of liberty or property
without due process of law. Doe v. Schneider, 443 F.Supp. at 787;
Boddie v.

Conneticut, 91 S. Ct. at 791 (Prennan concurring); See

Pope and t-?cConnico, Practicing Law with a 1981 Texa4 Rules, 32
L^aylor L. Rev. 457, 484 (1980).

A cause of action whether

b st a u e, s a proPerty
grounded in the common 1aw or gr3n te d y

I
r
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
1%

I

or

protected

right

Vottr_ler,

by

the

vuarantee

640 S.W.2d at 665.

of

Due

Courts,

Process.

Sax

v.

when applying the Due

Process guarantee to the right of access, have found that a
refusal to allow an individual to be served with judicial process
violates due process of law. Application of nrux, 216 F.Supp. 0156
1963); Doe v. Schneider 443 F.Supp. at 787.

(D. f?aw.

In April, 1985, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Supreme
Judicial District of Texas ruled that the mandatory lanquaae of
Pules 103 and 10G was binding, and that private civil process
sPrvers could not serve citations without service havina been
attempted by Sheriffs or Constables first.

'Sc

Lawyers Civil Process

v. State Ex. Rel Vines, 690 S.b;.2d 939 (Tex. App.- Dallas 1985, no
writ.)

Testimony received by the trial court in the Lawyers Civil

Process case, showed that there were as many as. 25,000 unserved
papers over the past three years in Dallas County alone.1

Poth

the appellate court in the Lawyers Civil Process case and the
Corpus Christi Court of Appeals in Garcia v. Gutierrez, 697 S.W.2d
75£3 (Tex. App. - Corpus Christi 1905, no writ) found the practical
argur-.ents of coun9els representing the appellants, which cited the
limited county budgets, understaffed Sheriffs' Departments and
inefficiencies inherent in the governmental system in support of
the

1

more

efficient private civil process alternative, to he

Appellant's brief in the Lawyer^'s Civil Process case
cited the following facts in support of its arcumentq
against the mandatory application of P.ules 103 and 106:

persuasive.

Though noting the strenqth of the argument, the court

was forced to find that "unfortunately, however, no amount of
practical

consideration

or

desire

for

judicial

economy

and

efficiency can transfer to this court the decision on matters
which have already been decided by statutory enactments of the
lecislature and the rule-making authority of the Supreme Court."

footnote cont."In a trial before the court, Plaintiff Neene, Constable
of Precinct 1, Dallas County, Texas, testified that he had a
backlog of civil papers for the last three or four years.
Defendant's Exhibit No. 5 is Keene'.s activity
(S.F. 129).
The
report
for January, 1983 showed that there were
report.
0,280 unserved papers. (S.F. 131). A paper which is paid for
but not servec?, is returned as served in Keene's report.
Keene's rccord showed that he served 4,729
130).
(S.F.
papers in January 19t?3, but that figure included the papers
that Y:eene returned to the Clerk's office that were not
Keene did not have a statistical
(S.F. 131, 132).
served.
record with him that would show how many unserved par.ers he
had in his office at the time he testified. (S.F. 132).
"Plaintiff Jack Richardson, Constable of Precinct 2,
Dallas County, Texas, testified that the total number of
papers including criminal warrants that he had on hand
Richardson also reported as
September 30, 1983 was 0,397.
served papers for which he had been paid but which he had
His report that 3,472 napers were
been unable to serve.
served in the month of September, 19£33 included such paid-for
papers which were not actually served. (S.F. 137, 137).
"Judge Dan Gibbs, Judqe of the 303rd' District Court testified that he frequently signed orders appointing private
process servers to serve citations out of his court. F?e had
been doincr this for two or three years. fie£ore he signs the
order he receives a sworn Trotion and a motion to apnoint the
process server.
These sworn motions set out as reasons for
the backlocr of unserved civil process and the
the order:
delays in servinq the process. (S.F. 141-142)

Where the Courts lack the discretion to provide for cruick and
eLficient acce33 to the judicial system, (regardless of the aituat-;.on or the needs of litigants, the rules will inevitably lead to
impractical adn inequitable results, and will "endanqer our entire
system of justicP."

Pope and 21cConnico, Practicing Law With the

19FU Texas R.ules, 32 Baylor Law P.eview 457, 404 (1980).
The Court in the Garcia case correctly isolated the only
effective mean3 for chanaina the current inequitable circumstances

footnote cont."Judae Gibbs testified that when a temporary restraining
order is involved in a petition filed in a family court, the
temporary restraining order Insts only ten days.
In orcler
for the temporary restraining order to become a temporary
iniunction it must be heard within ten days and notice must
be given to the responding parti.e9 in sufficient time to give
adecuate notices to get prepared.
Unless the papers are
served within time to give proper notice, the temr_orary
restraining order is either dissolved or has to be continued.
This will produce a backlog in cases involving temporary
restraininq orders.
"The same situation exists with regard to contempt
motions.
"On Motions to t'cdify that have to be set at least
thirty days with sufficient time to answer and respond, if
service is not achieved within that lenath of ti^^e, those
motions have to be reset and therefore, build up the backlog
of cases down the line. (S.F. 143, 144).
"Judae Gibbs'a experience is that in most cases the
docket of his court is assisted by private process servers
because it is faster and the service is better. In response
to the cuestion, ."Would the lack of private servers cause
de-_lays of your docket?" he responded, "We are getting more
definite answers, and those I-)eople are notified at 'a proper
time by using them.
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caused by the present rules.

The problem will not be solved by

tryino to coerce the Commissioner's Court to budget more funds for
service of process.

Instead, noting the practical circumstances

that face Sheriffs and Constables in this state, the proper remedy
is for this Court, through its rule-making authority, to chance
the rules to allow for the alternative of private service of process.

As cited above, the political and practical considerations

facing the legislature, Governor and Commissioner's Courts in

footnote cont."JudRe Linda Thomas, Judae of the 25Gth District Court,
testif.ied that when she sicned orders appointing private
process
for
citations,
and
servers
notices,
temporary
she
or0ere
examines
restraining
the
motion
requesting
appoint:nent, the affidavit supporting the reguest for the
appointment for its sufficiency as a basis for 9igninq the
order before she signs the order. (S.F. 161, 162).
"tIer experienc^ found a necessity f.or appointing private
process servers because in the 2G5th District Court, which is
a family court, the Court is frequently trying to prevent
somethina from occurrino, such as children being taken outside the jurisdiction, or trying to keep money in bank
accounts,
and private process servers give an additional
option for aetting service and getting people under orders
until there is a Court hearing. (S.F. 162, 163.).
"In many of her cases she is dealing with the threat of
and children and there is a need for immediate
money,
service.
With the use of private process servers the courts
have not had to reset their dockets nearly as much as they
did in the past. (S.F. 1G2)
"Sergeant Stanley Eolin testified as a representative of
Sheriff Don nyrd in response to a subpoena issued on ron
Byrca.
Polin produced a memorandur.± dated Cctober 5, 1983,
introduced
as
Defend.ant's
rxhibit
430,
surr.marizina
the
numbers of papers received, executed, and returned executed
for the years 1979 through 1983. (S.F. 140, 149).
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ap^ropriati^g

funds

makes

it

impractical

for

Sheriffs

or

Censtables to meet the growing demand for access to the courts of
this state.

i:^erefore, it is for the Court throuch its rule-mak-

ing authority to devise rules which will nuarantee to all litigants an eaual right of access to the judicial process while

"Defendant's
Exhibit
r30
shows
that
the
for
years
the
tabulated,
sheriff's
office
74,217
received
papers,
executing 55,898 paners, and returned unexecuted 18,305
papers.
The total papers on hand as of 10/1/83 was 1,005.

"Rolin testified that the nubr.±er of papers coming into
the 6herif " sDepartment drooped off after 1981. (S.F. 150).
Basically, the sheriff's office does not serve civil process,
writs of garnishment, habeas corpus, injunctions, criminal
subpoenas,
duces
summons,
tecum,
citations,
notices,
c"itations by public indication or posting, or probate papers.
(S.F. 156).
"I•,lien citations are sent to the sheriff's office they
are routed to Constable Forrest Feene's office. (S.F. 156,
157).
If there is a criminal case witness outside of
Precinct 1, the subpoena is sent to the proper constable even
if the request to the sheriff is to get the witness for the
criminal trial the next day. (S.F. 157, 158).
"Bolin testified that the Sheriff's office does not
serve civil papers because there is an order not to serve
civil process except for certain types which have addresses
The reason for this is there is not
in Precinct Number 1.
enough staff in the Sheriff's Department to do it because the
sheriff's budget does not allow him to hire sufficient
staff. (S.F.170)
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protecting the state's interest in avoiding frivolous claims and
As

lawsuits.

the

U.S.

Supreme

Court

noted

in

Boddie

v.

Conneticuts

"American society... bottoms its systematic definition of individual rights and duties, as well as
its machinery for dispute settlement, not on custom
or the will of strategically placed individuals,
but on the common-law model. .It is to courts or
other quasi-judicial official bodies, that we ultimatcly look for the implementation of a regularized
orderly process of dispute settlement... Without
this guarantee that one may not be deprived of his
riQhts, neither liberty nor property, without due
process of law, the State's monolopy over techniques for binding conflict resolution could hardly
be said to be acceptable under our scheme of
thinos." 401 U.S. at 375-376.

41

Today there exists a barrier to the effective access of liticants to the judicial system, due to the failure, of Sheriffs and
Constables to serve process.

Ultimately, it is for the courts to

uphold the rights guaranteed to citizens through their constitutions.

This responsibility can be carried out through the court's

case or controversy jurisdiction, or when applicable, through its
rule-making authority.

The problems inherent with the strict con-

struction of Rules 103 and 106 threaten the legitimacy of the
judicial system.

Therefore, we ask that, this court review the

present rules of civil procedure applicable to service of prbcess
and am.end them in order to guarantee effectively an equal right of
access to all litigants to the judicial process.

I

I'dw a r d S. l'.u r2:_1r-j
TPr:y10131700
16C0 Four Allen Center
I'ouston, Texas
77C02
(713) 951-0730
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JUDICIAL AND SOCIAL
POLICY: THE NEED FOR CHANGE

There comes a time in the evolution and development of the
laws of every jurisdiction for changes to be made in even the most
enduring and traditional laws or policies.

There are rules and

customs logically and rationally founded that eventually become
outdated or outweighed by practical considerations.

Our judicial

system and our society in Texas have arrived at that time for
change in the Texas Rules regarding service of citation in civil
cases.
Limited budgets and increases in the need for law enforcement
activity are inherent in urban counties and rapidly growing counties.

The population of Texas continues to grow at a rapid pace

and the state now contains more than fifteen million inhabitants.
(cite state records).

I
I

This constant growth has contributed to

limited county budgets and increased responsibilities of public
peace officers over matters of public safety; but, more significantly the urbanization of Texas will be a lasting cause of
limited budgets and increased public safety responsibilites.
It is the manditory duty of Sheriffs and Constables of Texas
to serve all writs and processes directed or delivered to them by
legal authority.
(Vernon 1960).

I

Tex.
In

Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. Art. 6883 and 6885

certain instances Sheriffs and COnstables are

recuired to attempt service of process before anyone else is
Tex. R. Civ. Rule 103, Rule 106.

allowed to attempt the service.

The limited county budgets and increased public safety responsibilites cause understaffed Sheriffs and Constables Departments.
It

has been proven in the past that Sheriffs and Constables

Departments can become s6 understaffed that they cannot meet the
needs of the public.
effectively be. had.

As

a

result, service of process cannot

See Garcia v. Gutierrez, 697 S.W.2d 758 (Tex.

app. - Corpus Christi 1985); Lawvers Civil Process. v. State Ex.

in

those

cases

give strong indications that private process

servers should be allowed to serve all process; however, the
courts hands were tied since the rule making authority on that
matter rests with the Texas Supreme Court. Garcia v. Gutierrez,
697 S.W.2d at 759.
Texas has placed a heavy burden on its taxpayers to

try

and

provide sufficient staff and equipment to accommodate the mounting
documents which must be served.

Yet the majority of taxpayers

never need or use the judicial system, while there are others who
need and desire access to the Courts to prosecute claims and
requests.

Some of that heavy burden can be and should be shifted

from the large taxpayer pool to the relatively small number of
persons and entities which seek access to the system. Free enter-

2

pr
can be said that many or most Sheriffs and Constables Departments
operate with zeal and determination, they will not be able to
equal the efficiencies inherent in a free enterprise endeavor due
due to the burdensome budgeting processes and taxpayer limits.
See Garcia v. Guetierrez, 697 S.'V'7.2d at 759.
The

Federal

Rules

of

Civil

Procedure

have

for

sometime

allowed persons specially appointed for .the purpose of service of
process to serve process and a large number of the states also
allow it.

(**Footnote of Citations)

There are no substantive

complaints regarding the Federal or state systems which allow such
process.

Due process is met, access to the Courts is more effi-

cient and judicial economy has been served. In Garcia and Lawvers
Civil Process, Inc., the courts have stated that the arguments of
judicial economy and efficiency are persuasive and have virtually
declared that it would be in the best interest of our judicial
system to allow private process serving similar to that allowed
under the Federal rules.
The common law is not an avenue available for chanqe in the
rules of civil process in this particular instance. The rules are
statutory in nature.

It

is

felt by many that on some issues

change in the common law is the most effective or appropriate
means in meeting the changing needs of the judicial system and

cial branch.

Because it is statutory, the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure would seem to need legislative enactment for the change.
In

The Texas legislature has

Texas, however this is not true.

seen

fit

to

allow the well

respected

Texas

Supreme Court

establish the Rules of Civil Procedure and make changes where
needed.

(Cite legislative statute, if available).

Thus, the

Rules of Civil Procedure are developed and overseen jointly by the
legislative and judicial branches.
The legislature in several recent sessions reviewed the need
for a change in the rules of process serving. In 1983, the 68th
Session of the Texas Legislature passed changes allowing private
process servers to serve civil process issued by the Courts of
this State in the manner provided by law for service by Sheriffs
and Constables with few exceptions.

That passage exhibited the

desire of the people of Texas through their elected representatives to change the rules regarding service of process in this
state.

The change petitioned for herein would have been effective

that year but for a Governor's ve'to.

Now all three branches of

the Texas government have had a hand in the movement of the state
to change the rule.
Governor has not.

One

legislature has approved it.

One

Years ago the Legislature undefstood and

continues to understand that the highest Court in the Texas judicial system should have the best knowledge and understanding of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and it is the Texas Supreme
Court that should make the chanqe whose time has come.

The inadequacies arising from the strict construction of
Rules 103 and 106 have become acute and are affecting litigants'
abil,ity to obtain effective access to this State's judicial systery
for redress of grievances.

Without a chang in the method of ser-

vice of process the State may soon be faced with a system of ser-

^
Vc
I
I
I

vice of process which violates its own constitution, as well as
the guarantee of due process under the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution.

Under Articl.e 1, Section 13 of the Texas Constitution "[a]
all courts shall be open, and every person for an injury done him,
in his lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by
due course of law."
13,

In interpreting the requirements of Section

the Texas Supreme Court has stated that "a statute or ordi-

nance that unreasonably abridges a justiciable right to obtain
redress for injuries caused by the wrongful acts of another
amounts to a denial of due process under Article 1, Section 13 and

I

is therefore void."
1983).

Saxs v. Votteler, 648 S.W.2d 661, 665 (Tex.

In applying this standard the Court'stated that the liti-

gants' right to redress would be balanced against the legislative
basis for the regulation, considering both the general purpose of

5

the rule and the extent to which the litiqants' right to redress
is effected. Saxs v. Votteler, 648 S.W.2d at. 665-666. Moreover,
since 1885 the U.S. Supreme- Court has recognized that the due
process provisions of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution guarantee a right of access to litigants to the judicial process. Doe v. Schneider, 443 F.Supp. 780
(D.

Kansas, 1978).

The

right of access is triggered when "the

judicial proceeding becomes the only effective means of resolving
the dispute at hand..." Boddie v. Conneticut, 401 U.S. 371, 377,
91

S.

Ct. 780, 785 (1971).

The right of access requires that

persons who are forced to settle their claims through the judicial
process shall be given a meaningful opportunity to be heard.
Boddie v. Conneticut, 91 S. Ct. at. 785, See Dorsey v. City of New
York, 321 N.Y.S.2d 129, 130 (1971).
The "right to access" is a right to effective access to judicial recourse as opposed to a right to a certain remedy. When the
availabilty or functioning of the judicial process is impaired by
acts of the State, so as to interfere with, or impede a litigants'
access to the judicial system for redress of his rights, the State
has deprived the Plaintiff of liberty or property without due process of law.

Doe v. Schneider, 443 F.Sup.

at. 787; Boddie v.

Conneticut, 91 S. Ct. at. 791 (Brennan concurring); See Pope and
McConnico, Practicing Law with a 1981 Texas Rules, 32 Baylor L.
Rev. 457, 484 (1980).

A cause of action whether grounded in the

common law or granted by statute, is a property right protected by

I
I
I
I
40
I
I
I
I
1,
I
I

the guarantee of due prccess.
665.

Saxs v. Votteler, 648 S.'7.2d at.

Courts, when applying the due process guarantee to the right

of access, have found that a refusal to allow an individual to be
served

with

judicial

process

violates

due

process

of

law.

Aoolication of Brux, 216 F.Sup. 956 (D. Haw. 1963); Doe v.

I
I
I
4c
I
I
I
I

Scl:ne i der 443 F. Supp . at 787.
In. April, 1985, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Supreme
Judicial District of Texas ruled that the manditory language of
Rule 103 and 106 was binding, and that private civil process servers

could

not

serve

citations

without

service

having

been

attempted by Sheriffs or Constables first. Lawvers Civil Process,
Inc.

v. State Ex. Rel Hines, 690 S.W.2d 939 (Tex. App.- Dallas

1985).

Testimony received by the trial court in the Lawyers Civil

Process case, showed that there were. as many as 25,000 unserved
papers over the past three years in Dallas County alone. * Both
the appellate court in the Lawyers Civil Process case and the
Corpus Christi Court of Appeals in Garcia v. Gutierrez, 697 S.W.2d
758 (Tex. App. - Corpus Christi 1985), found the pratical arguments of counsels representing the appellants, which cited the
limited

county budgets, understaffed Sheriffs Departments and

inefficiencies inherent in the governmental system in support of
the more efficient private civil process alternative, to be persuasive.

Though noting the strength of the argument, the Court

was forced to find that
pratical

consideration

"unfortunately, however, no amount of
or

desire

for

judicial

economy

and

efficiency can transfer

to this court the decision on matters

which have already been

decided by statutory enactments of the

legislature and the rule

making authority of the. Supreme Court."

Where the Courts lack the discretion to promise, regardless of the
situation or the need of the Plaintiff for quick and efficient
access to the rules, will lead envitably to impractical and
inequitable
justice."

results

and

will

"endanger

our

entire

system

of'

Pope and McConnico, Practicina Law With the 1981 Texas

Rules, 32 Baylor Law Review 457 1980.
The Court in the Garcia case correctly isolated the only
effective means for changing the current inequitable circumstances
caused by the present rules.

The problem will not be solved by

trying to coerce the Commissioner's Court to budget more funds
for service of process, rather, -noting the pratical circumstances
that face Sheriffs and Constables in this state, the proper remedy
is for this Court, through its rule making authority, to change
the rules to allow for the alternatie of private service of process.

As cited above, the political and practical considerations

facing the legislature, Governor and Commissioner's Courts in
appropriating

funds

makes

impractical

it

for

Sheriffs

or

Constables to meet the growing demand for access to the courts

8

of this state.

Therefore, it is for the Court through its rule-

making authority to devise rules which will guarantee to all

I

litigants an equal right of access to the judicial process while
protecting the State's interest in avoiding frivolous claims and

I

lawsuits.

As

the

U.S.

Supreme

Court

noted

in

Boddie

v.

Conneticut:

"American society, of course bottoms its systematic
definition of individual rights and duties, as well
as its machinery for dispute settlement, not on
custom or the will of strategically placed individuals, but on the common-law model.
It
is to
courts or other quasi-judicial official bodies,
that we ultimately look for the implementation of a
regularized
orderly
process
dispute
of
settlement... Without this guarantee that one may not be
deprived of his rights, neither liberty.nor property, without due process of law, the State's
monolopy
conflict
over
techniques
binding
for
resolution could hardly be said to be acceptable
under our scheme of things."

Today there exists barrier to the effective access of Plaintiffs to the judicial system, due to the failure, of Sheriffs and
Constables to serve process.

Ultimately, it is for the courts to

uphold the rights guaranteed to citizens through their constitutions.

This responsibility can be carried out through the court's

case or controversy jurisdiction, or when applicable, through its
rule-making authority.

The

problems inherent with the strict

construction of Rules 103 and 106 threaten the legitimacy of the

judicial system.

Therefore, we ask that this court review present

rules of civil procedure applicable to service of process and
amend them in order to guarantee effectively an equal right of
access to all litigants to the judicial process.

June 27, 1986

L•ut:!er H. Soules, III, Chairman
Suoreme Court Advisorv Committee
Scules, Cliffe & Reed
800 milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205

Re:

Rules 74 and 131
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure

The Court requests that your committees consider amending
Rules 74 and 131 of the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure as
follows:
Rule 74.

Requisites of Briefs

Briefs shall be brief. In civil cases the brief shall
consist of not more than 30 pages exclusive of the Table of
Contents and Index of Authorities. The court may, uoon

motion, permit a longer brief. Briefs shall be filed ...

Rule 131.

Requisites of Applications

The aoplication for ^,arit of error shall be addressed to
"T:^e Supreme Court of Texas," and shall state the name of the
party or oarties applying for the writ. The parties shall be

June 27, 1986
Pace 2

designated as "Petitioner" and "Respondent." Application for
writ of error shall be as brief as possible shall consist of
not more than 30 pages exclusive of the Table of Contents and
the Index of Authorities. The court may upon motion permit a
The respondent should file ...
lonaer brief.

Sincerely yours,

\.: / . ^: -ti
e P.
Jams
Wallace
'
J6stice
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June 24, 1986

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules, Cliffe & Reed
800 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205

Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Chairman
Administration of Justice Committee
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin & Lewis
2600 Two Houston Center
Houston, TX 77010

Re:

Proposed Rule Change
TEX. R. CIV. P. 165a and 330,

Dear Luke and Mike:

I am enclosing a letter and suggested rule changes
from Mr. Tom Alexander of Houston, regarding the above rules.
May I suggest that this matter be placed on our next
Agenda.
Sincerely,

es P. Wallace

stice

_
Alexander & Fogel
Five Post Oak Park, 24th Fl.
Houston, Texas 77027

Five Post Oak Park
24th Floor
Houston, Texas 77027
713/439-0000

June

18, 1986

Honorable James P. Wallace
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas
Supreme Court Building '
Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Justice Wallace:
In
an
effort
to
promote
speedy
trials
and
eliminate
cumbersome dismissal for want of prosecution, I am enclosing
suggested rule changes for your consideration.
I have sent a
copy to.each member of the Court.
With high regard I remain,
Yours truly,

Tom Alexander

TA: ca
Enclosure: 1

TX SpCt/Rule Change:30

I

J

TO:

CHIEF JliSTICE JOHN L. HILL, JR. and TaE S?^EDY TR:NL
CO:UlI

NEED:

RULE 1655a, (D.:9.O.P.) is not producing speedy trials.

instead

it

appearances

is

oroducing

unnecessary

paper

work,

court

and judicial determinations without necessar'_ly

pushing the cases toward trial. Additionally, it is a potential
snare for the party who, missing one or more of its reeuirements
is exposed to dismissal without trial, usually after limitations
have run, and exposing the lawyer to potential lia5ili y arising
from dismissal of cases whose true merit may have been less than
initially perceived.

The unfortunate client and lawyer are then

without remedy except fre:;i each other.

This was not the initial

intent of either.

1)

Require each Court to set for trial, on that

Court's next docket, each case which has .,,.en on file
2 years or in which the last new zarty joined has been
in the case more than 1 year, which ever comes first.
2)

Once set, no such case may be continued except

under the strict aDOlication of Rules 251-254.

With

the additional recuirements that:

a)

Such continuance shall be granted only upon

the Affidavit of the nartv or narties seeking the
continuance;
b)

If granted, the case is set, at the time the

continuance is granted, for a date certain within
90

days (or at the next docket of the court If

Rule 330 is applicable).
c)

No continuance may be granted without a

trial setting or a date certain set out in the
Order of Continuance which must be anoroved by
the parties arid their lead counsel sigzifying
their awareness of the foregoing requirements and
their willingness to abide these rules and the
new settinc.

10

lead counsel must appear in open court for the
mandatory

resetting

and

availability and readiness

certify

their

for the date certain

set by the Court, as a condition

for the granting

of a second continuance.
f)

If not otherwise disposed of, one year after

the first setting under.

1)

the case shall be preferentially set, subject

only to other cases with a statutory preference, and shall be
tried or dismissed on' that setting without continuance except
pursuant to Rule 254 until a date certain 10 days after
adjournment of the Legislative when the case shall be tried as
set out in (d.) above.
g)

The

mandatory provisions of this Section

shall apply to all cases filed after January 1,
1986; however each Trial Court is urged, in its
discretion to apply these provisions to eli.minate
backlog as soon as possible in the effective
administration of justice realizing that justice
delayed

sometimes

is

justice

denied.

when

application of these orovisions have reduced the
backlog to the 3 year maximum, each Court is
urged to reduce the maximum period further so as
to

produce justice in speedy disposition of

changes

These

RATIONALE:

will eliminate the hazards and

vagaries of the present lack of uniformity among the various
Courts

in

possibility

applying

participation.

Rule

the

of

165a

loss

of

and
a

virtually eliminate the
client's

rights

without

This is a clear, self-enforcing procedure which

insures knowledge and acknowledgment of rights and a day certain
It will also helo insure speedy trials and put an

in Court.

effective ceiling on delay at a maximum of 3 years without
working hardship upon the rights of litigants.
If

it

works

well,

and

I

am

convinced that it will,

consideration can be given;.to shoztening the time periods,
reducing the ceiling of delay and produce even more speed in
disposition of cases, still assuring the parties of their day in
Court.
Resoec`fu11y

Adm;

submitted

rstration o' justice,

toward

the

s

•

J

4.

Rule 204-4
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Allied Bank Plaza
1000 Louisiana
Houston, TX 77002
Re:

Proposed Amendments to Rules 184 & 184a

Enclosed are my proposed amendments to Rules 184 and 184a.
Rule 184 'was amended, effective April 1, 1984, to contain the
same language as Evidence Rule 202. Similarly, Rule 184a was amended
to contain the same language as Evidence Rule 203. Evidence Rule 202
and 203, however, were amended, effective November 1, 1984. Since it
is the intention that Rules 184 and 184a contain the identical
language of Evidence Rules 202 and 203, respectively, Rules 184 and
184a need to be amended to conform to Evidence Rules 202 and 203_
Please add these proposed amendments to the agenda of the next
meeting.

Respectively,

Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law
JCW/nt
Enc.

.. 11

Rule 184.

Determination of Law of Other States

,

,

or uDon the motion of a partv may, take judicial notice of the
constitutions, public statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances,
court decisions, and common law of every other state, territory, or
jurisdiction of the United States. [-An3z..] A party reauesting that
judicial notice be taken of such matter shall furnish the [-j-uc b&] court
sufficient information to enable [^-rim-] it properly to comply with the
request, and shall give [^&ac4i-a-dver-e-pa-r-ty-] all narties such notice,
if any, as the [:^udge-] court may deem necessary, to enable [-the--ed^erse
A partv is
e-t- t^;re ^a^e s^ suc.'^.-matit^s-sha.ll--be ^ubject-to-re^ew. ]
enti^--led uDon timelv reauest to an opportunitv to be heard as to the
pronrietv of taking judicial notice and the tenor or the matter
In the absence or prior notification, the reouest may be
noticed.
maae ar^er judicial notice has been taken. Juaicial- notice of such
matr.ers may be taken at any sta2e or the proceeainz. The court s
de--e=ination shall be subject to review as a ruiin^ on a auestl.on of
law.

Comment:

The change is necessary to conform Rule 184 to the
amendment to Rule 202 of the Rules of Evidence, effective
November 1, 1984.

Rule 134a.

Determination of the Laws of Foreign Countries

A party who intends to raise an issue concerning the law of a
foreign country shall give notice in his pleadings or other
reasonable written notice, and at least 30 days prior to the date
of trial such party shall furnish all parties [-to ^e-op^esi^g p-&,rt-yez Eo^se^] copies of any written materials or sources that he
intends to use as proof of the foreign law. If the materials or
sources were originally written-in a language other than English,
the party intending to rely upon them shall furnish all parties
[.=.e =she-ot^os^nb pa^t3x- o^-c^nsel] both a copy of the toreign
language text and an English translation. The court, in determining
the law of a foreign nation, may consider any material or source,
whether or not submitted by a party or admissible under the rules,of
evidence, including but not limited to affidavits, testimony, briefs
If the court considers sources other than those
and treatises.
subuitted by a party, it shall give [^heJ all parties notice and a
reasonable opportunity to comment on the sources and to submit
further materials for review by the court. The court, and not a
The
jury, shall determine the laws of foreign countries.
as a
-al--}
court's determination shall be subject to review [^n-app,ruling on a question of law.

Comment:

The change is necessary to conform Rule 184a to the
Amendment to Rule 203 of the Rules of Evidence, effective

Hon. James P. Wallace, Justice
The Supreme Court of Texas
P. 0. Box 12248.
Austin, Texas 78711

On Seotember 25, 1985, an attorney, Jack Gulledge, wrote to
Chief Justice Hill (copy of letter enclosed) regarding article
3737h V.A.T.S.
and rule 202 of the Texas Rules of Civi1
Procedure.
On October 10, 1985 you replied for Chief Justice
Hi11 to `,,r. Gulledge ( copy of letter enclosed), sending a copy of
the reply to me for consideration by the State Bar Rules of
Evidence Committee.
You also sent copies to ^ir. Luke Soules and
Mr. Mike Gallagher, so that Mr. Gulledge's letter might be
considered by the Supreme Court's advisory committee and by the
Committee on Administration of Justice.
On April 4, 1986, the State Bar Rules of Evidence Committee
considered whether 3737h should be made part of the Rules of
Evidence and decided in the negative. I believe the primary
reason for the decision was that the evidence rules are limited
to "admissibility" questions and do not deal with "sufficiency"
questions.
Art. 3737h is a "sufficiency" rule.
To open the
evidence rules to sufficiency questions would certainly open a
floodgate.

I
I
I

The Committee also considered
legislative changes that N^:ould have a
3737h merely go to weight rather than to
initial affidavit.
Again, the Committee

whether to recommend
counter-affidavit under
the admissibility of the
decided in the negative.

As you know, the 1985 legislature paid much attention to
3737h.
The statute was rewritten and made a part (sec. 18.001)
of the new Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Further, the
legislature amended 3737h to require that t"he counter-affiant be
a"person who is qualified, by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, education, or other expertise, to testify in
contravention of all or part of any of the matters contained in
the initi a l
a ffid av i t . it
Presumably this stiffening of t;ie
^^ qualifications of the counter-affiant was intended to make the
counter-affidavit, if filed, a serious contesting of the initial
affidavit.
No longer, if the amendment serves its purpose, will
3737h be an impotent procedure.

I

The Rules of Evidence Committee also decided that M r.
Gulled;e's suggestion regarding rule 202 of the Rules of Civil
Procedure is properly a matter for the Committee on
Administration of Justice and the Supreme Court Advisory
Committee rather than an evidence rules matter.
Respectfully yours,

'

C

cc:

^
\ew ell H. Blakely, Cha'irman
1985-86 Committee on Rules of
Evidence

Mr. Luther H. Soules, I I I_Chai rman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules & Cliffe
San Antonio, TX 78205
Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Chairman
Committee on Administration of Justice
7000 Allied Bank Plaza
1000 Louisiana St.
Houston, TX 77002

NHB:vcg

I
I
I
I
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I

Re:

Unnecessary costs of proof

Dear Justice Hill:
In your projected changes relating to litigation, please consider the
; ollc.tiing propo.sals.

a: i-, end Subsection (b) thereof, so that a counter to an affidavit wil 1 merely
go to the weight not the admissibility thereof. Time should be given for the
p.arty controverting the affidavit to obtain any necessary discovery in his
controversion. As it stands at this time, affidavits that are submitted
under Subsection 1(a) of 3737h are routinely controverted, thereby wasting
ti-me and materials that have to be subseq-uently duplicated by expensive
deposition testirony or subcoo--nas duces tecu.m, for purposes of trial.
Second: Rule 202 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure should be amended
to allcxa non-stenographic recording without necessity of getting a Court
Order to dispense with stenographic transcription. Each law office dealing
with these matters-has trained personnel who can co_npetently reduce the nonstenographic recording to.a stenographic transcript without having to pay a
court reporter to do so.
It is duplicitous and expensive to purchase video equip-nent or to hire
video equipment for the purpose-of depositions and also to pay for stenographic acco:npaniment at said deposition.
The expense has doubled rather
than reduced, in that instance.
The premise of these proposals is that the reliability of the proof is
not subject to serious question.
Further, it is this writer's opinion that
if any lawyer be fcund to haveintentiona l1y attempted to deceive the court
or other counsel or parties in the case then he should forthwith be disbarred.
This letter represents the viewpoint of the writer and the colleagues
with whan in depth discussions have been had and Qoes not purport to represent any formal oraanization in the Bar.
Thank you very much and with warm regards and due resp:ct I am,.

JG:lg

October 10, 1985

2404 S,^ Buckner Blvd.
75227
Da1,1as, Tx
Dear Mr. Gulledge:
Your suggestions to Chief Justice Hill regarding
Article 3737h being placed in the Rules of Evidence and
an amendment to Rule 202 of the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure have been referred to Dean Newell Blakely, the
Chairman of the Committee on the Rules of Evidence, Mr.
Luke Soules, the Chairman of the Supreme Court Advisory
Committee and Mr. Mike Gallagher, the Chairman of the
Committee on Administration of Justice.
This is the procedure ordinarily followed by our
Court in passing along all suggestions from members of
the bench and bar as to improvements that could be made
in,the rules.
Your suggestions will be assigned to. an
appropriate subcommittee and considered by each of the
above named committees who will then make recommendations
for consideration by the•entire Court.

Thank you for your continued interest in our rules.
Sincerely,

cc:^/Dean Newell Blakely
Mr. Luke Soules

.
805

June 5, 1986

E

aso, Texas 79950-1917

Dear Mr. Sparks,
I am writing in regard to your position as Committee Chairman
over Rules 15 to 215. These rules include those pertaining to
depcsitions which in turn control the activities of freelance
court reporters.
The reporting community needs your help in
solving a problem which exists in our field.
Freelance court reporters have historically had a problem in
determining who is responsible for the costs of depositions.
The large majority of attorneys assume the responsibility of
deposition costs and therefore pay the court reporters fees from
their escrow accounts.
The problem lies with a small minority of
attorneys who have claimed, as agents for their clients, they are
not responsible for these costs and suggest pursuing their clients
for payment.
This tact has been taken as a defense in court on
many occasions but is always used after the completion and delivery
of the deposition when the reporter has no real recourse. The
reporters are contacted by the attorneys and often never have
contact with the clients in order to discuss payment.

I
I
I

I

The concensus of most court reporters and attorneys is that the
attorneys retain their services for oral and written depositions
and therefore should be responsible for those fees. If there is a
special situation required for payment, a written notification in
advance would allow the reporter to deal with the responsible
party directly.

We believe the solution would be an.addition to the appropriate
rule that states:
"

The costs of oral and written depositions
shall be the responsibility of the attorneys
in the case unless written notice is provided
prior to the deposition as to who will be
responsible for such costs. "
0 O() 00 1Oi

Rule 354(e) was recently added through the aid of Chief Justice
Pope which provided clarification for the official reporters , but
no rules exist as to the work product of the freelance reporter.
The bad debt and carrying costs of these few attorneys are being
borne by higher costs to the responsible legal community.
We hope that the committee can find a way to solve this inequity
through the statues.
Thank you for all the hard work and long
hours that you and the entire committee have generously donat.ed.
Please call on me if I can be of assistance to you.
Sincerely,

Chairman Luther H. Soules
Justice James P. Wallace
Texas Shorthand Reporters Association

I

July 30, 1985

:*Ir. Luther H. Soules, III
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules, Cliffe & Reed
800 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205

Dear Luke,

At your request, I have redrafted Rule 216. I hope
this draft is a satisfactory starting point.
Best wishes,

William V. Dorsaneo, III
Professor of Law

enc.

Rule 216.
a.
suit,

Request and Fee for Jury Trial
Reauest.

No jury trial shall be had in any civil

unless (applieatien-be--tade-therefer-aad-enleee-a-fee-ef

fi^e-del^a^e-i=-i^-t^e-distriet-eet^rt;-ene^-threa-dol^ars-if-in
the-eetinty-eetirt,--}5e-r^epes4: ted-15y-the-elerk
te-t:^e-use-e£-e^e-eet^^ty-e^-e^-^e=e^e-appea^a^:ee-exay-e^° ; - i=
thereafter;)

a written request for a jury trial is filed with

the clerk of the court a reasonable time.before the date set
for trial of the cause-on the non-jury docket, but not less
.than (ten) thirty days in advance.

b.

Jury Fee.

A fee of five dollars if in the district

court and three dollars if in the county court must be
de7:Dosited with the clerk of the court within the time for
making a written request for a jury trial. The clerk shall
promptly enter a notation of the payment of such fee Upon the
court's docket sheet.
COMMENT:
modernized.

This rule has been clarified, reorganized and
The time for making the required request and fee

deposit has been changed from ten to thirty days.

I
ei
'I

I
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I

I
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22, 1983

I

Mr. George W. McCleskey
Attorney at Law -

I

P. 0. Drawer 6170
Lubbock, Texas 79413

I
I

Dear George:
It is my understanding that you may be a current member of the
If you are not on the committee, then I assume you
Rules Coff.mittee.
would know where to channel this letter.

For some time, I have been concerned about the fact that in
4 0Texas a party may pay a jury fee at any time, and I have even had
that happen up to the day before trial was scheduled to begin and
the Judge go ahead and remove the case to the jury docket. It seems
^ this happens more frequently with defense attorneys, but I have had
about equal experience on both sides of the case. What I would like
to see happen is for the Supreme Court to go ahead and make a rule
^ change that would allow either party to have a jury trial upon
payment of the jury fee at any time within six months from the date
Although this does not conform to the fede.ral
the case is filed.
rules, I believe that it would give ample opportunity for each side
^ to evaluste the case and to decide whether in fact a jury was needed
to hear the facts. Hopefully, this would avoid the problems which I
have been having regarding being on the non-jury docket for 1 1/2-2
getting to trial, then having the other party Yay
years, finally
a jury fee and having the case removed to the jury docket for an
additional 2 1/2-3 years before we could possibly get to trial. I
^ do not see anything fair about this type of tactics since I see they
Further, it seems it is a great
are done only for delay purposes.
inconvenience and hindrance to the Court in scheduling cases, and I
ask that you present this proposal, or in the alternative
^ would
fcrward it on for consideration.
app:ec:ate your cooperat:cn and ccr.s:deration re€arding tr:is

Telex '5I1?2
Telecopy: 213-977.9UW

977-9077
April 9, 1985

Ms. Evelyn A. Avent
Executive Assistant
State Bar of Texas

Box 12137, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Committee on Administr-ation of Justice

Dea-r Evelvn:
Please find enclosed a proposed rule chance that should be
distri'-b.:ted as vou see fit to the other members of the committee.
^

Sincerely yours,

Charles R. Haworth
CRH/cmr
enclosure

:I»-Yi7-9PW

113-977-970U

1

New Rule 216.

Rule 216. Stitul°tions Recardine Discover^, °rocedure.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Unless the court orders o-cherwise, the par`_ies may by
written stipulation (1? arovide that depositions may be
ta:_en before any person, at an•, time or place, upon any
notice, and in any manner and when so taken may be used like
otcer depositions, and (2) modify the procedures provided by
these rules for other methods of discovery.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
etc.

(see attached corument)

go0

The prcposed Rule 216 is basically Federal Rule 29, which

provi4-es

Unless the court orders ot:^.erwise, the
parties may by written stipulation (1) rovide taat depositions may be taken before
any person, at any time or place, upon any
notice, and in any m anner and when so taken
may be used like other deoositions, and (2)
m odify the procedures provided by these
rules for other methods of discovery,
exceot that stiDulations extendinc the time
vi_4ej in Ru1=s
3;
and 36 for
sconses to discoverv may Ce-Made only with
_...._OCai of =.._ COUCt.
_.

Federal Rule 29 is not recommended for adoption in Texas.

The orooosed rule is submitted in resnonse to an exaressed
desire for more flexibility
acreements
.r cially in
on.

in the rules to acommodate proposed

among parties to litigation

during discovery, espe-

the manner of taking deoositions upon oral examina-

Texas practitioners have historically entered into stip-

ations recardine many aspects of discovery without question
of their aut^ority
expressed

to do so. Recently, concerns have been

that because

the Texas Rules of civil

not contain express authorization

to vary the

Procedure do

terms of the

rules, the rules may not be varied by agreement. In paticular,
concerns have been exoressed

that objections

to the form of

auestions or nonresponsiveness of answers required by Texas

Rule 204-4 may not be reserved until time of trial. This proposed rule change will clearly allow that

reservation.

It could perhaps be argued that Rule 11 would apply to
Stipulations under Rule 216. Caution may dictate, therefore,
that an additional sentence be added to the proposed Rule 216
to the effect that "an ag*_eement affecting a deposition upon
oral examination is enfcrceable if the agreement is recorded in
the tran;oript of deposi~_.on."

-1-

The provision of Federal Rule 29 regarding court approval
for stipulations extending the time limits regarding Interrogaories to Parties (Rule 33), Production of Documents (Rule 34),

and Requests for Admission (Rule 36) is not recommended for
adoption.

Under the proposed Rule 216 the court may always

override the parties' stipulation.

See C. Wricht and

A. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2092, at 359
(1970).

The order required by Federal Rule 29 is a nuisance to

the court and almost always approved. Thus, some juae-time
could be saved by eliminating requirement contained in the exception.

-2-
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June 7, 1985

P. O. Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

I

Honorable Luke Soules
8!10 Milain Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Gentlemen:
At the meeting of the Supreme Court Advisory Committee last
week it was suggested that I transmit in writing the request for
an amendment to Rule 216 of the Texas Rules of Court, and I am accordingly transmitting same.

I
I
I

It appears that the multi-county districts have difficulty in
arranging their dockets, especially for jury trials when a demand
and payment of a jury fee can be done "not less than ten days in
advance."
I can understand their predicament and the suggestion
is that the requirement of the rule be that the request and payment of a demand for jury in a civil case be 30 to 45 days in advance.
Another suggestion for a change that had been made to me concerned a time limit on the Court of Appeals in ruling on a "motion
for rehearing."

Some time lli"i,i t should be placed on it that if it

is not ruled on, it is automatically cverruled by operation of
law.
I trust that the Committee will find these suggestions favorable to recom;r:end to the Supreme Court.
Sincerely,

Solomon C`isseb, Jr.

COUNTICS:
AANDERA
GILLESME
KENDALL
KERR

June 19, 1985

Hon. Solomon Casseb, Jr.
District Judge*
Casseb, Strong & Pearl
127 East Travis Street
San Antonio, Texas 7II205

Dear Judge Casseb:
Thank you for the copy of your letter of June 7, 1.985,
concerning the recommended amendment to Rule 216 by the
Supreme Court Advisory Committee.
This amendment will not only assist the multi-county
District Courts in making jury settings, but will reduce
the incidence of non-jury trials being obstructed by
dilatory jury demands.
Sincerely yours,
^

July 29, 1986

Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Soules & Reed
800 Milam Building
East Travis at Soledad
San Antonio, TX 78205

In re Rules 205-09
Dear Luke:

I am attaching new Rule 209, the Supreme Court Order relating
thereto, and the corresponding revisions to Rules 205-07.

iie

JHE/tm

Enclosure

I
Rule 205. Submission to Witness; Changes; Signing

When the testimony is fully transcribed the deposition
officer shall submit the oriQinal deposition transcript to the
witness or if the witness is a party with an attorney of record,
to the attorney of record, for examination and signature, unless
such examination and signature are waived by the witness and by
the parties.
Any changes in.fo-rm or substance which the witness desires
to make shall be entered upon the original deposition transcript
by the officer with the statement of the reasons given by the
witness for making such changes.

The original deposition

transcript shall then be signed by the witness, unless the
parties by stipulation waive the signing or the witness is ill or
cannot be found or refuses to sign. If the witness does not sign
and return the original deposition transcript within twenty days
of its submission to him or his counsel of record, the officer
shall sign it and state on the record the fact of the waiver of
examination and signature or of the illness or absence of the
witness or the fact of the refusal to sign together with the
reason,'if any, given therefor; and the original deposition
transcript may then be used as fully as though signed; unless on
motion to suppress, made as provided in Rule 207, the Court holds
that the reasons given for the refusal to sign require its
/
rejection ef-^he-elege9i^ier^ in whole or in part.

I
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Rule 206.

1.

Certification and Filing by Officer; Exhibits; Copies;

Certification and Filing by Officer. The officer shall

certify on the deposition transcript that the witness was duly
sworn by him and that the deposition is a true record of the
testimony given by the witness. The officer shall include the
amount of his charges for the preparation of the completed
deposition transcript in the certification.

Unless otherwise

ordered by the court, he shall then securely seal the original
deposition transcript in an envelope endorsed with the title of
the action and marked "Deposition transcript of (here insert name
of witness)" and shall promptly file it with the court in which
the action is pending or send it by registered or certified mail
to the clerk therecf for filing.
2.

Exhibits.

Documents and things produced for inspection

during the examination of the witness, shall, upon the request of
a party, be marked for identification and annexed to the
deposition transcript and may be inspected and copied by any
party, except that if the person producing the materials desires
to retain them he may (a) offer copies to be marked for
identification and annexed to the deposition transcript and to
serve thereafter as originals if he affords to all parties fair
opportunity to verify the copies by comparison with the
crig]-nals,

or (b) offer the originals to be marked for

identification, after giving to each party an opportunity to
inspect and copy them, in which event the materials may then be

used in the same manner as if annexed to the deposition
transcript.

Any party may move for an order that the

original be annexed to and returned with the deposition
transcript to the court, pending final disposition of the case.
3.

Copies.

Upon payment of reasonable charges thefefor,

the officer shall furnish a copy"of the deposition transcript to
any party or to the deponent.
4.

Notice of Filing.

The person filing the deposition

transcript shall give prompt notice of its filing to all parties.
5.

Inspection of Filed Deposition Transcript.

After it is

filed, the deposition transcript shall remain on file and be
available for the purpose of being inspected by the deponent or
any party and the deposition transcript- may be opened by the
clerk or justice at the request of the deponent or any party,
unless otherwise ordered.by the court.

Rule 207.

1.

Use of Deposition Transcript in Court Proceedings

Use of Deposition Transcript.

At the trial or upon the

hearing of a motion or an interlocutory proceeding, any part or.

I
I
of
I
I
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all of a deposition transcript, insofar as admissible under the
rules of evidence applied as though the witness were then present
and testifying, may be used by any persoii for any purpose against
any party who was present or represented at the taking of the
deposition or who had reasonable notice thereof.
2.

Substitution of parties pursuant to these rules does

not affect the right to use deposition transcripts previously

I
I
I
91
I

taker.;

and, when a suit in a court of the United States or of

this or any other state has been dismissed and another suit
involving the same subject matter is brought between the same
parties or their representatives or successors in interest, all
deposition transcripts lawfully taken and duly filed in the
former suit may be used in the latter as if originally taken
therefor.
3.

Motion to Suppress.

When a deposition transcript shall

have been filed in the court and notice given at least one entire
day before the day on which the case is called for trial, errors
and irrecularities in the notice, and errors in the manner in
which the testimony is transcribed or the deposition transcript
is prepared, signed, certified, sealed, endorsed, transmitted,
filed or otherwise dealt with by the deposition officer under
Rules 205 and 206 are waived, unless a motion to suppress the
deposition transcript or some part thereof is made and notice of
the written objections made in the motion is given to every other
party before the trial commences.

Rule 209.

Retention and Disposition of Deposition Transcripts
and Depositions upon Written Ouestior.s (New Rule)

The clerk of the court in which the deposition transcripts
and depositions upon written cruestions are filed shall retain and
dispose of the same as directed by the Sur-,reme Court.

SUPREA:E COURT ORDER RELATING TO RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF
DEPOSITION TRANSCRIPTS AND DEPOSITIONS UPON WRITTEN QUESTIONS

In compliance with the provisions of Rule 209, the Supreme
Court hereby directs that deposition transcripts and depcsitions
upon written questions be retained and disposed of by the clerk
of the court in which the

same

are filed upon the following

basis.
In all cases in which Judgment has been entered by the clerk
for one hundred and eighty (180) days and either there is no
perfection of appeal as provided by Rule 356 or there is
perfection of appeal and dismissal ordered or final judgmen.t as
to all parties has been rendered and mandate issued, so that the
case is no longer pending or on appeal, the clerk may dispose of
the same, unless otherwise directed by the trial court, by use of
the following procedure.
The.clerk shall mail the de^osition transcript or deposition
upon written questions to the attorney asking the first
deposition question.

If the attorney cannot be located, the

clerk shall send written notice to the attorney's last available
mailing address.

If there is no response requesting the document

within thirty (30) days thereafter, the clerk may dispose of the
same.

Luther H. Soules, III
Soules, Cliff & Reed
800 iiilam Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205

Re:

Committee on Administration
of Justice, SB07

In Tarrant County we are experimenting with a number of thinqs
to speed up voir dire, including juror information cards.
Enclosed is a copy of one I have been using. It probably needs
to be changed to include family law matters in questions 6 and 8.
Do you think it would be desirable to have uniform cards of some
kind used throughout the state? If so, is this something the
committee should consider?
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January 11, 1985

1235 Milam Building
;-an Antonio, TX 78205

Re:

Rules 3a, 8, 10, 10a, 10h, 27a, 27b, 27c,
165a, 166f, 247, 247a, 250, 305a.

I am enclosing herewith copies of amendments to the Rules of
Civil Procedure as recommended by the Committee on Local Rules of
the Council of Administrative Judges. I am also enclosing a copy
of that Committee's report to Judge Pope which sets out the
reasons for.the proposed changes.
If you would like a copy to go to each member of the Advisory
Committee at this time, please call Flo in my office (512/475-4615)
and we will take care of it.
Sincerely,

:l

J?W: f"r
Enclosures

Little vacuum
of the

the skill

exists' is case proc•essing; necessity, inventiveness and'

martinette

will rush i n

to plug gaps in any system of

rules, wherever aeopted.

':cu:

committeewas furnished copies of all Local Rules filed by
and County Courts with the
divided, with Judges

Supreme

court by April

1, 1994. Our

Ova:d and ihuraond reviewing C:ieinal case

processing and Judges HcKim and Stovall civil case processing. Our
to group Local Rules by function, so each could be compared,

approach

for likenesses

and differences.

Most Local rules addressed these

functions:
I.

Divisicn of work

2.

Sct^ecules

3.

P:,,cecu=es

4 .

Announcements,

5.

P:e-t.-ial methods and procedures.

6.
7.

01srnissai for Want of Prosecution.

a.

Hithorawal/Substitution of Counsel.

load in overlapping districts.
for sitting in multi-county districts.

for setcing cases:
p:e`'e:enta1.

Notices

-

^. 9. Attorney

Jury, non-jury, ancillary and dilatory,

assignments, pass by agreements, and continuances.

lead counsel.
vacations.

11.

Cou:t:oom decorum - housekeeoing.

12.

Exhortatory suggestions about good-fait,`i settlement efforts.
The Committee found three broad groupsof Local P,ul°sand off_r the

folloxing comments:

Most courts have general administrative rules,

particularly

those who

serve more than_one county, setting out terms of

court in each county,

types of.setting calendars and information about

who to call for settings,

what :cind of notice is to be given others in the

case

housekeeping provisions, subject to change, depend=zg
The Committee notes that terms

Comment:

of court

and general

on circumstances.
are governed by

statute, usually when the court was created or in a reconstituting statute,
making most, ?f not all, continuous term courts. This language is probably
not ne'eced in a Local Rule. Calendars sett_ng out the "who, when, what and
"nere" are useful and must be f?exible, to fit court neees, such as
illness, vacations and the unexpected long case or docket collaps"e.

Cu:

:ecommencat:on:

place this information i-1 a"broaossde", post it in

all

Cou:thouses in the Dist:'ct and .nstruct the clerk to send a copy to

all

ut_of_C_Str.ct
aPpPerancr

is

attorneys and p:o se who file paoers, when the fi:st

maoe.

lhe

local Bar can be copieC when the scneculr is first

=+aee and not•fLed of any changes. We note that many multi-county Juc_cial

Co unc _.^.5
governea 5y statute or agreement

JnC .he

of the

d_v15_Cn of

xpfk 1o8C .3•

affected Judges.

All the above

co.u.ld be covered by a."Court Information 9ulletin", spelling.out the eanner..
of getting a setting on motions,- pre-trial and t:'ial matters.

Recommendation:

Adopt

as a statewide

Rule the following:

Local Schedules and Assignments of Court shall be mailed by each District
or County Clerk upon receipt.of the first pleading..orinstrument filed by an
attorney or pro se pa:.y not residing within the county. The clerk shall not
be recuired to provide more than one copy of the rules during a given year to
each attorney or litigant who resides outside of the county in wh:c'i the case
is fi:ed.
It shall be the attorney and litigant's responsibility to keep
informed of amenCments to local rules, which shall be provided by the clerk on
request for out of county r esidents.
Local Rules and Amendments thereto shall
be printed and available i n the clerks office at no cost, and shall be posted
i n the Cou.-thouse at all times.

Hany of Local Rules address functions yhich could best be served by a
state.:oe un?form rule. These are sucgested, as exanoles.
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Rule 247.

Tried `,:hen Set

lacea at t 7e
orcer.
except by

ena of one

cccKet

to

oe called again for trial in its regular

No cause wnicn has been set upon the trial docket for the date set
aSreemen: of

the ooposinn par*_v.

the parties or for good cause uport motion and notice to

Rule 247a

(neH).

Trial Continuances

Motions for continuance or aoreements.to pass cases set for trial shall
raee in writic;, and snal: ce filed not less than 10 days oefore trial date
jr 1,0 days Sefore t.e r'or.cay of tne week set for trial, if nospecific trial date
has Jeen set.

;)^--vlded ro'..eve^,

that agreed motlons for continuance may be

announced at first cocke*_ call in courts utilizing aocke*.-call court setting
metnocs.

.-er;encies r°c;,lring celay of trial arising within 10 days of trial

or of the Foncav ^eceainc ,ne weeK of trial snall be suomitted to the court in
writing at the earliest rrac.icaole time.

Agreements to pass shall set forth

specific lecai, prccecural or ot^er greunos wnicn require that trial be delayed.
The court snall have full discretion in granting or denying delay in the trial
of a case. ::on m,,ion or acreement grantea, the court shall reset the aate for
trial.

Rule 250 ( new)...Cases Set

for 7rial; Announcement of Ready

Cases set fo, tr'al on the merits shall he considered ready for trial.
o-•nd there shall be no neee fo^ counsel to declare -eady the week, month, or term
^prior to trial aateaf,er initial announcement of ready has occurred. Cases not
^ t ried as scheduled due to ccurt celay shall be considered ready for trial at all
times unless infor^ee otnerwise ^v notion, and such cases shall be carried over
to tne succeedine ._..,. for trial assinnment until trial occurs or the case is
otherwise

disposec.

In

all

instances

it

party's responsibility to know tne status of

Ca:2ULE'1:(59th)

f

shall

be the attorney's or pro

a case set for trial.

se

Rule 2b4. ;,opeai Tried De ?:ovo.

deot=_oe Tr:al.

Ruie 264 .
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Non, Jack Pope
Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Texas
Courts Building
Austin, Texas 78711
In re: Rule 265(a)

As I understand, this Rule was amended in 1978 to eliminate the
requirement of having to read the pleadings to the jury. The
Rule was intended to have the attorneys summarize their pleadings
in everyday language rather than reading a lot of legal words
which most pleadinas contain and which meant nothing to most
I thouoht this was a great improvement. However,'
jurors.
unfortunately, it did not work out that way. The trial attorneys,
good and bad, are using the same as a tool to completely argue
the entire facts of their case, often witness by witness. Hence, they do not summarize their pleadings but their entire
case:
I attempt to control this problem, but many trial judges do not
because of the wordina of the Rule, and hence, when the lawyers
come to my court, they want to do the same thing they have done
in other courts. The net result is that we hear the facts from
all sides during voir dire, then again in opening statements to
the jury, then again from the witness stand, and t*hen again during
So in every jury case we hear the facts four.
closing arguments.
This is a waste of judicial time.
times.
in part says, ". .. shall.state to the jury briefly
R.ule 265(a)
the nature of his claim or defense and what said party expects
to prove and the relief sought ..."
Attorneys not only state what they expect to prove, but co into
the qualification and the credibility of each and every witness
and into many immaterial and irrelevant facts and conclusions.
In addition, most attorneys do not know how to be brief. I
would suggest that Rule 26,5(a) be amended to read, ". '. . shall

1 State to the jury a brief summary of his pleadinas."
And eliminate
thA phrase, "what the parties expect to prove and the relief
^
^,^..^.
-^ Souaht." I feel that this would be in line with the committee's
intention just pricr to 1978, according to my readina of the
rPcord made by the committee. Richt now we have two closino
areumen*_s to the jury.
I fully realize that it will be sometime before any attention can
be given to this matter. However, I hope it will be properly
filed in order to be considered at the proper time by the proper
committee.

JCO/ebt

July 29, 1985

Mr. Luther H. Soules III, Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules, Cliffe & Reed

San Antonio, TX 78205
Re:

COAJ Pronosals for
Amendment to Rules 296,
297 and 306c.

Dear Luke,

In response to your letter of July 15, 1985, enclosed
please find redrafted versions pf proposals for amendment
to Rules 296, 297 and 306c. Please note that although Rules
296 and 297 are not included in the current draft of the
Procosed Appellate rules, current rule 306c is included in
paragraph (c) of proposed rule 31.
Best regards,

William V. Dorsaneo, III
Professor of Law
WVD:vm

enc.

C

Rule 296.

Conclusions of Fact and Law

In any case tried in the district or county court without
a jury, the judge shall, at the request of either party, state
in writing his findings of fact and conclusions of law. Such
request shall be filed within ten day.s after the final judgment
(is-s}gr^ed.)

or order overruling motion for new trial is signed

or the motion for new trial is overruled by operation of law.
Notice of the filing of the request shall be served on the
opposite party as provided in Rule 21a.
COMMENT:

This proposed rule change negates the change last

made in Rule 296 effective April 1, 1984. The reason for recommending a restoration of the former rule is that no purpose is
served in requiring a party to request findings of fact and
conclusions of law at a time before motions for new trial have
been dealt with by the trial judge.

I
I
i
I
I
I

I

I
I
r
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I
I
I
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Rule 297.

Time to File Findings and Conclusions

When demand is made therefor, the court shall prepare its
findings of fact and conclusions of law and file same within
thirty days after the judgment
faet-ap^-ee^e^e^s^ene-e^-^a^a-eha^^-3^e-f^^ed-^^th-t^e-e^e^3^-a^d
or order overruling the motion
for new trial is signed, or the motion is overruled by operation
of law. If the trial judge shall fail (ee) to so file them, the
party so demanding(,) in order to complain of the failure, shall,
in writing, within five days after such date, call the omission
to the attention of the judge, whereupon the period for
preparation and filing shall be automatically extended for five
days after such notification.
COMMENT:

This proposed rule change corresponds to the

change in Tex. R. Civ. P. 296.

Rule 306c.

Prematurely Filed Documents

^

No motion for new trial, request for findings of fact and
conclusions of law, appeal bond or affidavit in lieu thereof,

,

notice of appeal, or notice of limitation of appeal shall be
held ineffective because prematurely filed

ee158

(;-bat-e^e^y-et^eh-x^etiee)_ ,

eaeeat-te-4---l-te-6ate-efthe-6ate-ef

time on the first date of the,period during which the document
may be filed as prescribed by the applicable rule or rules.
COMMENT:

This proposed version of Rule 306c is intended to

accomplish two purposes.

First, it eliminates language in the

current rule that treats prematurely filed requests for findings
of fact and conclusions of law, appeal bonds, affidavits in lieu
thereof, notices of appeal and notices of limitation of appeal
as being filed "on the date of but subsequent to the date of signing
of the judgment or the date of the overruling of motion for new
trial, if such a motion is filed." Under current appellate
practice, the times for perfecting appeals and/or limiting the
scope of an appeal are not keyed to the overruling of motions for
new trial.

If the Committee's recommendations concerning Rules 296

and 297 are adopted, the last sentence of this proposed rule should

be interpreted to mean that a premature request for findings of
fact and conclusions of law should be deemed filed on the date
of but subsequent to the signing of the order overruling the
motion for new trial or the overruling of the motion by operation
of law.

ti

Dear Hubert:

My cuestion is whether there are any published explanations or bar comments as to the change in Rule 296? Under the
prior Rule 296, it applied to hearings over motions to set
aside default judgments. As you know, the Court often conducts
an oral hearing in which testimony is presented. Thereafter,
the motion to set aside a default judgment may. be overruled by
operaticn of law severity-five (75) days after the default
judgment was signed. Under the case law the Appellate Court
might review the trial court's fir.dings,of fact and conclusions
of
law
hearing.
as
See
this
to
Dallas ?:eat;.^.c Co., Inc. v. Pardee, 561 S.W.2d. 16 (Tex.Civ.
Now that the new rule has
App.-Dallas, 1977, ref.n.r.e.).
eliminated the "by operation of law" wording, does it mean that
the Appellate Courts do not, need findings of fact and
conclusions of law on these matters, or that the "signi::g" in
Rule 296 also azplies to the operation of law time period? See
:nt'1
Stec_ 1`v Prod.cts Inc v. Chem-Clean Products,

0001001134

,

Sincerely,

David R. Bickel

C(

August 6, 1984
,
Honorable Jack Pdpe, Chief Justice
The Supreme Court of Texas

P.O. Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711
Re:

Apparent unintended anomoly in amendment to the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, effective April 1, 1984

Dear Justice Pope:
I have recently discovered an apparent anomoly created by the amendments
to Rules 296 and 306c, effective April 1, 1984. The problem is created wnere
a oreuature request for findings of fact and conclusions of law is made and a
motion for new trial is filed.
Rule 306c was broadened to include prematurely filed requests for findings
of fact and conclusions of law. If such a request is prematurely filed.and a
motion for new trial is filed, the reauest is deemed to have been filed on
the date of (but subsequent to) the date of the overruling of the motion for
new trial.
This amendment would have created no problem had Rule 296 not also
been amended to require a request for findings and conclusions to be filed
within ten days after the final judgment is signed, regardless of whether a
motion for new trial is filed. The pre-1984 version permitted a request to
be filed within ten days after a motion for new trial is overruled. .
Reading both the amended rules together, if a premature request for
findings and conclusions is made.and a timely motion for new trial is filed,
the request will be deemed to have been filed too late if the motion for new
trial is overruled more than ten days after the judgment is signed. This is
quite possible, of course, since Rule 329b(c) allows the trial court 75 days
to rule on a motion.for new trial before it is overruled as a matter of law.
If this result was intended, please excuse my having taken up your
valuable time.
If it was not intended, I hope that I have been of some
assistance to the Court.

February 27, 1985
214/760-5421

1
Michael T. Gallagher, Esq.
-isher. Ga]_lagher, Perrin & Lewis
70th = Lcor

Re:

Committee on the Administration

of Justice

Enclosed are proposed changes in Rules 296, 306a,.and 306c.
I will be ready to report on these proposals at the March 9, 1985
Please note that if the proposed addition-to Rule 296 is
meeting.
made, there will be no.need to amend Rule 306c. If, however, Rule
296 is not amended as proposed, then Rule 306c should be amended
as set out in the attachment to this letter.
Respectfully,

RDB/ls
Enclosures
cc:

Ms. Evelyn Avent
State Bar of Texas

Rule 296.

Conclusions of Fact and Law

In any case tried in the district or county court without a
jury, the judge shall, at the request of either party, state in
writing his findings of fact and conclusions of law. Such reauest
shall be filed within ten days after the final judgment or order
overrulina motion for new trial is signed or the motion for new
trial is overruled by oDeration of law.
Notice of the filing of
the request shall be served on the opposits party as provided in
Rule 21a.

Rule 306a.

Periods to Run From Signing of Judgment

Beginning of periods.
The date a judgment or order is
1.
signed as shown of record shall determine the beginning of the
periods prescribed by these rules for the court's plenary power to
grant a new trial or to vacate, modify, correct or reform a
judgment or order and for filing in the trial court the various
documents in connection with an appeal, including, but not li.mited
to an original or amended motion for new trial, a motion for
rein=_tatement of a case dismissed for want of arosecution, a
r.?QU°SL for flndincs of fact and conclusions of law, flnCinCs of
fact and conclusions of law, an appeal bond, certificate of cash
deposit, or notice or affidavit in lieu thereof, and bills of
exception and for filing of the petition for writ of error if
review is sought by writ of error, and for filing in the appellate
cour:. of the transcript and statement of facts, but this ru?e
shall not determine what constitutes rendition of a judgment or
order for any purpose.

^

Rule 306c.

Prematurely Filed Documents

No motion for new trial, request for findings of fact and
conclusions of law, apaeal bond or affidavit in lieu thereof,
notice of apaeal, or notice of limitation of appeal shall be held
ine^-fective because prematurely filed;. but every such motion shall
be deemed to have been filed on the date of but subsequent to the
date of sicning of the judgment the motion assails, and every such
recues t for f ir.di ngs of fact and conclusions of law and every such
or
bond
apueal
affidavit - or notice of appeal or notice of
limitation of appeal shall be deemed to have been filed on the
d-=te of but subsequent to the date of signing of the judgment,
`r^_.^a_i^.-a^--^..la-i-,J^Ar^•ia^ ^av-_.rsia-?^Las ^°^- ^..^ -"`°.:.''-
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June 3, 1985

Ms. Evelyn Avent
State Bar of Texas
P. 0. Box 12487
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

COAJ Proposals for
Amendment to Rules
296, 297 and 306c

Dear Evelyn,
Enclosed please.find the proposed changes to Rules
296, 297 and 306c. I would appreciate it if you would place
them on the agenda for the.next meeting.
Respectfully,

William V. Dorsaneo, III
Professor of Law
WVD:vm
enc.
cc:
Michael T. Gallagher
Judge James P. Wallace
Luther H. Soules, III
R. Doak Bishop
Charles R. Haworth
Guy E. "Buddy" Hopkins

Rule 296. Conclusions of Fact and Law

In any case tried in the district or county court without a
jury, the judge shall, at the request of either party, state in
writing his findings of fact and conclusions of law. Such
request shall be filed within ten days after the final judgment
or order overruling motion for new'trial is signed or the motion
for new trial is overruled by operation of- law. Notice of the
filing of the request shall be served on the opposite party as
provided in Rule 21a.

Comment:

This proposed rule change negates the change last

made in Rule 296 effective April 1, 1984. The reason for recommending a restoration of the former rule is that no purpose is
served in requiring a party to request findings of fact and
conclusions of law at a time before motions for new trial have
been dealt with by the trial judge.

Rule 297.

Time to File Findings and Conclusions

f
When demand is made therefor, the court shall prepare its
findings of fact and conclusions of law and file same within
thirty days after the judgment or order overruling the motion.for
new trial is signed, or the motion is overruled by operation of
law.

If the trial judge shall fail to so file them, the party so

demanding in order to complain of the failure, shall, in writing,
within five days after such date, call the omission to the attention of the judge, whereupon the period for preparation and
filing shall be automatically extended for five days after such
notification.

Comment:

This proposed rule change corresponds to the

change in Tex. R. Civ. R. 296.

Rule 306c.

Prematurely Filed Documents

No motion for new trial, request for findings of fact and
conclusions of law, appeal bond or affidavit in lieu thereof,
notice of apneal, or notice of limitation of appeal shall be held
ineff'ective because prematurely filed.

Every such prematurely

filed document shall be deemed to have been filed on time on the
first date of the period durng which the document may be filed as
prescribed by the applicable rule or rules.

Comment:

This proposed version of Rule 306c is intended to

accomplish two purposes.

First, it eliminates language in the

current rule that treats prematurely filed requests for findings
of fact and conclusions of law, appeal bonds, affidavits in lieu
thereof, notices of appeal and notices of limitation of appeal as
being filed "on the date of but subsequent to the date of signing
of the judgment or the date of the overruling of motion for new
trial, if such a motion is filed." Under current appellate practice, the times for perfecting appeals and/or limiting the scope
of an appeal are not keyed to the overruling of motions for new
trial.

It the Committee's recommendations concerning.Rules 296

and 297 are adopted, the last sentence of this proposed rule
should be interpreted to mean that a premature request for
findings of fact and conclusions of law should be deemed filed on
the date'of but subsequent to the signing of the order overruling
the motion for new trial or the overruling of the motion by
operation of law.
J

1301 McKinney Street
Houston, Texas 77010

London
Zurich

Re:

Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
Soules & Reed
800 Milam Bldg.
East Travis at Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Dear Lou:
Enclosed
herewith
please
find
the
report
of
our
sub-committee with respect to Rules 277, 278 (formerly 279),
279, 286 and 295.

DJB/st
Enclosures
cc:
Honorable James P. Wallace
Justice, Supreme Court
Supreme Court Building
P. 0. Box 122.48
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Mr. Franklin Jones, Jr.
Jones, Jones, Baldwin, Curry
& Roth, Inc.
201 W. Houston Street
Marshall, Texas 75670
Professor J. H. Edgar, Jr.
School of Law
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

Rule 277.

[Special

In

all

Issues] Questions to the Jury

jury cases

the court

shalll-* ^pr

[may]

^ submit [said] the cause upon broad-form questions.
-^.
^
[special

pft^

either party, and, upon request
the

cause upon special

the

case

that

are

issues

issues

without

of either party.

request of
shall submit

controlling the disposition of

raised by the written pleadings and the

evidence in the case, except
review or on agreement

that,

for good

cause subject to

of the parties,] t'M

't

submit such explanatory instructions and definitions as shall
be proper to enable the jury to render a verdict.
[It

shall

be

discretionary

with

the.court whether to

submit separate questions with respect to each element of a
case

or

submit

to

objectionable
combination

that
of

a

issues

broadly.

question

elements

or

is

It

shall

not

be

general. or includes a

issues.]

Inferential

questions shall not be submitted in the charge.

rebuttal

The placing of

the burden of proof may be accomplished by instructions rather

than by inclusion in the question.
[In

submitting

the case, the court

explanatory instructions and definitions
enable the jury to render a verdict
charge

shall

not

shall submit such

as shall

be proper to

and in such

instances the
'
subject to the objection that
it
is a

be

general charge.
The court may submit special

issues in a negligence

case in a manner that allows a listing of the claimed acts or
omissions of any party to an accident, event or occurrence that
are raised by the pleadings and the evidence
spaces for
The

answers as

court

may

conditioned upon

to each act or omission
a

submit

an answer

single
that

inquiring whether a party was

with

appropriate

which is

question,

which

may

negligent, with a

listing

corresponding to those listed

preceding

with

answer.
as

to

and

appropriate

of the
in

for

spaces

the
each

Conditioned upon an affirmative finding of negligence
one or more

acts

or

omissions,

a further question may

inquire whether the corresponding specific
(listing

them) inquired

about

the basis

of

the suit.

in other cases.]

acts

in the preceeding

proximate causes of the accident,

5 O 3 O B

be

an act or omission occurred,

several acts of omissions
question

listed.

event,

of

omissions

questions

or occurrence

Similar forms of questions

were

that is

may be

used

any ^ in which the jury is required to

^In
apportion

loss

the

amon

the

parties,

concerning the negligence of more
shall

submit [an

issue]

than

[issues

are

one party]

raised

the court

question or questions inquiring

a

what percentage, if any, of the negligence or causation, as the
case ma- be, that caused the occu^nce or injury in question is
attributable to each of the
and]

been negligent,

[parties]

have been culpable.

persons found to [have
The court shall also

instruct the jury to answer the damage [issues] question or
questions without any reduction because of the percentage of
negligence or causation, if any, of the person injuredJ The
court

may predicate the damage question or questions upon

affirmative findings of liability.

The

court

may

submit

[an

issue]

a

question

disjunctively when it is apparent from the evidence that one or
the other of the conditions or facts inquired about necessarily
exists.

The court shall not in its charge comment directly on
the weight of the evidence or advise the jury of the effect of
their

answers,

but

the

court's

charge/

shall

not

be

objectionable on the ground that it incidentally constitutes a
comment on the weight of the evidence or advises the jury of
the effect of their answersgwhere it- is 4mosToo-1-y a part of a/
instruction or definition.
so3 oe

-3-

Definitions and Instructions
4°44,

I
I
I
I

I
^

The court shall submit the

questions, in

the form provided by Rule 277, which are raised by the written
pleadings and the evidence, and, except in trespass to try
title,

statutorv

partition

p roceedings

and

other

proceedings in which the pleadings are specially defined by
statutes or procedural rules, a partv shall not be entitled to
an

affirmative submission of anv (question) on that Party's

behalf

where the same is raised only by a general denial and

not by an affirmative written pleading by that party.
herein

shall

a, ^
^t

I
I
I
I

t
I

^^nn

n

^

I

Nothing

chanqe the burden of proof from what it would have

been under a Qeneral denial.

I

special

not

nr

^

i„^

Failure to submit a(^Pestion) shall not be

deemed

a

ground for reversal of the judgment, unless its

submission,

in

substantially

correct

wording,

has

been

recruested in writing and tendered by the party complaining of
the judgment; provided however, that objection to such failure

shall suffice in such respect if
upon by the opposing party.

theiq stion---is

one relied

Failure to submit a definition or

y instruction shall not be deemed a ground for
?

reversal

of

definition or

the

judgment

unless

a

substantially

correct

instruction has been rectuested in

writinq and tendered by the party complaining of the judgment.
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[Submission

Rule 279.

Issues]

of

Omitted

Questions

and

Review

submits

[When the court
he

submit

shall

the

controlling

a

case upon special

issues

issues,

made by the written

pleadings and the evidence, and, except in trespass to try
title,

I

I
I

statutory

partition

proceedings

statutes

or procedural rules, a party

I

shall not be

an affirmative submission of any issue
issue

is

raised

only

by

a

in his

general

special

general

denial.

and

by

not

an

Nothing herein'shall

it would have been under a

Where the court has fairly submitted the

issues

controlling

what

entitled to

behalf where such

denial

affirmative written pleading on his part.

raised

by such

pleading and the evidence,

the case shall not be reversed because of the failure to submit
other

and

issue.
for

various

or

different shades of the

same

Failure to submit an issue shall not be deemed a ground

reversal

substantially
and

phases

tendered

of

the

judgment,

unless

its

submission,

correct wording, has been requested
by

the

party

complaining

of

the

in

in

writing

judgment;

provided, however, that objection to such failure shall suffice
in such
party.

respect if the
Failure

to

issue
submit

is one relied upon by the opposing
a

1

r

other

proceedings in which the pleadings are specially defined by

change the burden of proof from

I
I
I
I
I
I

and
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definition

or

explanatory

instruction
judgment

shafl
unIess

explanatory

not
a

be

deemed

a

substantially

instruction

has

been

ground for
correct
requested

reversal of

the

definition

or

in

writing

and

tendered by the party complaining of the judgment.]
Upon appeal all independent grounds of recovery or of

I
^
^
I
I

defense not conclusively established under the evidence and no

element of which is submitted or recruested
a
of more than one' element, if one or more of

[the

i ssues ] such

elements necessary to sustain such ground of recovery or
defense,

[of]

and necessarily referable thereto, are submitted to

and., [answered]

found by the jury, and one or more of such

elements are omitted from the charge, without [such] request
or objection, and there is factually sufficient evidence to
support a finding thereon, the trial court, at the request of
either party, may, after notice and hearing and at any time
before the judgment is rendered, make and file written findings
on such omitted [issue

or

issues]

element

or

elements' in

support of the judgment. [,but] If no such written.findings
are made, such omitted [issue

or issues]

element or elements

shall be [as] deemed found by the court in such manner as to
support the judgment. j-"''
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1,14AC,,.ry
broad-form/

estion

conta 1 ns

an

t

t-at is lackin in

^-claim/that the evidence was legally or factually

insufficient
`guestion

may

to
be

warrant
made

the
for

the

submission
first

of

time

any

[issue]

after

verdict,

regardless of whether the submission of such [issue] question
was requested by the [complaining party]

5 0 3 0 8

I

complainant.

I

I
Jury May Receive Further Instructions

Rule 286.

After having retired, the jury may receive further
instructions

[of]

frorp

the court touching any matter of law,

either at their request or upon the court's own motion.

For

I
I
I

this purpose they shall appear before the judge-in open court
in a body, and if the instruction is being given at their
request, they shall through their presiding jurors state to the
court, in writing, the particular question of law upon which
they desire further instruction.

The court shall give such

instruction in writing, but no instruction shall be given
except in conformity with the rules relating to the [change]
charge.

Additional argument may be allowed in the discretion

of the Court.
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Correction of the

Rule 295.

[Defective] Verdict
tay

If the nurDorted verdict is
Cour

defective, the

may direct it to be reformed [at

If it is 44e-t

the Bar] .

responsive to the (issue] auestions contained in the court's
charqe or the answers to the questions are in conflict, the
court shall1[catl
send them

back

the jury's attention thereto

in

writing and

in writing

for further deliberation]

the jury in open court the nature of the unresponsiveness or
the conflicts, provide the jury such additional instructions as

may

be

and

\/

S O , 1 B

retire

the

jury

for

further

STEPHANIE A. BELBER
ROBERT E ETLINCER
PETER F. CAZDA
ROBERT D. REED
SUSAN D. REED
RAND I. RIKLIN

August 27, 1986

Mr. David J. Beck
Fulbright & Jaworski

Proposed.Rules 277, 278 (formerly 279),
279, 286, and 195
Dear David:

is

I have the following observations about this series of Rules
as proposed.

"Limiting instructions" is not a defined term and I do not
see where the term "limiting" needs special mention in the Rule.
Further, "good cause" should not be a requirement for submission
of a "proper" instruction whether a "limiting" or any other sort.
To me, the last sentence in the first paragraph: "In submitting
any case, the court shall submit such explanatory instructions
and definitions as shall be proper to enable the jury to render a
verdict" is adequate to cover whatever kind of instructions may
be
appropriate
whether
the
instruction
be
"limiting"
or
otherwise.
I suggest that the words "upon broad form questions
accompanied by limiting instructions," be deleted beginning in
the ninth and tenth lines.
In the second sentence what does "separate question" mean?
Is a broad question a question? A separate question? If we mean
"separate and distinct" questions why not use the old words?
Isn't it the old concept we seek to permit on good cause?
Focusing again on the last sentence of the first paragraph,
I have several questions.
The courts have talked about "proper"
instructions and,.in language which is not found in the proposal

Mr. David J. Beck
August 27, 1986
Page 2

or the present rule, the courts have talked about instructions
that "assist the jury (jurors?)." Should the term "proper" be
regarded as the term that requires an instruction to (1) be
substantially
correct
in
form
and
in
substance,
i.e.,
in
substantial conformity with the procedural Rules as a matter of
form and in substantial. conformity with the applicable law as a
matter of substance and . (2) be supported by the evidence or
reasonable inferences therefrom? Is the term "enable the jury to
render a verdict" generally read to mean "assist the
jury to
render a verdict"? Should the word "enable" be replaced with the
word "assist" since the latter is the word that the courts seem
to
utilize?
If
the
concept
of
"proper"
and
"assist"
are
distinct,
should the last line read "be propex and enable
(assist) the jury to render a verdict"? It seems to me that our
experiences with broad issues are now to the point where we can
say that any instruction that is correct in form and in substance
and
supported
by
the
evidence
is
"proper"
and
accerdingly
qualifies under the first requisite.
Having qualified with the
first requisite for submission to the jury, that same instruction
then shall be given to the jury if it "assists" the jury to
render a verdict.
What is meant by "assist the jury to render a
verdict"?
To me, that means an instruction that causes the jury
to follow the applicable law rather than what might be "common
meaning"
where
"common
meaning"
does
not
really
give
the
submitting party the full benefit of a full submission of that
party's cause of action or defense. For example, in Deceptive
Trade Practices Act cases, "deceptive" does not have "common
meaning" because in common meaning, that term infers an element
of intent to deceive, whereas really all that DTPA requires may
be
a
representation,
however
innocently,
that
goods
have
qualities that they do not have. Plaintiff may not get the full
submission of its case if the word "deceptive" were submitted to
the jury without an instruction and the jury were left to rely
solely on common meaning.
To "enable the jury to render a
verdict" on the applicable law in a DTPA case an instruction or
definition is required. It seems to me that the term "enable" is
more restrictive than the word "assist." The word "enable" to me
infers that absent an instruction, the jury probably would not be
able to render a verdict on the evidence and the applicable law.
The word "assist" to me infers that submitting an instruction
would be helpful to the jury to render a verdict on the evidence
and
the
applicable
law.
Since
the
word
"necessary"
was
eliminated and the word "proper" substituted in Rule 277 in 1973,
"assist" may be more descriptive of the actual practice. A party
is not entitled to an instruction merely because it would be
"helpful" to the jury.
Lemos v. Montez, 680 S.W.2d 798, 801
(Tex. 1984).
So, somewhere between "necessary" and "helpful" is
the current test and the courts' use of the word "assist" may
have developed meaning in that context. Cf. First State Bank &
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Trust Co. of Edinburgh v. George, 519 S.W.2d 198, 207 (Tex. Civ.
Should the
App. -- Corpus Christi, 1975 writ ref'd n.r.e.).
words "on the evidence and the applicable law" be added after the
word "verdict" in the final sentence?
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I
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The term "questions containing a combination of elements"
appears in line 12 of proposed Rule 277. How does that differ
from a "broad-form question" (line 2)? Why must "good cause" be
shown in order to combine elements? "Good cause" should be a
requisite only for general charge, checklist, or cluster issues.
Where does the proposed Rule permit "for good cause" a
submission in the old "cluster" issue form, i.e., "separate and
distinct"; or do we intend to entirely preclude that form of
sub.<<ission?

Rule 278:
Does Rule 277 permit for good cause the submission of a case in
the old "cluster" issue form? If so, the concept of "deemed
findings" needs to be maintained.
Turner, Collie b Braden v.
Brookhollow, Inc., 642 S.W.2d 160, 165 (Tex. 1982) . Unless that
the
the
case,
concept of "deemed findings or elements"
is
probably does not need to be maintained,at all and.has not been a
concept of broad issue submission even in the past where the
issue
submitted
was
"controlling"., even
though "defective.".
Allen v. American National, Inc., 380 S.W.2d 604 (Tex. 1964). In
broad
"controlling"
issues,
if
element
"necessarily
an
is
referable"
the
to
question asked, but that element is not
specifically addressed in the question, the question has been
answered anyway and the jury finding includes all that is
"necessarily referable."
Island Recreational Development Co. v.
Republic of Texas, Savings Association, 710 S.W.2d 551 (Tex.
1986). In the past, where granulated issues were submitted, there
was
no
jury
finding
issue
was
where
omitted
but
an
was
"necessarily referable" and the absent finding had to be supplied
somehow.
The practice was that the trial court would either
supply the omission by express finding or there would be a deemed
finding in support of the trial court's judgment. "Broad issues"
are now conceived to embrace all of the: several matters of a
indeed of a "case," e.g., Sears, Roebuck & Co. v.
theory,
Castillo, 693 S.W.2d 374 (Tex. 1985), and are not to be "picked
apart" for absences or omissions of verbose granulated elements
that would make a single question unintelligible and force a
order
the
practice
in
return
cluster
to
to
issue
have
The committee as a whole needs to
intelligibly sized question.
express its view as to whether or not omissions of elements in
broad issues are to be regarded as included in or subsumed by the
broad issue and, accordingly, addressed by the jury's answer; or,

Mr. David J. Beck
August 27, 1986
Page 4

whether, on the other hand, we are to return to the "pick apart"
process previously used so as to burden the broad issue practice
transferred
to
problems
cluster
issue
the
former
with
See Lemos, supra, 680 S.W.2d at 801. I believe
instructions.
that all elements necessarily referable to a submitted broad
question are within the jury's answer and that good attorneys
will certainly present evidence and argue in closing arguments in
such a way as to be certain that the jury understands all that is
If the lawyers trying the case fail to recognize
included.
elements during the trial, that can be remedied in aggregious
granting of a new trial by the. trial judge.
cases
by
the
However, in support of the broad issue practice, a judge'will not
be
able
to take harbor under a "deemed element concept or
instruction by reviewing a broad issue or instruction, picking it
apart, and entering a judgment contrary to the jury verdict where
the jury verdict is supported by some evidence on all elements
Such a
legally required whether or not expressly mentioned.
"deemed element" concept, it seems to me, would engraft onto .the
broad issue practice the hypertechnical problems that we had
There is no change in "no
under the granulated issue practice.
evidence" or "insufficient evidence" review; if a cause of action
legally requires an element, whether expressly mentioned or not
in a question, and there is no evidence or insufficient evidence
element,
legal
or
factual
of
that
there
is
no
either
insufficiency
of ,evidence to support a judgment.
Because
broadly
issues,
elements
may
be
combined
"controlling"
in
however,
it may be more difficult to identify a particular
element for review.

U7

40

The next question I have about Rule 278 is more fundamental
and more problematical to me. It seems to me that the burden to
get instructions on broad issues is a different problem or burden
than it was to get instructions to granulated issues. I am not
comfortable'that we have adequately addressed the transition. In
the past, issues had to be requested in substantially correct
form by the party relying on those issues, but instructions had
to be requested in writing in substantially correct form by a
party complaining of the judgment.• It seems to me that we need
to make adjustments in Rule 278 so that an objection to the
in
that
wording
instruction
is
or
omission
of
wording
an
submitted would be adequate to preserve error in the submitted
On the other hand, where an instruction is omitted
instruction.
or refused entirely, a party should have to make a request in
How much that would change the law
substantially correct form.
is debatable anyway in light of Yellow Cab and Baq_qa e Co. v.
Green, 277 S.W.2d 92, 93 (Tex. 1955), excerpts attached. If that
case is the law, why not say so in the.Rule?

I
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In the full paragraph on page 7, second sentence, I would
leave this sentence just as it is in the current Rule to take
care of the situation where cases are submitted in granulated
issues, if that is possible, even on good cause shown. If that
is not possible for good cause shown then, then I would omit the
See Turner and Allen, supra.
sentence entirely.

I
I
I
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For the reasons stated above and my remarks about Rule 277,
I do not believe that the concept of "deemed findings on omitted
elements" should be engrafted on the broad issue practice. Note,
this only happens when no party objects or requests or otherwise
preserves error in the charge.
If the error concerning the
omission is addressed by a party, then error is preserved and
there cannot be a "deemed finding on an omitted element." Where
neither party preserves error in a charge, the jury's finding on
stand
as
to
everything necessarily
issue
the
broad
should
The' trial judge should be able to
referable to that issue.
submit a broad issue case, where there is no objection to or
preservation of error in the broad issue, and feel confident that
all ;^atters necessarily referable to that broad issue are being
addressed by the jury, since both parties have full opportunity
to present all evidence on anything necessarily referable to that
question to the jury and to argue all elements necessarily
referable to that question prior to the time that the jury goes
question. , Under these
the
jury
room
to
answer
the
to
circumstances, the jury's answer should control..and the broad
issue practice should not burden instructions with technicalities
of former "cluster" issues practice regarding "deemed findings."
This goes for the last sentence of that paragraph as well, i.e.,
the last sentence on page 7. Lemos v. Montez, supra, prescribes
"proliferation of instructions" and mandates "simplicity in jury
damages."
In the first paragraph on page 8, I would omit the words "If
a contention... sufficiency of the evidence, it" and replace that
language with the words "Error in the charge." I believe that
the single sentence paragraph should read "Errors in the charge
shall not form the basis for a new trial or reversal unless the
complainant can show that the same was calculated to and probably
did result in an improper verdict."
Conclusion
My comments essentially address three problems.
distinction
made
1.
There
should
between
a
not
be
"limiting" instruction and any other kind of instruction insofar
as the procedural language of the Rule is concerned. Seeking

instructions, entitlement to instructions, and preservation of
error in connection with instructions, are all the same.
Matters "necessarily referable" to other matters that
2.
have been submitted to the jury should be regarded as determined
by the jury's answer to a broad issue. Matters "not necessarily
referable" are omitted grounds and are not within the scope of
any answer of the jury because none of the matter even in a broad
sense has been addressed by the jury.
instructions
are
that
Preservation
of
error
on
3.
submitted should perhaps be treated differently from preservation
of error on instructions that have been wholly omitted so that
oral objections and requests for amendment by either party would
be sufficient to preserve error in submitted instructions whereas
in an omitted instruction-any party complaining about that would
have to submit a written request in substantially correct form.
This would somewhat conform preservation of error on instructions
to the current practice of preservation of error in issues at
least insofar as complaining about what is b.eing submitted as
opoosed to complaining about a total omission. I would not favor
having the instruction practice burdened by the "party relying
on"
concept
differentiate
between
oral
complaints
and
to
amendments and written request requirements, but that may be
another po.ssible consideration.
As you know, from discussions with the Subcommittee, and
particularly with Hadley Edgar and Rusty NIcMains, these items are
matters that have concerned me and which I have been addressing
in recent weeks in hopes that the product that we do produce in
Rules 277 and 278 (formerly 279) will continue the reform of jury
issue submission in the true sense of "simrlification." I do not
favor any retreat to the technical burdens of the prior cluster
issue practice.

LHSIII/tat
enclosures
cc/w/encl:

Chief Justice Jack Pope
Justice Wallace
Professor William Dorsaneo.
Franklin Jones
J. Hadley Edgar
Harold W. Nix

Russell McMains
W. James Kronzer
Harry M. Reasoner
Frank L. Branson
Steve McConnico
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Supreme Court of Texas Advisory Committee
Rules 315-331
Subcommittee Proposed Ainendments

Prerequisites of Appeal.

Rule 324.

The following amendment has been drafted by Harry L. Tindall
in response to a letter received by the committee from Richard H.
Kelsey of March 7, 1984. P1r. Kelsey notes that we have probably
not eliminated the use of motions for new trial by virtue of the
amendments added in 1984 regarding matters of evidence. He points
out that any careful practitioner would probably proceed with the
filing of a motion for new trial in order to. be certain that these
matters have been preserved on appeal. Thus, the question is raised:
"Do we return to the formal practice of requiring a motion for new
trial, and if so, do we require.it in nonjury trials as well as
The draft below would require a motion for new
jury trials?"
trial as a prerequisite to all appeals.

Rule 324.

Prerequisites of Appeal

fb4 (a) P9otion for New Trial Required. A point in a motion
for new trial is a prerequisite to tke-fe^^ea ^ }^g-eemp^a^nts-efl

an appeal.

I
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{-4^-A-Ee^p4a4et-e€-€r^adeqeaey-€e^-e^eese^^eeess-e€-the
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fe-} (b)

Judgment Notwithstanding Findings; Cross-Points.

I
I
I
I

When judgment is rendered non obstante veredicto or notwithstanding the findings of a jury on one or more special issues, the
appellee may bring forward by cross-point contained in his brief
filed in the Court of Appeals any ground which would have vitiated
the verdict or would have prevented an affirmance of the judgment
had one been rendered by the trial court in harmony with the
verdict, including although not limited to the ground that one or

more of the jury's findings have insufficient support in the evidence
or are against the overwhelming-prepondera-nce of the evidence as a
matter of fact, and the ground that the verdi-ct and judgment based
thereon should be set aside because,of improper argument of counsel.
The failure to bring forward by cross-points such grounds.as
would vitiate the verdict shall be deemed a waiver thereof; provided,
however, that if a cross-point is upon a ground which requires the
taking of evidence in addition to that adduced upon the trial of
the cause, it is not necessary that the evidentiary hearing be
held until after the appellate court determines that the cause
be remanded to consider such a cross-point.

Committee Alternative Number 1
(a)
Motion for New Trial Not Required. A point in a motion
for new trial is not a prerequisite to a complaint on appeal in
a nonjury case; _
e^eept-as-p^e^tded-^t^-ss^c^ryision-f

(b)
Motion for New Trial Required. A point in a motion for
new trial is a prerequisite to tl^e-¢e^^ew^^g-eex+p^a^^tts a complaint
on appeal- in a jury case.
(c)

Judgment Notwithstanding Findings; Cross-Points.

When judgment is rendered non obstante veredicto or notwithstanding the findings of a jury on one or more special issues, the
appellee may bring forward by cross-point contained in his brief
filed in the Court of Appeals any ground which would have vitiated
the verdict or would have prevented an affirmance of the judgment
had one been rendered by the trial court in harmony with the
verdict, including although not limited to the ground that one or
more of the jury's findings have insufficient support in the evidence or are against the overwhelming preponderance of the evidence
as a matter of fact, and the ground that the verdict and judgment
based thereon should be set aside because of improper argument of
counsel.
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The failure to bring forward by cross-points such grounds as
would vitiate the verdict shall be deemed a waiver thereof; provided,
however, that if a cross-point is upon a ground which requires.the
taking of evidence in addition to that adduced upon the trial of
the cause, it is not necessary that the evidentiary hearing be held
until after the appellate court determines that the cause be remanded
to consider such a cross-point.

Supreme Court of Texas Advisory Committee
Rules 315-331 '
5ubcommittee Proposed Amendments

Rule 329.

Motion for New Trial,on Judgment Following Citation by
Publication

This amendment is drafted in response to a letter received
by Charles G. Childress of March 19, 1984. The problem with
Rule 329 as presently written is that the-defendant's motion
for new trial must be served as.in the case of citation upon
the filing of a new suit. Gilbert v-Lobley., 214 SW2d 646
(Tex. Civ. App, Fort Worth, 1948, writ refused).
Since under
Rule 329(d), a motion for new trial following judgment on
citation for publication is deemed to have been filed 30 days
after the date of,judgment is signed, a defendant has 45 days in
which to secure service and have a hearing on the motion for new
trial.
This is usually impossible. There are two possible
^ alternatives:
(1) to permit service on counsel for the plaintiff
as under Rule 21(a); or (2) to compute time limits from the date
the last adverse party is served rather than from the date of
filing of the motion. Roth alternatives have been drafted for the
committee.

I

Rule 329.

1.
I

In cases in which judgment has been rendered on service of
process by publication, when the defendant has not appeared in
person or by attorney of his own selection:

I
I

I

p
I

motion for New Trial on Judgment Following Citation by
P.ublication

(a)
The court may grant a new trial upon petition of the
defandant showing good cause, supported by affidavit, filed within
two years after such judgment was signed. The parties adversely
interested in such judgment shall be cited as.in other cases: ,
or.a.lternatively, the motion for new trial may be served upon the
adverse party or his attorney under Rule 21(a).
(b)
Execution of such judgment shall not be suspended unless
the party applying therefore shall be given a good and sufficient
bond payable to the plaintiff in the judgment in an amount fixed
in accordance with Rule 364 relating to supersedeas bonds, to be
approved by the clerk, and conditioned that the party will prosecute
his petition for new trial to effect and will perform such judgment
as may be rendered by the court should its decision be against him.

00000159

If property has been sold under the judgment ansd execu
(c)
tion before the process was suspended, the defendant shall not
recover the property so sold, but shall have judgment against the
plaintiff in the judgment of the proceeds of such sale,.
If the motion is filed more than thirty days after the
(d)
judgment was signed, all of the periods.of time specified in Rule
306a(7) shall be computed as if the judgment were signed thirty
days before the date of filing the motion.

,

I
(a)
The court may grant a new trial upon petition of the
defandant showing good cause, supported by affidavit, filed within
two years after suchjudgment was signed. The parties adversely
interested in such judgment shall be cited as in other cases: ,
unless the motion is filed within thirty days after the judgment
was signed, the parties adversely interested in such judgment shall
be cited as in other cases.
(b)
Execution of such judgment shall-not be suspended unless
the party applying therefore shall be given a good and sufficient
bond payable to the plaintiff in the judgment in an amount fixed
in accordance with Rule 364 relating to supersedeas bonds, to be
approved by the clerk, and conditioned that the parrt.y will prosecute
his petition for new trial to effect and will perform such judgment
as may be rendered by the court should its decision be against him.

(c)
If property has been sold under the judgment ansd execution
before the process was suspended, the defendant shall not recover
the property so sold, but shall have judgment against the plaintiff
in the judgment of the proceeds of such sale.
(d)
If the motion is filed more than thirty days after the
judgment was signed, all of the periods of time specified in Rule
306a(7) shall be computed as i-f_ the judnmQ
tfftrty
e3aps-bef e^e-t#^e-elate-e€-f ^^^ng-ti^e-^et^en .

b
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1
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Supreme Court of Texas Advisory Committee

Rules 315-331
Discussion Draft Rules 315, 316, 317, 318, and 319

Remittitur
Rule 315.
Any party in whose favor a judgment_has been rendered may
remit any part thereof:
In open court, and such remittitur:shall be noted on the
(a)
docket and entered in the minutes: or

I

(b)
ift-vaeat+en;-by By executing and filing with the clerk, a
written release si}apd-by-k^^^-e^-i^^s-atte^eep-e€-^eee^d,--aae^
duly acknowledged
attestad-by-tbe-clc^l^-w}th}gi-al- -sealby the party or the party's attorney. Such releases shall be a part
of the record of the ca.use.

(c)

Execution shall issue for the balance only of such judgment.

It appears somewhat archaic for the clerk of the
Comment:
court to be taking attestation of a party who is remitting
part of a judgment. This would more properly appear to be
something done as in the execution of other documents appropriate
for filing.

amended by the judge in open court according to the truth or justice
of the case after notice of the appl+eat+ea motion therefor has

been given to the parties interested in such judgment or decree,
and thereafter the execution shall conform to the jadgment or
decree as amended.
The-eppes+te Any adverse party shall have reasonable notice of
any-appl+eatrea-te-enter-a-judgment nunc pro tunc. the motion as
provided in Rule 21a.

Comment:
The admentment would identify the commonly used
method for correcting errors in a judgment and would have it
obtained by motion practices distinguished from the uncertainty
as to the proper method of giving notice on such practice.

Rule 317.

Misrecitals Corrected

Where in the record of any judgment or decree of a court,

there shall be any omission or mistake, miscalculation or misrecital
of a sum or sums-of money, or of any name or names, if there is amon
the records of the cause any verdict or instrument of writing
whereby such judgment or decree may be safely amended, it shall be
corrected by the court, where in such judgment or decree was
rendered, or by the judge thereof in vacation, upon application of
eitherparty, according to the truth and justice of the case. The
eppes#te Any adverse party shall have reasonable notice of the
app^#eatten-fa^-saet^-e^+ene}ment.- the motion.as provided in

Rule 21a.
Comment:
The admendment would make procedure consistent
with Rule 316.
Rule 330.

Rules of Practic.le^nd Procedure in Certain District Courts I

Comment:
This appears to be an archaic rule that should be
repealed.
Vernon's Texas Rules Annotated has the following quote:

"General Commentary - 1966
*

*

*

"The rules above referred to must therefore be read and
applied with the amendment of Article 1919 in mind. All
district courts are now continuous term courts, so that the
Special Practice Act has application to all district courts."
It would further seem that the above rule is largely an
administrative rule and does not really have any relevance to
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. Finally, it would appear that the
Court Administration Act and the administrative rules about to be
promulgated under that Act would be a more appropriate place for
dealing with such matters.

OOOQ0162

This rule is obtuse and impossible to understand.
Comment:
Again Vernon's Texas Rules Annotated contains the following comment
as it did pertaining to Rule 330 as follows:
"General Commentary - 1966
*
*
*
"The rules above referred to must therefore be read and
applied with the amendment of Article 1919 in mind. All
district courts are now continuous,term courts, so that the
Special Practice Act has application to all district courts."

It would appear that "special practices" should be delineated
by local rule.

611 .
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Rules Committee
State Bar of Texas
P.O. Box 12487
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Recent Rules Changes
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Rules Com.?tittee
March 7, 1984
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I commend.you and -the Supreme Court for the production of these
new rules. By and laroe, they seem to solve most of the problems,
which have been in existence for many years.

d
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March 19, 1984

d.

March 19, 1984
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Sincerely,
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COURT REPORTER

HENRIETfA,TX76365--0530

JUDGE
COURT COORDINATOR

May 21, 1986

Luther H. Soules, III
800 Milam Building, East Travis at Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205

I
I

Re:

Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Dear Luke:
Thanks for your list of the members of the above committee.
I was in the State Bar Center at the same time as your meeting
and ran into Frank Branson. He invited me to come in and
talk to the Committee about my problem, but we were so busy
with Pattern Jury Charges I, I never got in.
From looking at the Committee it's obvious that very few
of the Committee members practice in a multi-county district
court.
Because of that, I want to make one more short comment
about the two matters I have brought to the Committee's attention
in the past. One has to do with recusal practice and the
other with time table for filing the record in appellate
courts.
Both are problems in rural districts. Apparently,
they are not such a problem in an urban district.. I believe
I know why.
RECUSAL PRACTICE
My original proposal was that the lawyer be required to swear
to a Motion for Recusal setting forth with particularity

the reasons he seeks to recuse a judge. That the rule be
changed (and probably the statute) to permit the judge that
the recusal is directed against to summarily deny it if it
does not state a proper cause for removal.
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In an urban area, there are many judges in the courthouse
and a judge can simply get one of them to come hear the
It creates no problem. In a rural area,
recusal motion.
we have to get a judge from somewhere else assigned. The
recusal has to wait until that judge can be there and until
the judge against whom the recusal is directed can be available
in the county that the recusal is filed in. He may have
to recess a jury trial in another county in,order to meet
the visiting judge's schedule, or make some other kind of
Usually, the recusals that I see are actually
docket change.
made for the purposes of delay and that is obvious. If the
lawyers had to swear to these, they wouldn't file them except
when they were true. They would not then be summarily denied
by the judge against whom they are directed.
A couple of years ago when my daughter was showing heifers,
we had a show in Tucumcari, New Mexico followed by one in
Because a recusal that did not state
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
proper grounds had been filed in a criminal case, set for
jury trial the week following the calf shows, I had to make
a trip from Tucumcari back to Henrietta when a visiting judge
could be here so I could have the hearing on the recusal.
I then went on to Cheyenne to be with my daughter showing
If I had not done that, the case would not have
heifers.
gone to trial the week in question.
I am probably the only judge that ever had to make that kind
of a trip because of a recusal practice, but it's ridiculous
to have rules that permit lawyers to use recusals,for
continuances.
APPELLATE TIME TABLE
Luke, I am not going to go into any further detail about
the rules themselves and the time table. From the transcript
furnished me of the meeting, the Committee understands that.
What they don't understand, is that the rules permit a lawyer
to perfect an appeal and request the statement of facts as
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little as 10 days prior to the time it's due in the Appellate
Court.
I don't know of any court reporter except those with
a CAT who can get out a record in 10 days if he's got any
business in his courthouse. It's a bigger problem in the
country because if you have 30 minutes or an hour of dead
time in the court, and you are in the city, the court reporter
is always at his office and can simply go in and type during
that time period.
In the country, my court reporter is with me in the other
If we are
two counties and the office is in Clay County.
sitting idle for an hour in Montague, he cannot be working
on that record.
There is no problem with the 60 days permitted if the lawyer
has to notify the court reporter timely and there is no
problem with the additional time period in the event of a
motion for new trial. However, it just makes sense that
a court reporter ought to have at least 30 days to get a
statement of facts ready.

I
I
I
I
I
I

If the rule is not going to be changed, I think the appellate
judges should quit going to the conferences and complaining
about court reporter delay when the Supreme Court's own rules
create some of the problem.
Luke, my feeling about these two matters is really not much
different than a lot of other things. The Legislature very
seldom thinks about those of us out here that have got miles
and miles between courthouses. I guess those drafting the
I don't know all the details of
rules seldom do ei-ther.
However, I obviously have not
how your committee operates.
been able to articulate the problem well by letter and
probably haven't improved on it much with this letter. If
the Committee ever takes testimony from individuals-about
these matters, I would certainly like to appear. Based upon
the transcripts you have furnished me with respect to both
of these matters, I do not think the problem that exists
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for rural judges is being addressed. I know the rules should
not be tailored just to fit the rural judges. However, they
should not be drafted ignoring us either.
Luke, I appreciate your consideration of this matter and
if I can do anything further to at least get the real issues
discussed, I would appreciate hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Frank J. Douthitt
FJD: lb

3S_^

JUDGE
COURT REPORTER

AREA CODE 817
536-5913

May 1, 1986

Luther H. Soules, III
800 Milan Building
East Travis at Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Dear Luke:
Thanks for the information from the meeting of the Supreme
Court Advisory Committee.
This is the second suggestion
that I have made that I feel the Committee has not understood.
The problems we have in rural, multi-county districts are
just different than the problems in San Antonio, Houston
and Dallas.
^ _.;^ould you please send me a list of the members of this
^9 Co=ittee.
Frankly, I want to see if the Committee is just
overbalanced with city folks.
The request that the Committee virtually ignored about the
90 day, 100 day problem on statement of facts and transcripts
was treated as if I wanted to give more time to court reporters.
What.I.want, is a requirement that the lawyers let the court
reporter know something before there is only 10 days left.
My court reporter's office is in Henrietta. The large part
of our business is in Montague and the smallest part in
Archer City.
Court reporters in the'big cities, when the
court is idle, can simply go to their office and start to
work.
Court reporters in the country with more than one
county can work only when they're in the county where their
office is.
I am getting sick and tired of hearing about court reporter
delay at every meeting I go to when I know that my court
reporter is working nights and weekends when he has to to
get a statement of facts done. He seldom takes depositions
and that is not causing any problem. In fact, he seldom
has to ask for an extension of time and then only when some
lawyer perfects an appeal at the last minute.

Page 2
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I guess I just wanted to get this off my chest. But, I'd
sti11 like a list of the members of the Committee.
It has been a long time since I've seen you and perhaps we'll
run together again one of these days.

Very truly yours,

Frank J. Douthitt
FJD:1b

♦

COURT REPORTE R

539•5953

November 14, 1985

Hon. James P. Wallace
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Jim:
In the last couple of years every time we have a judges'
meeting, somebody on the Supreme Court raises criticisms
of court reporter delay in preparing statements of fact for
appeilate purposes.
I may have written you about this before.
I know I have commented to the Chief on the matter.
Recently, a case tried by me has had appeal perfected in
a manner timely under the rules, but impossible with respect
to the clerk and court reporter. It will require my court
reporter to get an extension of time, which extension will
probably be later cited by some appellate judge at some
meeting to demonstrate "court reporter delay".
The problem is the two rules which have to do with perfecting
appeal (Rule 356) and filing of the statement of facts and
As you know Rule 386 provides that
transcript ( Rule 386).
the transcript and statement of facts will be filed in the
Appellate Court within 60 days of the date the judgment is
signed unless there has been a motion_f.or new trial filed
in which case it must be filed within 100 days. Rule 356
provides that appeal must be perfected by the filing of a
cost bond within 30 days of the date the judgment is signed,
or if a motion for new trial is filed, within 90 days after
the judgment is signed.

o

^ Hon. James P. Wallace
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To give you an example of the pro_b1P*n c'11>q P^ the case I
mentioned above had its final judgment signed on August 12,
1985.
In perfect compliance with Rule 356, the losing
attorney filed a cost bond on November 12, 1985, 92 days
after the judgment was signed, but the first day following
a Sunday and legal holiday. He filed it late that afternoon
and therefore left 7 days for the transcript and state-^er.t
of facts to be prepared and filed in the Appellate Court.
In checking with the clerk with the Second Court of Appeals,
I understand that it is probably 4 to 5 months after an
appeal is filed with the Cour'? of Appeals before it is
It seems to me that there could either
actually submitted.
be more time for the court reporter to get the statement
of facts ready after the appeal is perfected, or there could
be a reauirement that a notice to the.court reporter and
clerk be earlier than 90 days after judgment when a motion
for new trial has been filed.
Frankly, Jim, I don't guess I have a solution. However,
if you feel the court would be interested in trying to do
something about this, I would put more time into a possible
solution.

Very truly yours,

FJD:1b

Professor William V. Dorsaneo III
School of Law
Southern Methodist University
Dallas. Texas 75275

1985.

the clerk has a duts,, to prepare and deliver the transcript without the request
of a party. and the clerk sends it directlY to the court of appeals, not. to the
party. the currently required endorsement is erroneous. Parties don't apply for
transcripts, and they are not delivered to parties. The enclosed proposed
amendment si.mpl^: requires the clerk to endorse on the transcript the date he
delivered it to the court of appeals.
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I hope this clears up the matter and that the Committee can expedite this
change without consuming much of its valuable time.

Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law

Supreme Court Order Relating to Preparation of Transcript
(following Rule 376-a)

(g)

The Clerk shall deliver the transcript to the appropriate

Court of Appeals and shall in all cases indorse upon it before
it finallv leaves his hands as follows, to wit:

,
A.D. 19

Comment:

,"

and shall sign his name officially thereto.

Since the clerk of the trial court delivers the

transcript directly to the clerk of the court of appeals, and not
to a party, and a party no longer has a duty to request delivery
of the transcript, the language of the current endorsement requirement
is erroneous.

The last sentence is deleted since the "affirmance

on certificate" parctice was abolished by the amendment of Rule
387, effective January 1, 1981.

August 22, 1986

Professor William V. Dorsaneo III
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275
Dear Bill:
Our
Committee
receives
continuing
complaints
about
the
derelicts among the court reporters and their duties to prepare
transcripts.
Do you and your Subcommittee believe that there is
some way that we could amend Rule 376c, or some other Rule, to
impose additional burdens on the court reporters.
One case was
dismissed after the third request for extension of time to file
the record, because the court reporter would not get the record
together, and the lawyer on the third "go around" missed his
deadline of December 17 by more than fifteen days (the filing was
January 16, 1985).
At some point, should the courts impose the
penalties for missed deadlines on their own officers, i.e. their
own court reporters, in event the extensions are plainly caused
by the officers of the court, and the missed deadlines would not
have occurred had the court's officer properly prepared a record.
case,
the
In
this
the
deadlines
lawyer
on
two
recognized
occasions, presumably he- would have filed the record had it been
ready on either of those two occasions, but missed the third
deadline when the reporter failed to get the record the third
time, and ultimately the client's case was forfeited.

LHSIII:gc
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TO:

Justice Wallace

FROM:

C. Raymond Judice

DATE:

December 4, 1984

RE:

Certification of transcription
Supreme Court Order following Rule 377

On November 20, 1984 the Supreme Court promulgated amendments to
the Standards and Rules for Certification of -Certified Shorthand
Reporters in conformity with Article 2324b, V.T.C.S.
These amendments provide, among other matters, that each
shorthand reporter, when certifying to a transcription, indicate his
or her certification number, date of expiration of certification, and
business address and telephone number.
The Order following Rule 377 of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
provides a similar certification form but it does not require the
certification number, date of expiration of current certification and
business address and phone number of the reporter certifying.
As it is unclear whether the Supreme Court Order of November 20,
1984 amended the Order following Rule 377 of the Rules of Civil
Procedure as well as the Standards and Rules for Certification of
Court Reporters, I felt that I should bring this to your attention.
If the November 20, 1984 Order had the effect of amending the
Order following Rule 377 as well as the Court Reporter Standards,
should this be communicated to West Publishing Company to ensure that
the next printing of the Rules of Civil Procedure will include this
amendment?

If the November 20, 1984 Order did not amend the Order following
Rule 377, should this amendment be brought to the attention of the
Advisory Committee for possible action to bring it into conformity
with the action of the Supreme Court of November 20, 1984?

ORDER OF THE COURT

additions,

and

amendments to the Standards and Rules for Certification of

Certified Shorthand Reporters as they were adopted and promulaated effective
January 1, 1984, in con`ormity with Article 2324b, V.T.C.S., as amended by
Senate Bill 565, 68th Legislature, Regular Session, shall be and read as follows:
Rule

I.,

General

Reouirements and Definitions, is amended by 'adding

Paragraphs I. and J. to read as follows:

transcription of any oral court proceedins,
1.
The
referee or court
deposition or proceeding before a grand
jury,
co=nissioner, or any other docL..ent certified by a certified shor.hr:.d
repo:ter for use in litigation in the courts of Texas, shall cout:a n
as a part of the certification thereof, the sionature, address and
teleohone nu=ber of the certiFied shorthand reporter and his or her
exai=ation of
date
of
the
and
nu=ber
State
certificat_on
ce_t_:_cation, substantially in the following Lo W:

I.
"" , a eertified sbor.baad
reporter of the State of Tezas, do hereoy certifv t.`.at the above and
feregoiag contain• a true and correct traascription of
(i.nsert description of nateriil or
doccncnt certified)
Certified to on this the

day of

19

(Sie:.icure oi Reporcer)

(Typeo or PrizCed ha:e o: Eeporcer)

Certi°icatiea Kucber of Reporter:

Date

cf Lx?iracioa of Curreot

Euii.:esa AdCreca:

Telephooe Fuober:

Certificatioa:

a

o°

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. official court reporter in and for
the .
. . .
eourt of . .
. . .
. . .
Counc7. State of Texas.
do hereby certify that the above and foregoing contains a true and
correct cranscripcion of all the proceedings (or all proceedittis
directed by counsel to be inclsded in the acst=enc of =acts, as the
case nay be), in the above st7led and nu-'ered cause. all of vhich
occurred in open court or in ch- era and were reported by ne.
I:urt'cer certif7 that this traaacription of the record of the
p:oce r_i=3s c:-.:7 and correctly reilects the e=hibits, if aa7, offered
by the re?sective parties.
. .

•

•

•

•

•

•

. .

.

•

•

.

•

,

•

19 . . . .

•

•

0f.ic:_al Court Reporter"

• (Typed orPrinted:Iame
•
•
ofEeporcer)
•
•

Certi_`:cation Hu=ber of Zeporter :

. .

. . . .

.

.

.

.

.

. .

. . . .

. .

. .

. .

Date of Ez7i ration of Current Cerci=icacion:
Suaiaess Address:
. .

. . .

. . . . . . .

. .

Telepboc.e Hu=ber:

A person not certi=ied who perfc^s the f=ctions of a
3.
court reporter pursuant to Sec:.ion 14 of Article 2324b, V.T.C.S.,
shall attach to and .ake a part of the certification of any deposition
which requires certification, an affidavit that.no certified shorthand
reporter was available to take the depositioa, which shall'ce sworn to
by that person and the parties to the proceedings, or their at'-crzeys
present.
The cer__^_cation of a transcr_Yticn of a coLr_ ;:oceed:.Z5
rePorted pursuant to section 14 of article 232=.b, V.T.C.S., by a
persen not cer__f:ed shall contaia an af__davit sworn to by that
Yersen,t'.:e attorneys representing the parties in the court proceeding,
and the jud;e presidiag that no certi=ied shorthand re?orter was
available to per:c= the duties of the court, reporter.
.
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RE:

Proposed amendments to Rules of Civil Procedure.

One of the proposed amendments to the Rules and.Standards for the
Court Reporters Certification Board would require that the court
reporter insert in the certification of any deposition or court proceeding his or her certification number, date of expiration of current
certification and his or-her business address.
Presently, the Sunreme CoLrt Order Reiatire to the Pre^=raticn
o4 Statement-of Facts as found following Rule 377 of the Texas Rules
of Civil Procedure dot^;not require these matters to be inserted in
such certification.

I
I
I

.r

.

Item (e)` of the Supreme Court Order Relating to the Preparation of
of. Facts (Rule 377, T.R.C.P.) is anended to read as
Statements
fo1lo::s:

(e) The state=ent of facts shall contain the certificate aigned
by the court reporter in aubatance as follcva:

"2':E STAic CP T=.SS
CO:,:;2:' OF
. , of_icial court reporter in and for
I. . . . • . . . • . . . .
the
.
....
court of•.. • . County, State of Tesas,
do hereby certify that the above and foregoing contains a true and
correct transcription of all the proceedings (or all proceedings
directed by counsel to be included in the state3ent of facts, as the
case =3y be), in the above styled and nu.:.bered cause, all of vhich
occurred in open court or in chanbers and were reported by =e.
I:::rt'aer certify that this tranacription of the record of the
proceedi:.gs truly and correctly reflects the exhibits, if any, offered
.
. .
by the repsecti:e parties.
. .

. . .

.

. .

.

.

., 19 . .

. . . .

. . . . . . . . . .
(Sibnature)
Official Court Reporter"

.

.

.
.
. . .
. . . . . . .
.
(Typed or Printed Hane of Eeporter)

.

.

.

. . .

.

. .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

Certification tiunber of Reporter:

.

. . .

. . .

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

Date of Ezpiration of Current Certification:
Business Addzess:

.

. . . . .

.

.

. . .

. .

. .

.
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January 30, 1986

H. Soules, III, Chairman
Mr._Luther
.
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules, Cliffe & Reed

800 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205

Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Chairman
Administration of Justice Committee
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin & Lewis
2600 Two Houston Center

Houston, TX 77010

Re:

I
I
I
I
I
I

Prcposed New Rule Relative to
Interlocutory Appeals

Dear Luke and Mike:
I an enclosing a letter from Jay M. Vogelson of
Dallas, regarding consideration of a proposed new rule
relative to interlocutory appeals.
May I suggest that this matter'be placed on our
next Agenda.
Sincerely,

JPW:fw
Enclosure
cc:
Mr. Jczy M. Vogelson
Moore & Peterson
Attorneys at Law

2800 First City Center
Dallas, Tx 75201-4621

00000

21473-0-4fi00

754-:819
January 27, 1986

Honorable Ted Z. Robertson
Supreme Court of Texas
Sui)reme Court Building
Austin, Texas 7$711
Dear justice Robertson:

I would like to succest for consideration a new rule for
the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure relative to interlocutorv_
appeals.
As you ;now, under the Federal System, 28 U.S.C. §1292(b)
(a copy of which is attached for your ready reference), an
interlocutory apr,eal can be had from an order of a trial court
where the trial court is of the opinion that the order involves
a controlling cruestion of law upon which there is a su'cstantial
ground for a difference of opinion, in circumstances where an
appeal
would
ims;ediate
materially
advance
the
ulti,;,ate
termination of the litiaation.
Such an appeal is discretionary
with the trial court, as well as with the Court of Anpeals.

There exist no similar procedure under the Texas Rules of
Civil Procedure.
The only presently available method to seek
review
is. by mandamus which, 'because of its inherent
limitations, is not satisfactory.
It has been my experience that the interlocutory appeal
procedure in the Federal System is an extremely valuable route
to review legal issues that could terminate litigation, and
does not unduly burden the courts.
Since the interlocutory
are
limited
to
controlling
issues
of law and are
appeals
discretionary, interlocutory appeals in practice are few and
the limitations insure that an appeal will be permitted only
where there are truly controlling issues of law. I would
ccm^nend the.Foderal practice for consideration.

January 27, 1986

whether
issue
is
the
contract
is
subject
to
mandatory
arbitration under the Federal Arbitration Act.
Assu:ming the
District Court declines to order arbitration, a great deal of
time and expense would be involved in trying the case, all of
which would be held for naught if, on appeal, it was ruled that
mandatory arbitration was required.
This is but one example of
the type of situation in which an interlocutory appeal would
materially advance the disposition of the case and should be
authorized.
y

I would be glad to render whatever assistance you might
wish in analvizing the impact that such a rule amendment would
and the propriety of instituting such a process in
have,
Texas.
Thank you for your kind consideration and courtesy.
With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

6 8 7 1 Y / 1

.
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28 U.S.C. 1292(b)
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February 4, 1986

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman
Sunreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules, Cliffe & Reed
800 Milam Building
San Antonio, TX 78205

Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Chairman
Administration of Justice Committee
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin & Lewis
2600 Two Houston Center
Houston, TX 77010

Re:

Rule 356 (perfecting appeal) and
Rule 386 (filing of statement of facts and
transcript)

Dear Luke and Mike:
I am enclosing a letter from Judge Frank J. Douthitt of
Henrietta, regarding the above rules.
May I suggest that these matters be placed on our next
Agenda.
Sincerely,

JPW:fw
Enclosure
cc:
Honorable Frank J. Douthitt

Judge, 97th Judicial DistrictP. 0. Box 530
Henrietta, Texas 76365

P. O. BOX 53O

♦

HENRIETTA. TEXAS 76365

COURT REPORTER

Hon. James P. Wallace
P.O. Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Jim:
In the last couple of years every time we have a judges'
meeting, somebody on the Supreme Court rai%es criticisms
of court reporter delay in preparing statements of fact for
ap;ellate purposes.
I may have written you about this before.
I k now I have commented to the Chief on the matter.
Recently, a case tried by me has had appeal perfected in
a manner timely under the rules, but impossible with respect
to the clerk and court reporter. It will require my court
reporter to get an extension of time, which extension will
probably be later cited by some appellate judge at some
meeti.^g to demonstrate "court reporter delay".
The problem is the two rules which have to do with perfecting
appeal (Rule 356) and filing of the statement of facts and
transcript (Rule 386).
As you know Rule 386 provides that
the transcript and statement of facts will be filed in the
Aprellate Court within 60 days of the date the judgment is
signed unless there has been a motion f.os_new trial filed
in which,case it must be filed within 100 days. Rule 356
provides that appeal must be perfected by the filing of a
cost bond within 30 days of the date the judgment is signed,
or if a motion for new trial is filed, within 90 days after
the judgment is signed.

Hon. James P. Wallace
Page 2

November 14, 1985

mentioned above had its final judgment signed on August 12,
1985.
In perfect compliance with Rule 356, the losing
attorney filed a cost bond on November 12, 1985, 92 days
after the judgment was signed, but the first day following
a Sunday and legal holiday. He filed it late that afternoon
and therefore left 7 days for the transcript and stateTe^^t
of facts to be prepared and filed in the Appellate Court.
In checking withothe clerk with the Second Court of Appeals,
I understand that it is probably 4 to 5 months after an
apoeal is filed with the Cour$ of Appeals before it is
actually submitted.
It seems to me that there could either
be more time for the court reporter to get the statement
of zacts ready after the appeal is perfected, or there could
be a requirement that a notice to the court reporter and
clerk be earlier than 90 days after judgment when a motion
for new trial has been filed.
Frankly, Jim, I don't guess I have a solution. However,
if you feel the court would be interested in trying to do
something about this, I would put more time into a possible
solution.

Very truly yours,

FJD: lb

•

8111 •

TO:

Justice Jim Wallace

FROM:

C. Raymond Judice

DATE:

December 11, 1984

RE:

Proposed amendments to Rule 423, T.R.C.P.

During the meeting of the Chief Justices of the Courts of Appeals
on Friday, November 30, 1984, the assembled Chief Justices adopted a
motion by Chief Justice Summers that the attached proposed amendments
to Rule 423, T.R.C.P. be submitted for consideration by the Supreme
Court.
I was asked
to
Advisory Committee.

forward it to you for consideration by the

✓
✓
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(a)

Right to Argument.

When a case is properly prepared for submission,

any party who has filed briefs in accordance with the rules prescribed therefor and who has made a timelv request for oral arcument under
upon the call of the case for submission, submit an

oral

( f) hereof may,
argument to the

court. [2r^-er-r-l-a^-^-I^YR^-+r^r^tcn e ^^-^nte^--^f ^i ^tc^ s^^3o±^_e^f

(b)

Unchanged.

(c)

Unchanged.

(d)

Time Allowed.

In the argument of cases in the Court of Appeals,

each side may be allowed thirty (30) minutes in the argument at the bar, with
fifteen (15) minutes more in conclusion by the appellant. In cases involving
difficult questions, the time allotted may be extended by the court, provided
application is made before argument begins.

The court may also align the

parties for purposes of presenting oral argument.

The Court may, in its

discretion2 shorten the time allowed for oral araument.
Not more than two counsel on each side will be heard, except on
leave of the court.
Counsel for an amicus curiae shall not be permitted to argue except
that an amicus may share time allotted to one of the counsel who consents and
with leave of the court obtained prior to argument.
(e)

Unchanged.

(f)

A partv to the aooeal desirino oral aroument shln.ll file a recuest

therefor at the ti^;:e he files his brief in the case.

of ` car•tv to

-

file a recuest shall be deemed a waiver of his rioht to oral araument in the. I
case.

Althouoh a oartv waives his right to oral arcument under this

rule, t4

Court of Aooeals may nevertheless direct such oarty to acoear and submit oral
araument on the submission date of the case.
The Court of AoDeals may, in its discreticn, advance cases for
submission without oral araument where oral araument would not materially aic;
the Court in the determination of the issues of law and fact oresented in the ^
aooeal.

Notice of the submission date of cases without oral arauTent shall be

oiven by the Clerk in writing to all attorneys of record, and to any oartv to
the acoeal not reoresented by counsel, at least twenty-one (21) days Drior to
the submission date.

The date of the notice shall be deemed to be the date

such notice is delivered into the custodv of the United States Postal Services
in a orooeriy addressed post-aaid wraooer (envelooe).

NOTE:

Additions in text indicated by underline; deletions by [s4t-rTk-cr^.n ^;.

I
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July 9, 1985

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules & Cliffe
1235 Milam Building
San Antonios TX 78205

Re:

Tex. R. Civ P. 216, 439, 440, 441

Dear Luke:
Enclosed is a memo from Judge Robertson supporting
deletion of Rules 439, 440 and 441. His suggestion is
that all remittiturs should be eliminated.
The First Court in Houston recently handed down an
unpublished opinion in First State Bank of Bellaire v.
C. H. Adams, a copy of which is enclosed. To avoid the
problem in the future, I suggest that Rule 216 be amended
to require both a jury fee and a request.for jury not less
than ten days before trial.

Sincerely,

lames P. Wallace
^Yustice
JPW:fw
Enclosure
cc: Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Chairman
Administration of Justice Committee
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin & Lewis
2600 Two Houston Center
Houston, TX 77010

MEMORANDUM

TO : Judge Wallace
FROM:
Judge Robertson
DATE:
July 8, 1985 .
RE : Supreme Court Advisory Committee

It is suggested that the Supreme Court Advisory Committee
consider deleting and/or abolishing Rules 439, 440 and 441 of the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

On Appeal from the 189th Judicial District Court
of Harris County, Texas
Trial Court Cause No. 78-81•09

The appellant, C.H. Adams, brought this suit for
damages alleging an illegal offset by the appellee, First State
Bank of Bellaire, against funds that Tri-State Oil and Gas, Inc.
had on deposit with the bank. The appellant was a shareholder of
Tri-State Oil and Gas, Inc. and, as its successor in interest,
intervenad in the suit.

The trial court granted a summary

judc-ment for the appellee, and the appellant now asserts t:iree
^oints of error on aDpeal^. He alleaes that the trial Court based
its judg-:ent on issues not expressly set out in the apCellant's
motion for summary judgment; that the four-year statute of
limitations is applicable to his " cause ^of action, not the twoyear statute of limitations; and he asserts that the doctrines of
res judicata and estoppel prevent a recovery by the appellee.
Tri-State's relationship with the 'appellee was as a
depositor and a borrower. It maintained four bank accounts with
the appellee, and on January 16, 1976, borrowed $100,000 from
appellee.

The loan was evidenced by a note which was secured by

warehouse receipts.

On February 20, 1976, Tri-State borrowed

another $30,000 from the appellee, executed a second note and
secured that note by an assignment of oil leases.
on Marc:, 1, 1976, the State of Texas filed suit
acainst

Tri-State and some of its officers and stockholders,

alleging irregularities in Tri-State's o_erations and praved for
a

receiver to be appointed.

The state ceurt, after an ex

hearing, granted the state's reccest and ac:ointed a receiver.

rte

newspaper concerning the state's activities against Tri-State,
the appellee became aware of the state court action. P.lthouah
the

appellant's notes had not.matured, the appellee declared

itself to be insecure,

and offset

deposits against the $100,000 note.

$102,000

of

the appellant's

Thereafter, numerous checks

which Tri-State had issued were-dishonored by the b::nk.

Unknown to the appellee, on March 1, 1976, Tri-State
had filed with the Federal Bankruptcy Court a petition under
Chapter XI of the Federal Bankruptcy Act, _=eeking an arrangement
to pay off and satisfy the debts it owed to its creditors. The

appellee became aware of the bankruptcy action about two or three

On March 31,

appointing a receiver- and 'authorizing the receiver to

order

further
.the

1976, the bankruptcy court entered its

order of that court.

The bankruptcy court also

crdered

appellee to set up a special trust account and place the

$102,000, which it had offset against Tri-State's note, in that
account.

Funds could not be withdrawn except by crder of the,

-bankruptcy court.

The appellee protested the setting up of this

special account and appealed to the Federal District Court.
On appeal, the district court reversed the judc,,:.ent of
the bankruptcy court.

That order also noted that the appellant

had reached an arrangement with its creditors, that the 'issue of
special

the

appeal..

trust

account was then moot, and dismissed the

The appellant,then appealed to the 5th Circuit Court of

Appeals, which dismissed that appeal as being moot.
The appellants filed the present lawsuit on March 2,
1978.

The trial court's docket sheet reflects that the appellee

filed two motions for summary judgment which were denied. In N.ay
of

1983, the case was certified as being ready for trial, was

placed on the non-jury docket of the civil district courts of
Y.arri"s County, Texas, and in April of 1984, the case was ass'_cned
to trial in another district court.
After briefly discussina the i=_sLes cf the case with

the attorneys, the trial judge stated as follows:
The court, as a matter of judicial econemy,
is
going to reconsider the defendant's
judcment
motions
summary
for
and
the
Plaintiff's responses to them and all of the
attachments,
affidavits. and
documents
furnished with them.
The parties apparently acquiesced in this procedure
because no objections were made, and the court's action is not

After the court made its announcement, the parties
presented their marked exhibits to the court.

The parties also
After a discussion

made several stioulations to the court.

between the court and the attorneys, the court announced its
ruling.
Although the court's reasons for granting the summary
judgment are not shown on the face of its final judgment, the
record made at the summary judgment hearing reveals that the
court stated its reasons as follows:
rty holding is that in any event the checks
were presented after the filing and the
procerty not then being the pro^erty of the
drawer but the property of the estate of the
bankrupt, they were lawfully dishonored.

issues that were not expressly set out in a motion, answer, or
any other response.
The

appellee's amended motion for summary judgment

stated that the appellee was entitled to a summary judc-ment
as there was no genuine issue of material fact and no disputed
issue of fact in the instant case: ^(1) because appellee had
fully complied with the orders of the court (bankruptcy court) ;
and, (2) that the appellant's cause of action'was barred by the
See

statute of limitations.

Texas

two-year

Stat.

Ann. art. 5526 (Vernon Supp. 1985).

_

Tex.

Rev.

Civ.

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 166-A(c) requires that a
motion for summary judgment must state the specific grounds
therefor.

If the trial court finds there is no genuine issue as

to any material fact and a party is entitled to judcmient as a
matter of law on the issues exe-es=1v set out in the motion or
in the answer or other response, the court must then render
summary judgment for the moving party. Citv of Pouston v. Clear
Creek Basin Authoritv, 589 S.W.2d 671 (Tex. 1979).
Thus, since the basis of the trial court's judgment was
not on either of the two grounds expressly set forth in the

The

appellant's

response

and

answer

to

ap:ellee's

amended motion for summary judgment initially reiterates the
-'facts set forth in its petiti.on.

It then, asserts the defenses of

res judicata, estoppel, and asserts that the four-year statute of
limitations is applicable, not the two-year statute.

These

defenses do not raise the issue of the bankru:tcy court having
the

appellant's deposits in custodia 1 cjs at the time the

appellee made its offset against the appellant's accounts, which
was the basis of the trial court's summary judcment.

We find that the summary judgment granted by the trial
court was not based on issues expressly presented to it by
written motion, answer or other response.

We hold that such

action is prohibited by Rule 166-A(c), and sustain the
apGellant's first point of error.

As heretofore stated, the parties agreed that the checks which
were dishonored were dishonored after March 4, 1976. The docket
sheet reflects that this law suit was filed on ,:arch 2, 1973.
Thus, the present suit was filed within the two-year statute.
The a:pellee's second basis for summary judgment was
that it had fully complied with all the orders of t: e bankruptcy
court and accordingly had the legal right to dishonor the TriState checks.

The record indicates that the first order of the

bankruptcy court was dated March 31, 1976. The appellant introduced

ir.to

evidence

a_proximately seve:ity checks that were

dishonored by the a:pellee after March 4, 1976. Because of the
numerous stamped endorsements on the back of each of the checks;
we

cannot ascertain how many of the checks were dishonored

between the dates of March 4 and March 31. We assa,,e, as the
apcellee asserts, that it did follow all the bankru.tcy court's
orders,

but

the

issue,

as

we understand it, is whether the

appellee wroncfully offset Tri-State's debts prior to the
.bankruptcy

court

accepting jurisdiction over the assets and

liabiities of Tri-State.

This issue reauires a lecal de-

term,'-nation of when the bankruptcy court's jurisdiction attached.
-

It also requires a factual determinatign of when the ap_ellee
became aware of the bankruptcy action and whether it applied the
offset before or after it became aware of the bankruptcy action.
Also, there is the issue of whether the ap_ellee was justified in
making the offset when all of its loans were secured by
collateral which it had deemed adequate just a few weeks before
it declared itself insecure and applied the offset.

Further,

there is the issue of what checks were dishonored and when the
dishonor occurred.

Since there were factual issues to be de-

termined, apgellee was not entitled to a summary jucc-,ent on the
basis it had cor,rplied with the bankruptcy court's orders.

in'the party's plezcincs in the su-c,ary judc;-ent Yroceedincs.

/s/ ' JACi: s.".ITri
Jack Srith
Associate Justice

Associzte Justices Bass and Levy
No Publication.

sittir.c.

Tex. R. Civ. P. 452.
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June 26, 1984
STEPHEN G.SCHULZ.

Chief Justice Jack Pope
The Suvreme Court of Texas
P. 0. Box 12248
Canital Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Mr. Chief Justice:
This letter is meant to call your attention to a problem that
has become apparent with current practice under the Texas Rules of
Civil Procedure, specifically Rules 4^6 and 457.
This probiem
does not involve a case currently pending before any court.
As
you are aware, these rules_ require several notices of judgment to
go to the attorneys involved in a case at the Court of Appeals.
Rule 457 reauires immediate notice of the disposition of the case.
Rule 456 additionally requires a copy of the opinion to be sent
out within three (3) days after rendition of the decision, in
addition to a copy of the judgment to be mailed to the attorneys
within ten (10) days after rendition cf the decision.
As you can
see, the Rules contemplate three (3) secarate notices to be mailed
out by first class letter, which shou"d, in this most perfect of
all possible worlds., result in at least one of them getting
through to an attorney to give him notice of the Court of Appeal's
i
decision.

I
I
I

JAMES

CAUG.TRY

The problem arises when, as has '--.een done, the office of the
Clerk of a Court of Appeals decides ts mail a copy of the judgment
J and the opinion together in one envelope to, in their minds at
least, satisfy the combined require::ents of Rules 456 and 457.
With this as a regular practice, it =akes very little in the way
of a slip-up by a clerk or the post ^'_ffice to result in no notice
at all being sent to an unsuccessful :arty.
The combination of Rules 21c a-f 458 as inter^reted by the
Supreme Court make jurisdictional t-"'_ requirement that any Motion
for Extension of Time to File a N:=ion for Rehearing be filed
within, thirty (30) days of the ren:ition of judgment.
It can
happen, and has happened, that beca:.__ of failure of the Clerk of
the Court to mail notice of the re__ition of judgment the oarty
can be foreclosed from pursuing Ap^=_c3tion for Writ of ^rror to
the Texas Su^)reme Court.

Page 2

^:hile strict adherence to the requirements of the Rules for
three (3) separate notices would go far to eliminate the problem,
there are no adequate sanctions or protections for the parties
when the clerks fail to provide the proper notices. One possible
solution that may create some additionai burden upon the staff of
the Clerk of the Courts of Appeals, but would go far to protect
the appellate attorney from clerical missteps, would be to amend
the Rules to require at least one of the notices to be sent
registered mail, return receipt requested.
The second step could
One method would be to require proof of
take one of two forms.
delivery of the notice by registered mail before the time limits
for the Motion for Rehearing would be used to foreclose a party
from further pursuant of their appeal. A second alternative would
require the clerk of the court to follow up by telephone call if
the green card is not returned within, say, fifteen (15) days. An
amendment to the rules along these lines would help to push
towards the goal expressed by the Supreme Court in B.D. Click Co.
v. Safari DrillingCorn., 638 S.W.2d 8680 (Tex. 1982) , when it
said that the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure had been amended to
eli.:inate, insofar as practical, the jurisdictional requirements
which have sometimes resulted in disposition of apc_eals on grounds
unrelated to the merits of the appeai."
A second, more unwieldy alternative would be to make i
explicit that Rule 306a(4) also applies to judgments by the Court
This would allow an attorney to prove lack of notice
of Appeals.
Court
of
the
of
Appeals
judgment
to
prevent
of
the
being
foreclosed from filing a motion for rehearing and subsequent
appeal to the Supreme Court.
Bec.ause of the problem outlined in this letter, we have now
made it a practice, as a part of our appellate work, to call the
clerk's office every week, after oral argument, to see if a
decision has been rendered. If this becomes standard practice by
all attorneys, it will add significantly to the wo-rk load of our
already overburdened clerks.
appreciate
certainly
We
isuagestions made above.

your

I.
:tt

consideration

Nelson Hegcen

of

these

October 14, 1985

57, 111, 112,
113, 1 61, 163,
74 1_,

746, 772, 806,

n

✓

,

Rule 469. Recl:isites of Application

1
In line 4 of subdivisior. (d) , delete "Subdivision 2 of Article 1728" and

subsect:c^ (a) (2) of section 22.001 of the Texas Govern.^ent Code

and subSt;--ute:

on
Z'rc', :^

In the second paragrach, delete "subdivision 2 of Art. 1728 of the Revised
Civil Statutes of ^'exas, as amended" and substitute:
subsection (a) (2) of sectior. 22.001 of the Texas Gover=,ent Code

00000208

April 30, 1984

I

I

Honorable Jack Pope, Chief Justice
The Supreme Court of Texas
P. O. Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711
Re:

Conflicts and oversights in 1984 amendments to the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Justice Pope:

4

In going over.the 1984 amendments, I have discovered several conflicts and
oversights, other than the ones I had related to Justice Spears earlier this
year.
Rule 72. The first sentence changed the phrase "the adverse party or
1.
his attorney of record" to "all parties or their attorneys of record."
Shouldr.'t the phrase read: "all adverse parties'or their attorneys of record"?
This would be consistent with the remaining language of Rule 72 and with other
rules which normally refer to service on the "adverse," "opposite" or "opposing"
party.
lelol-o - Rule 92. The second paragraph was added, but it refers to a "plea of
privilege." Obviously, this should be changed to "motion to transfer venue
under Rule 86."
Aside - the phrase "plea of privilege" had'perhaps one sole virtue. When
it was used everyone knew this was an objection to venue under Rule 86, rather
than a motion for a discretionary chance of venue under Rule 257.
Unfortunately, a motion to chanae venue under Rule 257 may also properly be
referred to as a motion to transfer venue. See Rules 86(1), 87(2)(c), (•3)(c),
(5), 258, 259. And see Article 1995(4)(c)(2).
Rule 165a(3). In the second sentence the word "is" should be changed
3.
to "are."
4.
Rules 239a and 306a. Prior to the 1984 amendments, the language of
Rule 306d (repealed), which dealt with notification of appealable orders
generally, and Rule 239a, which deals with notification of default jud571rtents
(also an appealable crder) were worded slightly di-fferer.tly, but in substance

00000209

i ,

.
-Honorable Jack P,ope
April 30, 1984
Page 2

were the same. Both rules provided: "Failure to comply with the provisions o
this rule shall not affect the finality of the judgment or order."

I

New Rule 306a(4),(5), however, which superseded old Rule 306d, makes it
possible for the finality of a judgment to be extended for up to ninety days.
Rule 239a was not amended. In my opinion, this creates an anomoly in that,
unless Rule 239a is to be ignored, it is possible to have the periods for a
motion for new trial, perfecting an appeal, etc., to start running at a lateF

date (if a party proves he did not receive notice of a judgment) for all
appealable orders and judgments, except a default judgment. Unless this was so
intended, Rule 239a should be amended to conform to Rule 30.6a(4),(5).
5.
Rules 360(5), (8) and 363. New Rule 360(5) requires that, in addition
to filing the petition for writ of error;, a notice of appeal must be filed if a
cost bond is not required. Rule 360(8) says, in effect, that in such
circumstances the writ of error is perfected when the petition and a notice of
appeal are filed. It had been my understanding, at least prior to the 1984
amendments, that where a cost bond was.not required by law, an appellant in an
appeal by writ of error-to the court of appeals needed only to file the
petition.
Rule 363, which was not amended in 1984, supports this view. Thus
the last sentence of Rule 363 conflicts with Rule 360(8).

Aside from this problem, the word "is" in the.last line of Rule 360(8)
should be.changed to "are."

I
I
I

Rule 376a.
Part (g) of the Supreme Court order relating to the
111/
0.
preparation of the transcript needs to be amended. The last paragraph of part
(g) should be deleted. It is obsolete in view of the 1984 repeal of Rule 390

.and the 1981 and 1984 amendments of Rule 376. A party no longer needs the'
authority to apply to the clerk to have the transcript prepared and delivered to
him, since Rule 376 makes it clear that the clerk has the duty to prepare and
transmit the transcript to the court of appeals.
7.
Rule 418. Amended Rule 414 incorporates all the provisions of Rule
418, as well as several other rules. These Rules (415-417) were repealed, but
Rule 418 was not. Rule 418 should be repealed.
Rules 469(h) andV492. New Rule 469(h) requires the application for
8.
writ of error to state that a copy has been served on "each group of opposite
parties or their counsel." Rule 492, however, requires that a copy of each
instrument (including "applications") filed in the Supreme Court to be served on
"the parties or their attorneys." Since two or more parties may belong to one
group, only one copy would have to be served on them as a group under Rule
469(h), but under Rule 492; each party would have to be served with a copy. Are
these two rules conflicting in their requirements or does Rule 492 apply to all
filings in the Supreme Court except the.application for writ of error?
Rules 758 and 109. Rule 109 was amended to delete the proviso (last
lle4_
R 1 758 which was not amended states• "but t)Ie roviso of Rule
sentence)
109, adapted to this situation, shall apply." Rule 758 needs to be amended to
delete any reference to the.now nonexistent proviso of Rule 109.
Cne final note: Section 8 of Article 2460a, the Small Claims Court Act,
was not amended by the legislature alcng with the repeal of Article 2008, which

OC0002 1 0

'

-•Honorable Jack Pope
April 30, 1984
Page 3
had allowed an interlocutory appeal from the trial court's ruling on a plea of
privilege.
Arguably, section 8 allows such an interlocutory appeal. On the
other hand, the right to interlocutory appeal may.be geared to or depend on a
right in some other statute, such as now repealed Article 2008, since section 8
begins with the phrase "nothing in this Act prevents."

I hope my comments and suggestions have been helpful.
Respectfully yours,

Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law

JCW:tm

is
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TO:

Justice Wallace

FROM:

C. Raymond Judice

DATE:

December 4, 1984

RE:

Certification of transcription
Supreme Court Order following Rule 377

On November 20, 1984 the Supreme Court promulgated amendments to
the Standards and Rules for Certification. of •Certified Shorthand
Reporters in conformity with Article 2324b, V.T.C.S.
These amendments provide, among other matters, that each
shorthand reporter, when certifying to a transcription, indicate his
or her certification number, date of expiration of certification, and
business address and telephone number.
The Order following Rule 377 of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
provides a similar certification form but.=it does not require the
certification number, date of expiration of current certification and
business address and phone number of the reporter certifying.
As it is unclear whether the Supreme Court Order of November 20,
1984 amended the Order following Rule 377 of the Rules of Civil
Procedure as wel-l as the Standards and Rules for Certification of
Court Reporters, I felt that I should bring this to your attention.
If the November 20, 1984 Order had the effect of amending the
Order following Rule 377 as well as the'Court Reporter Standards,
should this be communicated to West Publishing Company to ensure that
the next printing of the Rules of Civil Procedure will include this
amendment?
If the November 20, 1984 Order did not amend the Order following
Rule 377, should this amendment be brought to the attention of the
Advisory Committee for possible action to bring it into conformity
with the action of the Supreme Court of November 20, 1984?

000d0213

ORDER OF THE COURT

additions,

and

amendments to the Standards and Rules for Certification of

Certified Shorthand Reporters as they were adopted and promulgated effective
January 1, 1984, in conformity with Article 2324b, V.T.C.S., as amended by
Senate Bill 565, 68th Legislature, Regular Session, shall be and read as follows:
Rule

I.,

1.

General

Reouirements and Definitions, is amended by 'adding

Cert:_`:cation of transcriptions.

The transcription of any oral court proceeding,
1.
• deposition or proceeding before. a grand jury, referee or court
co==issioner, or any other doc=ent certified by a certified shorthand
reporter for use in litigation in the courts of Texas, shall contain
as a part of the certification thereof, the signature, address and
telephone nunDer of the certified shorthand reporter and his or her
certification nunber and the date of. expiration of
State
certification, suostantially in the following form:

, a certified shorthand
I.
reporter of the state of Texas, do bereby certify that the above and
foregoing contains a true and correct traascriptioa of
(iaaert description of naterial or
docnacat certified)

Certified to on this the

day of

19

(Sigaature of Reporter)
`.,

(Typed or-Priated tia=e ot Eeporter)

Certificatioo 2:uober of Reporter:

Date of Es?iration of Current Certification:

Eusi:ess Address:

Telephone hucber:

"=r sTATE OF TFS1S
CCLSiZ OY

Z. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. official court reporter in and for

court of . .
. .
.
Couaty, State of Texas,
the .
. . .
.
do hereby certify that the above and foregoing contaiaa a true and
correct transcriptioa of all the proceedings (or all proeeedings
directed by counsel to be included in the acate=ent of facts, as the
case u y be), in the above styled and nuabered cause. all of vhich
occurred in open court or in chanbers and were reported by, me.
I further certif7 that this transcription of the record of the
proceedings truly and correctly reflects the exhibits, i.f any. offered
by the :epsective parties.

.

. . . . . .
. .
(Sig=ature)•
flfficial Court Reporter"

. . . . . .

. .. .
. .
. .
• (Typed or•Printed Hame of•Beporter)•

Certification N=ber of Reporter: . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Date of Ex7iration of Current Certi:ication:
Business Address:

.

. . . . .

. . .

. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Telephone Nunber:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

A person not certified who perfo =s the functions of a
3.
court reporter pursuant to SecLion 14 of Asticle 2324b, P.T.C.S.,
shall attach to and zrake a part of the certification of any deposition
which requires certification, an affidavit that-no certified shorthand
reporter was available to take the deposition, which shall be sworn to
by that person and the parties to the proceedings, or their attorneys
present.
The' certification of a transcription of a court proceeding
reported pursuant to section 14 of article 2324b, Y.T.C.S., by a
person not certified shall contain an affidavit sworn to by that
person,the attorneys representing the parties in the court proceeding,
and the judge presiding that no certified shorthand reporter was
available to per:crm the duties of the court, reporter.

,
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Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Rules 523-591 Subcommittee
Proposed Amendment
3-08-86

I
I
I
I
I

PART V, SECTION 2 - INSTITUTION OF SUIT

Move the heading "SECTION 2. INSTITUTION OF SUIT" from its present
location between Rules 527 and 528 to the new location before Rule
525.

------------------------------------------------------------------COMMENT:

The heading "SECTION 2. INSTITUTION OF SUIT" is moved to
a new location above Rule 525.
The purpose of this amendment is to place the heading in

its proper place before the rules governing pleadings and
motions to transfer.

I
Approved
Disapproved

Approved with Modifi_cations
Deferred

DJ:jk .004
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Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Rules 523-591 Subcommittee
Proposed Amendment
3-08-86

I

Rule 566 - Judgments by Default
A justice may within ten days after a judgment by default or
dismissal is signed.set aside such judgment, on motion in writing,
for good cause shown, [-suppor-ted -by- a-f f3d-av3tA in compliance with
Rule 568.

Notice of such motion shall be given to the opposite

party at least on full day prior to the hearing thereof.

I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------=------------------C0MMENT:

The phrase "supported by affidavit" has been deleted and
1>

replaced with the phrase "in compliance with Rule 568." 40
Rule 568 sets out the requirements for sworn motions.
The purpose of the proposed amendment is to bring Rule

566 into compliance with Rule 568 and eliminate possible
conflict between the requirements under the two rules.

Approved
Disapproved

DJ:jk .004

ooo.aozze

Approved with Modifications
Deferred

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Rules 523-591 Subcommittee
Proposed Amendment
3-08-86

NOTE:

Problems arising from the application of Rule 525 (Oral

Pleadings in Justice Court) in forcible entry and detainer actions
require this subcommittee to recommend changes in section 2 of
Rules Relating to Special Proceedings (Forcible Entry and Detainer,
Rules 738-755).

Rule 749 - May Appeal
No motion for a new trial shall be necessary to authorize an
appeal.
Either party may appeal from a final judgment in such case, to

the county court of the county in-which the .judgment is rendered by
filing with the justice within five days after the judgment is
signed, a bond to be approved by said justice, and payable to the
adverse party, conditioned that he will prosecute his appeal with
effect, or pay all costs and damages which may be*adjudged against
him.
The justice shall set the amount of the bond to include the'
items enumerated in Rule 752.

Within five (5) days following the filing of such bond, the
art

00

ea

notice asprovided in Rule 21a of the

filing of such bond to the adverse party. No iudctment shall be
taken by default agaithe adverse party in the court to which

00000219

the cause has been appealed without first showing that this rule
has been substantially complied with.

------------------------------------------------------------^------

COMMENT:

The last paragraph has been added.
The purpose of this proposed amendment is to give notice
to the appellee that an appeal of the case from the.
justice court has been perfected in the county court.
The present rules on forcible entry.and detainer do not
require that any notice of appeal be given to the
appellee.

A defendant/appellee.who did not file a

written answer in justice court is subject to default

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

judgment for not filing one in the county court even
though that party was not aware that an appeal had been
perfected.
The language of the proposed amendment is taken from Rule
571, which governs appeal bonds and notice thereof in
other types of actions in the justice courts. Due to the
accelerated nature of appeals in forcible entry and
detainer suits, though, this proposed rule requires only
substantial compliance with Rule 21a.
The proposed amendment preventsrthe taking of a default
judgment against an adverse party who had no notice of
the appeal.

It also affords the appealing party

protection from dismissal of the appeal due to technical

00000220

I
I
I
I
I
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I

defects or irregularities in a notice which otherwise
effectively alerts an'adverse party that an appeal is
being prosecuted.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
Approved
^

Disapproved

Approved with Modifiqations
Deferred

DJ:jk .004
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Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Rules 523-591 Subcommittee
Proposed.Amendment
3-08-86

NOTE:

Problems arising from the application of Rule 525 (Oral

Pleadings.in Justice Court) in forcible entry and detainer actions
require this subcommittee to recommend changes in Section 2 of
Rules Relating to Special Proceedings (Forcible Entry and Detainer,
Rules 738-755).
Rule 751 - Transcript
When an appeal has been perfected, the justice shall stay all
further proceedings on the judgment, and immediately make out a
transcript of all the entries made on his docket of the proceedings
had in the case;-and he sha11 immediately file the same, together
with the original papers and any money in the court registry, with
the clerk of the county court of the county in which the trial was
had, or other court having jurisdiction of such appeal. The clerk
shall docket the cause, and the trial shall be de novo.
The clerk shall immediately notify both appellant and the
adverse party of the date of receipt of the transcript and the
docket number of the cause. Such notice shall advise the defendant
of the necessity for filing a written answer in the county court
where the defendant has pleaded orally in the justice court.
The trial, as well as all hearings and motions, shall be
entitled to precedence in the county court.

I
I
I
^
I
I
I
I
40
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
------------------------------------------------------------------COMMENT:

00000222

The second paragraph has been added.

,

The purpose of this proposed amendment is to notify the
parties of the date from which time for trial began to
run and the docket number for the case in county court.
The amendment provides due process to pro se defendants
by advising them of the necessity of filing a written
answer in the county court if they did not file one in
justice court. (See Rules 525 and 753).

>

Approved
Disapproved

Approved with Modifications
Deferred

DJ:jk .004
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Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Rules 523-591 Subcommittee
Proposed Amendment
3-08-86 '

NOTE:

Problems arising from the application of Rule 525 (Oral

Pleadings in Justice Court) in forcible entry and detainer actions
require this subcommittee to recommend changes in section 2 of
Rules Relating to Special Proceedings (Forcible Entry and Detainer,

rules 738-755).
Rule 753 - Judgment by Default

if filed in the county court. If the defendant has filed a written

I
I
I
I

a

answer in the justice court, the same shall be taken to

constitute ^

his appearance and answer in the county court, and such answer may
be amended as in other cases.

If the defendant made no answer in

writing in the justice court, and if he fails to file a written
answer within E-frve•] eight full days after the transcript is filed
in the county court, the allegations of the complaint may be taken
as admitted and judgment by default may be entered accordingly.

I

---------------------------------------- -...------------------------COMMENT:

The word "five" has been deleted and replaced with
"eight."

The purpose of this proposed amendment is to extend the
time periods for trial date and filing a written answer
in county court. The extension is required for due

00000224

I
'

1
I

process considerations, in order to give a pro se
defendant the opportunity to receive notice of the appeal
and file a written answer where he or she has pleaded
orally in the justice court.

Approved
Disapproved

Approved with Modific:ations
Deferred

DJ:jk .004

I
It
I
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July 19, 1985

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
Soules, Cliffe & Reed
800 Milam Building

San Antonio, Texas 78205
Re:

Proposed Change in the Texas Rules of
Civil Procedure

Dear Mr. Soules:

In March of this year I attended the Advanced Civil Trial
Short Course in Dallas, at which you spoke. At that time, you
solicited comments and suggestions on possible changes in the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. Under rather unfortunate circumstances, I recently discovered what I believe to be a loophole in the rules, and I wish to bring it to your attention.
If you are no longer a member of the'committee that is responsible for rule changes; I would appreciate your forwarding this
letter to an appropriate person or letting me know to whom it
should be sent.
I was recently retained to defend a fo.rcible detainer
action in a Justice Court here in El Paso County. As I am sure
you know, Rule 525 provides that pleadings- in Justice Court
need not be written. Because time was extremely short and my
client, the tenant, wanted to keep expenses to a minimum, I did
not file a written answer in the case. Rather, we appeared at
the hearing with all of our witnesses and successfully defended
the lawsuit.
Having won the hearing, I assumed that the litigation was concluded and that, should the landlord pursue an
appeal, I would receive some type of formal notice.

00000226

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
July 19, 1985

I
I

Page 2

Pursuant to Rule 749c, the landlord perfected his appeal by
the filing of an appeal bond. He also requested that the
Justice Court transcript be filed in the County Court and that
the cause be docketed. All of this was done without my knowledge, as there is no rule requiring notice of the appeal. I
was informed that an appeal had been taken.approximately three
weeks after the hearing in Justice Court, when my client called
me to inform me that he had received notice of a default judgment taken against him in County Court. Upon investigation,'I
learned that a default judgment had been taken against us pursuant to Rule 753. The pertinent part of that rule provides as
follows:
If the defendant made no answer in writing in the
justice court, and if he fails to file a written
answer within five full-days after the transcript is
filed in the county court, the allegations of the
complaint may be taken as admitted and judgment by
default may be entered accordingly.

It then became necessary for me to expend considerable time
having the default judgment set aside. Not only.was the
experience-terrifying for my client, who thought that he had
been evicted, but I was also shocked to learn that an appeal
could be taken and a default judgment rendered without any
notice to the opposing party whatsoever. It was my contention
in my motion to set aside the default judgment that the County
Court's judgment was void for want of due process. I honestly
believe that the failure to require notice of appeal in a
forcible detainer action renders this procedure constitutional-,
ly defective.
As a general proposition.., I am struck by what I consider an
inconsistency in the rules. An appeal to the County Court from
the Justice Court grants the appellant a trial de novo. However, Rule 753 dictates that a defendant's answer in Justice
Court shall serve as his answer in county-court. Therefore,
the c3efendant's pleadings in Justice Court, at least initially,
become his pleadings in County Court. It-seems rather anomalous that the Justice Court proceedings should have such impact
in a trial de novo. The result, at least in my case, is that I
was caught completely unaware of the need to file a written
answer in justice court.

While I have no excuse for my ignorance of Rule 753, I am
concerned that, as the rules are currently written, Rule 753
can work a severe hardship on tenants who successfully defend

I
I

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
July 19, 1985

Page 3

forcible detainer actions in Justice Court without the assistance of an attorney. It is fair to assume that in the inajority of cases, a landlord who files a forcible detainer action
will be represented by an attorney. I would guess.that a
number of tenants who defend such actions do so Pro se. Rule
753 poses a very real threat to a tenant who has successfully
defended a forcible detainer action without an attorney. It is
unfair, and I believe unconstitutional, to permit a default
judgment to be taken on appeal in County Court without the
requirement of notice to the opposing party.

I strongly suggest that another rule be added or that one
of the existing rules be amended to require formal notice to
the opposing party that an appeal from.the Justice Court in a
forcible detainer action has been perfected upon the filing of
the transcript in County Court. The rule should.expressly provide that notice be given once the case has been docketed in
County Court, so.that the appellee can be notified not only of
the appeal, but also of the cause number-of the case in County
Court.
In my own case, we would have been required to monitor
the docketing of new causes in the County Clerk's office every.
day until the time for perfecting an appeal had expired. That
certainly is unfair and should not be the law. The appellant_
should bear the burden of notifying the appellee of an appeal.
Accordingly, I will very much appreciate it if serious consideration is given to the request that I make in this letter.
Mr. Soules, I will be more than happy to discuss this with
you further either by telephone or in correspondence. Thank
you very much for your consideration.
Yours truly,

KC/ysp
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October 14, 1985

Er-_=s=c a_= =
ro=csEC az-e.^.cnents to Rules 18a, 30, 72, 67, 111, '12,
113, 161, 163, _6=a, 182a, 188,
360, 363, 385a, 447, 469, 483, 496, 499a,
621a, 6=7,
746, 772, cC-6, 607, 808, 810 and 811. Also enclosed are
suc=est°_C
to several $L'DremE Court orders that accoL^.Dar.V two otl:er

_

•

✓ Jeremy C. Wicker
Pro:essor of Law

00000229

Rule 696.

Application for Writ of Sem:estration and Order

ln the second paragraph, delete "Article 6840, Revised Civil Statutes" a
su^--stitute:
sec^:icns 62.044 and 62.045 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies
Code

secr_c::s 24.CO1-24.004 of the _exas ^rcacr=^ Ccce

Rule 746.

Onl;: -ssue

Delete "Articles 3973-3994, Revised Civil Statutes" and suUstl=L'te:
sections 24.001-24.008 of the Texas Froper-zv Code

Rule 808. These Rules Shall Not Govern When

Delete ",'xticles 7364-74G1n, Revised Civil Statutes," and substitute:
secz:icns 22.C01-22.045 of the Texas Property Code

In iine 1, delete "Article 1975, Revised Civil Statutes" and suostitute:
sect'_en 17.003 of the Texas Civil Practice and R_=iedies Code

oQ0QOti3g

Rule 772. Pr ocedure

Delete "Art.

61C1 of the.Revised Civil Statutes of Texas, 1925," and

s'.:: st_tute :

,

v

=L_e ^^". ._ --e^t -=R Clai- for, _ ^^ove^ent is !:=^e

,

sectior.s 22.021-22.C42 of the Texas Propertr Code

:: line 7, delete "Articles 7397-7399, Revised Civil Statutes" and
st::,stitute:

OO^Q0232

I
I
I

January 2, 1986

Mr. Michael T. Gallagher, Esq.
Fisher, Gallagher, Perrin &•Lewis
70th Floor

Allied Bank Plaza
1000 Louisiar.a
Houston, TX 77002
Re:

Administration of Justice Committee

Dear Mike:

Enclosed are my proposed amendments to Rules 748 and 755, made
necessary by the 1985 amendments of the Property Code.
Please add these proposed amendments to the agenda of the January
I an prepared to report on these proposals at that meeting.
meeting.
Sincerely,

Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law

Enclosures
cc:

Ms. Evelyn Avent, State Bar Staff Liaison
--Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
Justice James P. Wallace
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Judgment and Writ

Rule 748.

If the judgment or verdict be in favor of the -. '
plaintiff, the justice shall give judgment for plaintiff
for [ree=itetien] nossession of the premises, costs, and
damages; and he shall award his writ of [^est}tt^^ie^)
possession.

If the judgment or verdict be in favor of the

defendant, the justice shall give judgment for defendant
against the plaintiff for costs and any damages. No writ

- of [Yes^^°etie^] possession shall issue until-the
expiration of five days from the time the judgment is
signed, unless a Dossession bond has been filed under the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and judament for possession
is thereaZ"ter granted by default.

Comment:

The amendment is necessary to conform Rule 748

to the 1985 amendments adding section 24.0061 to the
Property Code.

Rule 755.

Writ of [Restitetie^] Possession

The writ of

j^es^ite^ie^) nossession,

or execution,

or both, shall be issued by the clerk of the county court
according to the judgment rendered, and the-same shall be
executed by the sheriff or constable, as in other cases;
and such writ of [^es^}bet}ee] possession shall not be.
suspended or superseded in any case by appeal from such
final judgment in the county court, unless the premises

I

in cuestion are being used for residential curcoses only.

Comment:

The amendment is necessary

to confor^, Rule 755

to the 1985 amendment of section 24.007 of the Pronertv
Code.

00000235
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December 13, 1983

Honorable Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
Soules & Cliffe
1235 Milam Building

I have had complaints-sucgestions concerning several rules so
I will -=-=ss them on to you for your committee's consideration.

Some members of the court as well as several lawyers have
expressed concern that present Rule 272 is unduly restrictive and
results in an injustice in instances where specific objections are
made to the court's charae but the,trial court does not sDecificall
rule on =';e objection.
The most co:.,-no:^ suceestion is that the

'rref=ssor Wicker's letter is enclosed.
Rule 373:

n
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Honorable Luther H. Soules, III
December 13, 1983
Page 2

I

Rule 749:
This rule provides that in a forceable entry and detainer
suit an appeal bond must be filed within five days of judgment.
The rules of practice in justice courts, specifically Rule 569,
provides five days for filing a motion for new trial in the
justice court and Rule.567 provides that the justice of the
peace ;has ten days to act on the motion for new trial. In a
recent motion for leave to file a petition for a writ of r,andamus
we were cresented with a-situation where the defendant filed a
Totion for new trial five days after judcment, the next day
the justice of the peace overruled the motion, but it was too
laz.e to file an appeal bond under Rule 749.
The cuestion presented is whether forcible entry and
detainer actions should be an express exception to the rules
of practice in justice courts so as to clarify the proceflural
steDs such as occurred in the above case.
As usual I leave further action on these matters to your
and the committee's good judgment.
Sincerely,

James P. Wallace
Justice

P.S.
I am enclosinc a letter from John O'Quinn concern-_ne
R:es 127 and 131.r Ray Hardy's cerrespcndence has been
P=2V10Usly fO`".:=rCed to you.

I
I
I
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July 19, 1985

^

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
Soules, Cliffe & Reed

800 Milam Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Re:

Proposed Change in the Texas Rules of
Civil Procedure_

Dear Mr. Soules:
In March of this year I attended the Advanced Civil Trial
Short Course in Dallas, at which you spoke. At that time, you
solicited comments and suggestions on possible changes in the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. Under rather unfortunate circumstances, I recently discovered what I believe to be a loophole in the rules, and I wish to bring it to your attention.
If you are no longer a member of the committee that is responsible for rule changes, I would appreciate your forwarding this
letter to an appropriate person or letting me know to whom it
should be sent.

I

I was recently retained to defend a forcible detainer
action in a Justice Court here in El Paso County. As I am sure
you know, Rule 525 provides that pleadings in Justice Court
need not be written. Because time was extremely short and my
client, the tenant, wanted to keep expenses to a minimum, I did
not file a written answer.in-the case. Rather, we appeared at
the hearing with all of our witnesses and successfully.defended
Having won the hearing, I assumed that the litithe lawsuit.
gation was concluded and that, should the landlord pursue an
appeal, I would receive some type of formal notice.

o0oooz3s

I

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
July 19, 1985

Page 2

Pursuant to Rule 749c, the landlord perfected his appeal by
the filing of an appeal bond. He also requested that the
Justice Court transcript be filed in the County Court and that
the cause be docketed. All of this was done without my knowledge, as there is no rule requiring notice of the appeal. I
was informed that an appeal had been taken approximately three
weeks after the hearing in Justice Court, when my client called
me to inform me that he had received notice of a default judgment taken against him in County Court. Upon investigation, I
learned that a default judgment had been taken against us pursuant to Rule 753. The pertinent part of that rule provides as
follows:
If the defendant made no answer in writing in the
justice court, and if he fails to file a written
answer within five full days after the transcript is
filed in the county court,, the allegations of the
comclaint may be taken as admitted and judgment by
default may be entered accordingly.
It then became necessary for me to expend conside.rable time
having the default judgment set aside. Not only was the .
experience terrifying for my client, who thought that he had
been evicted, but I was also shocked to learn that an appeal
could be taken and a default judgment rendered without any
notice to the opposing party whatsoever. It was my contention
in my motion to set aside the default judgment that the County

Court's judgment was void for want of due process. I honestly
believe that the failure to require notice of appeal in a
forcible detainer action renders this procedure constitutionally defective.
As a general proposition, I am struck by what I consider an
An appeal to the County Court from
inconsistency in the rules.
the Justice Court grants the appellant a trial de novo. However, Rule 753 dictates that a defendant's answer in Justice
Court shall serve as his answer in county;court. Therefore,
the defendant's pleadings in Justice Cour-E, at least initially,
become his pleadings in County Court. It-.seems rather anomalous that the Justice Court proceedings should have such impact
in a trial de novo. The result, at least in my case, is that I
was caught completely unaware of the need to file a written
answer in justice court.

While I have no excuse for my ignorance of Rule 753, I am
concerned that, as the rules are currently written, Rule 753
can work a severe hardship on tenants who successfully defend

- oooaoz39
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Mr. Luther H. Soules, III
July 19, 1985

Page 3

forcible detainer actions in Justice Court witYiout the assistance of an attorney. It is fair to assume that in the majority of cases, a landlord who files a forcible detainer action
will be represented by an attorney. I would guess that a
number of tenants who defend such actions do so pro se. Rule
753 poses a very real threat to a tenant who has successfully
defended a forcible detainer action without an attorney. It is
unfair, and I believe unconstitutional, to permit a default
judgment to be taken on appeal in County Court without the
reauirement of notice to the opposing party.

I
I
I
I
I

I strongly suggest that another rule be added or that one
of the existing rules be amended to require formal notice to
the opposing party that an appeal from the Justice Court in a
forcible detainer action has been perfected upon the filing of
the transcript in County Court. The rule should expressly provide that notice be given once the case has been docketed in
County Court, so that the appellee can be notified not only of
the appeal, but also of the cause number of the case in County
In my own case, we would have been required to monitor
Court.
the docketing of new -causes in the County Clerk's office every
day until the time for perfecting an appeal had expired. That
certainly is unfair and should not be the law. The appellant
should bear the burden of notifying the appellee of an appeal.
Accordingly, I will very much appreciate it if serious consideration is given to the request that I make in this letter.

Mr. Soules, I will be more than happy to discuss this with
you further either by telephone or in correspondence. Thank
you very much for your consideration.
Yours truly,

I
I
I
I
I

KC/ysp

April 30, 1984

Honorable Jack Pope, Chief Justice
The Supreme Court of Texas
P. 0. Box 12248, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711
Re:

Conflicts and oversights in 1984 amendments to the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Justice Pope:
In going over the 1984 amendments, I have discovered several conflicts and
oversights, other than the ones I had related to Justice Spears earlier this
year.
1.
Rule 72. The first sentence changed the phrase "the adverse party or
his attorney of record" to "all parties or their attorneys of record."
Shculdr.'t the phrase read: "all adverse parties-or their attorneys of record"?
This would be consistent with the remaining language of Rule 72 and with other
rules which normally refer to service on the "adverse," "opposite" or "opposing"
party.
Rule 92.
The second paragraph was added, but it refers to a"plea of
400:
Obviously, this should be changed to "motion to transfer venue
privilege."
under Rule 86."
Aside - the phrase "plea of privilege" had perhaps one sole virtue. When
it was used everyone knew this was an objection to venue under Rule 86, rather
than a.motion for a discretionary change of venue under Rule 257.
Unfortunately, a motion to change venue under Rule 257 may also properly be
referred to as a motion to transfer venue. See Rules 86(1), 87(2)(c), (3)(c),
(5), 258, 259. And see Article 1995(4)(c)(2).
Rule 165a(3). In the second sentence the word "is" should be changed
3.
to "are."
Rules 239a and 306a. Prior to the 1984 amendments, the lancuage of
4.
Rule 306d (repealed), which dealt with notification of appealable orders
generally, and Rule 239a, which deals with notification of default judgnzents
(also an appealable crder) were worded slightly differer.tly, but in substance

Honorable Jack Pope
April 30, 1984
Page 2

-
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were the same. Both rules provided: "Failure to comply with the provisions of
^ this rule shall not affect the finality of the judgment or order."
I
New Rule 306a(4),(5), however, which superseded old Rule 306d, makes it
possible for the finality of a judgment to be extended for up to ninety days.
Rule 239a was not amended. In my opinion, this creates an anomoly in that,
unless Rule 239a is to be ignored, it is possible to have the periods for a
motion for new trial, perfecting an appeal, etc., to start running at a later
date (if a party proves he did not receive notice of a judgment) for all
appealable orders and judgments, except a default judgment. Unless this was so
intended, Rule 239a should be amended to conform to Rule 306a(4),(5).
5.
Rules 360(5), (8) and 363. New Rule 360(5) requires that, in addition
to filing the petition for writ of error, a notice of appeal must be filed if a
cost bond is not required. Rule 360(8) says, in effect, that in such
circumstances the writ of error is perfected when the petition and a notice of
appeal are filed. It had been my understanding, at least prior to the 1984
amendments, that where a cost bond was.not required by law, an appellant in an
appeal by writ of error to the court of appeals needed only to file the
petition.
Rule 363, which was not amended in 1984, supports this view. Thus
the last sentence of Rule 363 conflicts with Rule 360(8).
Aside from this problem, the word "is" in the last line of Rule 360(8)
should be changed to "are."
Rule 376a.
Part (g) of the Supreme Court order relating to the
preparation of the transcript needs to be amended. The last paragraph of part
(g) should be deleted. It is obsolete in view of the1984 repeal of Rule 390
and the 1981 and 1984 amendments of Rule 376. A party no longer needs the
authority to apply to the clerk to have the transcript prepared and delivered to
hirs, since Rule 376 makes it clear that the clerk has the duty to prepare and
transmit the transcript to the court of appeals..
Amended Rule 414 incorporates all the provisions of Rule
7.
Rule 418.
418, as well as several other rules. These Rules ( 415-417) were repealed, but
Rule 418 was not. Rule 418 should be repealed.
Rules 469(h) and'492. New Rule 469(h) requires the application for
8.
writ of error to.state that a copy has been served on "each group of opposite
parties or their counsel." Rule 492, however, requires that a copy of each
instrument (including "applications") filed in the Supreme Court to be served on
"the parties or their attorneys." Since two or more parties may belong to one
grcuo, only one copy would have to be served on them as a group under Rule
469(h), but under Rule 492, each party would have to be served with a copy. Are
these two rLles conflicting in their requirements or does Rule 492 apply.to all
filings in the Supreme Court except the,application for writ of error?
^. Rules 758 and 109. Rule 109 was amended to delete the proviso (last
ser.tence).
Rule 758, which was not amended, states: "but the croviso of Rule
109, adapted to this situation, shall apply." Rule 758 needs to be amended to
delete any reference to the now nonexistent proviso of Rule 109.

a

One final note: Section 8 of Article 2460a, the Small Claims Court Act,
was not amended by the legislature along with the repeal of Artic^e 2008, which
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had allowed an interlocutory appeal from the trial court's ruling on a plea of
privilege.
Arcuably, section 8 allows such an interlocutory appeal. On the
other hand, the right to interlocutory appeal may be geared to or depend on a
richt in some other statute, such as now repealed Article 2008, since section 8
begins with the phrase "nothing in this Act prevents."
I hope my comments and suggestions have been helpful.
Respectfully yours,

Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law
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June 2, 1983

rir. Jack Eisenberg, Chairman
Committee of Administration of Justice
P. 0. Box 4917
Austin, Texas 78785
RE:

Rule 792

Dear Jack:
This letter is written as a report on the action of the subcommittee
you
appointed in response to a letter from a Texas attorney concerning
Rule 792. This rule requires the opposite party in a trespass to try
title action, upon request, to file an abstract of title within twenty
days or within such further time as the court may grant. If he does not,
he can give no evidence of his claim or title at trial. The attorney
suggests that the the obtaining of an abstract of title in a trespass to
try title action should done under the discovery rules which govern other
civil cases.

The subcommittee noted that bringing the action as a declaratory
judgment or simple trespass action, would have such an effect.
The attorney who requested the change was contacted. It seems that
his real concern is that Rule 792 operates as an automatic dismissal of
the opposite party's.claim or title unless the abstract of title is filed
within twenty.days or an extension is obtained. In Hunt v. Heaton, 643
S.W.2d 677 (Tex.1982), the defendant in a trespass to try title action
answered the petition by answering not guilty and demanded that the
plaintiff file an abstract of the title he would rely on at trial. The
plaintiff did not request an extension of time to file the abstract.
Five years after the demand and 39 days before the trial, the plaintiff
filed an abstract. The supreme court upheld the trial court's refusal to
allow the plaintiff any evidence of his claim or title.
The concern is that in a trespass to try title action Rule 792
operates to cause an automatic dismissal of the opposite parity's claim
or title unless the abstract of title is filed within twenty day or an
extension is cbtained.
The subcommittee believes that the harshness of Rule 792 can be
eliminated if, prior to the beginning of the trial, there must be notice
and a hearing. Then the court may order that no evidence of the claim or
title of such opposite party be given at trial, due to the failure to
file the abstract. The following amendment is suggested for
consideration:
0 0 0 0 0A24 5
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Ru1e/192,'' Time To File Abstract
Such abstract of title shall be filed with the papers of the
cause within [tuenev] thirty days after service of the notice
or within such further time as the court on good cause shown
may grant; and in default thereof after notice and hearing
prior to the betzinninQ.of the trial, the court may order that
no evidence of the claim or title of such opposite party
[9he-111 be given on trial.
The attorney who wrote the letter requesting the changes would
welcome the opportunity to address the committee'in person.

Sincerely yours,

JW:ps
cc:

0
0000022 4 s

Evelyn Avent
Jeffery Jones
Orville C. Walker

r

January 27, 1983

Honorable JaCk Pope, Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Texas
Supreme Court Building
Post Office Box 12248
Austin, Texas 78711
Re:

Rule 792 - Abstracts of Title

Dear Judge Pope:
Due to my active participation in the trial of land
lit'_cation matters, it has become apparent over the past years
that in certain counties in Texas today the obtaining of an
abstract of title is impossible unless prepared by the attorney
As an example, in Brazos County the Clerk no longer
himself.
has the capability or the time to aid in the compiling of an
abstract of title without the attorney having to personally pull
all records, set up special dates, remove the records in the
presence of the Clerk, make copies at his own location, and
thereafter obtain the various indices of said documents and the
appropriate certification, after having presented each of those
For this
documents and the recording legends to the Clerk.
reason, although Rule 792, of course, expands the time for which
an abstract can be filed in a trepass to try title case from
twenty days to that which the Court finds reasonable, it appears
to me that serious consideration should be given to the question
of putting this discovery under the same rules as that related
to other discovery:
I am fully aware of the reason for Rule
792; however, in my opinion, the rule is more and more frequently
used not for the purposes of discovery, but where the defense
counsel is aware that the availability of the County. Clerk's
books and records are almost nonexistent and there are no abstract
services available to plaintiff's counsel, especially if it
involves issues of title of minerals, to harass and put undue
press::,:e on plaintiff's counsel.
This can be especially unjust
anc cnerous when the defendant is a trespasser with little or no
indicia of title. I am certainly in agreement that no one should
be able to prosecute a trespass to try title action without
proaer facts and circums4ances surrounding his right of title
and that he should be prepared to prove that title to the exclusion

Honorable Jack Pope, Chief Justice
January 27, i983
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of all others ^
However, I feel that the urbanization of the
State of Texas has created circumstances that are far removed
from those that existed when Article 7376 was originally passed
by the Texas Legislature and strong consideration should be
given as to putting the plaintiffs and defendants on more equal
footing regarding the discovery procedure in this type of action.
I congratulate you on your recent appoint:nent as Chief
Justice of the Court and extend to you best wishes from both
myself and my father.

KCH/lsb

GARY

BUSHELL

OF COUNSEL
MARY ELLA MCBREARTY
CYNTHIA N. MILNE
RAUL M. CALDERON
DOUGLAS L GIBLEN
RUBEN PEREZ

J. A.

CARSON

April 23, 1985
❑

Mr. Tom B. Ramey, Jr.
P. 0. Box 8012
Tyler, Texas 75711
RE:

Adoption of F.R.A.P. 10
and F.R.A.P.11 in-Texas

Dear Tom:
I have followed with interest the efforts to curb
litigation costs and delay.
Today I am responding to your
invitation to submit suggestions that may aid in solving
these problems.
adoption
The
of
rules
similar
to
F.R.A.P.10
and
F.R.A.P.11 (copies enclosed) would save countless hours and
those
dollars
in
very
common
situations
where
court
reporters fail to transcribe the statement of facts for
timely filing in an appeal.
federal
The
system
recognizes
that
courts-not
lawyers-control court reporters.
Clients there no longer
lawyer
pay
for
expended
time
in
interviewing
court
preparing
reporters,
affidavits
and
motions
for
filing
extension.
I have been forced to file as many as five motions for
extension in one state case.
I have had appellate courts
invite writs of mandamus.
The client could not understand
the reason for the expense nor the delay, much less the
uncertainty of an extension.
I am taking the liberty of sharing these thoughts not
only with you as President of the State Bar of Texas, but as
well with some membe'rs of the Committee on Proposed Uniform
Rules of Appellate Procedure.

Mr. Tom B. Ramey, Jr.
23, 1985
2

They are proposals that would seem appropriate for
be
civil
rules
to
promulgated
the
by
Supreme
Court
regardless of what the legislature may do with•the criminal
rules.
Cordially,

F. W. Baker

cc:

Hcn. Clarence A. Guittard
Hon. Sam Houston Clinton
Hon. James Wallace

Hon. Shirlev Butts
Mr. Hubert Green
Mr. Luke Soules
Mr. Ed Coultas
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of such defect by the exercise of reasonable
diligence?

15, 1986.

For Respondent: Larry Ludka and Tom
Greenwell, Corpus Christi, Texas.

v.
7,

1984.
1986.
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August 22, 1986

Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Soules & Reed

800 Milam Building
East Travis at Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Dear Luther:

I received a letter from you today notifying me that the Supreme
Court Advisory Committee had rejected my proposal to e.nend Rule 621a,
which was contained in my letter of October 14, 1985, to Mike
That proposal was merely a housekeeping change that
Gallagher.
reference to "Article 3773, V.A.T.S." be deleted and "section 34.001
of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code" be substituted
therefor.
The portion of the transcript you included in your letter,
however, refers not to my proposal, rather to a proposal by a John
Pace for substantive changes in Rule 621a. Mr. Pace's proposal had
already been rejected by my committee (Administration of Justice) at
our meeting September 14, 1985. (Ironically, Mike had assigned the
Pace proposal to me and Tom Phillips and the Committee unanimously
adopted our recommendation to reject Pace's proposal.)
In any event, please be aware that Rule 621a needs to be
corrected, as discussed above.

f^
Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law
JCW/nt

•

•

Mr. Mic;ae? T. Gallacner, =se.

Aliied
IC00 Louisiana
Ho,astcr., TX - C ,2

Administration of Justice

Erc?csed a re mr :,ropased amendments to Rules.18a"30, 72, 87, 111, 112,
.113, 161, 163, _65 a,'182a,"-188;' 239a; 36C,..363, 385a, 447, 469, 483, 496, 499a,
621a, E5-, 6:6, :'_' ?, 746, 772, 806, 807; 808, 810 and 811._:Also enclosed are
suc.-ested ar.er^-.e:._s to several Supreme Court orders that accompany two other

____7

'

✓ Jeremy C. Wicker
Professor of Law

.

In the first paraqraph, delete "Article 1738a" and substitute:

Delete "FT_icle 3772, V.h.T.S.".and substitute;.

s°_c-:_cn 34.001 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code

Deleze "s,.:...*-division 3 of Article 4076 of the Revised Civil Statutes of

